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INSIDE THE MEDIA

After over a year of off-the-record gossiping and mutterings by the 
cliquish members of the White House press corps, Newsweek Magazine (Nov. 24) has 
quietly (and carefully) used its Ronald Reagan cover story to launch an item 
that has Washington buzzing. Referring to frequent difficulties President Ford
has in delivering speeches on the campaign trail, Newsweek wrote the following:
"He fumbles words. He drifts from his text and loses his place. He butchers
gags and blows punch lines. He enjoys a pre-prandial drink with the boys, like
any politician on the road, and occasionally shows it in his post-prandial
speeches." These words were not chosen haphazardly. Newsweek's Washington
Bureau Chief Mel Elfin told MR "We think it was handled with discretion...a touch
of grace. We didn't say the President was a drunk. It was a question of whether 
the President has a drink or two." If this subject has been the topic of con-
versation in the White House press for several months, why hasn't it been published
before now, we asked Elfin. "The press has a tendency to wait until somebody else
does it. At certain points, certain information becomes relevant," Elfin said.
However, now that Newsweek has broached this sensitive issue in print, it's only a
matter of time before other news organizations will follow suit.. .probably in much
greater detail. A White House wire service reporter was quoted as saying "this
was the first crack in the dyke." Presidential press secretary Ron Nessen, known
to be unhappy about the reference to his boss's social habits, was relieved when
the issue wasn't raised at any of the daily briefings this past week. Other ner-
vous W.H. reporters told MR that they weren't ready, just yet, to talk about the
subject. "I'm still not prepared to say it publicly" one radio newsman admitted.
However, Newsweek's Elfin thinks that the upcoming campaign will be different from
those in the past. "We intend to cover the President and other candidates in all 
aspects, including behavior pattern and habits. Character will become central. 
We have overlooked those things in the past, and it is not good enough anymore. 
The stuff that is common parlance to reporters is not known in the countryside," 
he said.

West Coast media observers are watching with interest the battle for ad-
vertising dollars going on in the Los Angeles area between two of the nation's
largest publishing companies. The Valley News and Green Sheet, purchased by the
Tribune Co. of Chicago in December of 1973, is beginning to cut in on the Los
Angeles Times' growth factor in southern California's San Fernando Valley area.
The Tribune company moved its own management team into the hierarchy of the Valley
News (4th largest in ad lines in California) in July of this year, and during the
past three months, they've mounted a big push to increase circulation. Valley News
advertising manager Tom Culligan, formerly in the same department at the Chicago
Tribune, told MR paid circulation has "increased 12% since the campaign began."
The Valley News currently has 65,000 paid customers with 205,000 copies distributed
free throughout the area. The newspaper is published four times a week (T.,Th.,
F.,Sun.) but according to Culligan, "we're looking seriously at moving to five days
a week in the next year and maybe six in two years." However, he said, "We don't
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have plans to move to seven." The L.A. Times is very much aware that the Valley

News is on the move. Their general manager was quoted in the Nov. 17 Ad Age as
saying "Obviously, they're going to be attempting to generate additional adver-
tising revenue and there are only so many advertising dollars, so they will be
providing probably more intensive competition. But it's a good paper.. .we're
certainly not oblivious to what's going on." Culligan says they are looking at
only a circulation growth rate in the next two years of only around 5%, although
the paper hopes to reach a 50% paid circulation during this period. Another
example of the suburban squeeze...

It's becoming more evident everyday that both the Republican and Democratic
parties -- for different reasons -- will have a large group of unhappy reporters
covering their respective conventions next summer. At the GOP convention in Kansas
City, hotel accomodations will leave a lot to be desired, and for the Democrats in
New York's Madison Square Garden, space for non-network reporters is being kept to
5,000 square feet for an expected 1700 broadcasters. Mutual's Bill Greenwood, cur-
rent President of the Radio and Television Correspondents' Association, told MR that
he is "very upset" about the situation, but says "it's take or leave it." It ap-
pears that in New York only the large television networks will have the proper space
to adequately cover the convention. But to make matters worse, the Statler-Hilton,
the official convention headquarters hotel, does not have dial telephones in the
rooms, and one recent visitor reported it took six minutes to get an operator.

Look for new controversy to flare up in the coming year over the role of the
media -- especially television -- in undercutting U.S. success in the Vietnam war.
Freedom House is about to publish a massive 2-volume work by Peter Braestrup entitled
"Big Story: How the American Press and Television Reported and Interpreted the Crisis
of Tet-1968 in Vietnam and Washington." The analysis of Braestrup -- an ex-Washing-
ton Post reporter who now serves as editor of publications for Woodrow Wilson Center
for International Scholars at the Smithsonian -- lends support to the earlier analy-
ses of Edward Jay Epstein that whereas the major media had played a big role in
boosting the war (and early war strategy), they turned the other way during and after
the Tet offensive and undercut U.S. homefront opinion. The Freedom House book also

includes documentation of changes in public opinion by pollster-analyst Burns W.

Roper. The general verdict of "Big Story": "First news reports are always partly

wrong; in the reporting of Tet -- which included some courageous, thoughtful cover-

age -- much was wrong." Put this Tet coverage analysis together with the other

heavy analysis of media coverage now taking shape viz politics and TV news, and the
seeds of some important political reactions are being sown -- the writings of the
next few years may do for the big media what Upton Sinclair's "The Jungle" did for
the meatpacking industry.

If you're dubious about media usage surveys that show too much usage and

too much attention, Detroit's Market Opinion Research turned up some interesting

patterns in recent survey data. All media get only partial attention. Here's MOR's

breakdown for assessing some of the puffed-up audience/readership data:

Newspapers

(100% = 150)

Television

(100% = 150)

Look at 63.9% Turn on TV 77.0%

(If yes) (If yes)

Flip through 45.9 Different channels 29.5

Read a few 55.7 Watched parts 45.9

Read carefully 24.5 Watch a show/newscast 59.0

Complete attention 32.8

Radio

(100% = 150)

Turn on radio 75.4%

(If yes)

Switch stations 19.7

Specific programs 42.6

Listen over 1/2 hour 36.1

Complete attention 8.2



MEDIA AND MONOPOLY POWER

Two new books published this month are being received with something less
than enthusiasm in New York/Washington communications industry circles.

Former Nixon speechwriter turned newspaper columnist Patrick Buchanan 
devotes a chapter in his book titled "Conservative_Votes, Liberal Victories" to 
the subject "Can Democracy Survive the New Journalism?" He writes: "The political
power of America's media monopolies such as CBS, Time-Life, Inc. and the Washington
Post Company -- welded to the growing ideological fervor of their correspondents,
writers and commentators -- represent the most formidable obstacle in the path of
a conservative counter-reformation in the United States." Buchanan -- whose book
ironically is being published by Quadrangle, the New York Times book company --
says "The essence of press power lies in the authority to select, elevate and pro-
mote one set of ideas, issues and personalities -- and to ignore others." He lists
the following as what he calls "a few trademarks of the New Journalism: 1) post-
Vietnam, there is a discernable anti-military bias permeating what is spoken and
written by the national press; 2) the new journalist bears a Naderite grudge
against big business; 3) the media has a bias for federal social spending -- the
more, the better; 4) there is an abiding conviction that no matter the controversy
or conflict involved, the federal government should continue to use its coercive
power to integrate schools and communities; 5) the national press is the silent
partner of the political and social movements of liberalism -- consumerism, civil
rights, environmental, anti-war and women's liberation." Buchanan suggests that
the nature of the medium of television may be the conservative politician's big-
gest problem. "There is a genuine question whether any conservative politician
can rivet the camera's attention without ceasing to be, strictly speaking, a con-
servative." However, Buchanan also attacks a segment of the society normally
thought to be in the conservative camp. He notes, "Big Business, which holds the
purse strings and has the power to effect change, has all the enthusiasm for combat
of the Royal Laotian Army. It tolerates the conspicuous anti-business bias of the
networks, because the latter provides a national audience for business commercials.
And that means more products sold, and higher profits all around."

Stanford Professor Bruce M. Owen, writing about the big media from an 
economist's point of view, says "It is certainly true that the monopoly media were
responsible for the decision to publicize the Watergate scandals, but it is not
clear that this took extraordinary degree of courage." In his just-published book
"Economics and Freedom of Expression: Media Structure and the First Amendment"
(Cambridge, Mass., Ballinger), Owen suggests "the original stories in the Washing-
ton Post by Woodward and Berstein do not appear to have required the massive
resources of a great organization; it is far from clear that these or other report-
ers employed by a more competitive press would not have broken the story just as
soon. Indeed, it might have broken sooner if newspaper editors and their elec-
tronic counterparts felt more competitive pressure and less sense of "social
responsibility." Owen, who formerly served as a Brookings Institution Fellow and
chief economist for OTP, says "The 'countervailing power' theory of the role of
the press must, it seems to me, be rejected. It requires a belief in the efficacy
of conscious moral action by institutions with at least sometimes contrary incen-
tives, and it depends unduly on the frail need of human nature. Neither the pro-
fits nor the prophets of the press are themselves 'elect'." He goes on: " We are
far better off with a system in which it is assumed that everyone is following his
own self-interest; behavior is then predictable and can be discounted appropriately."
In writing about the effect of a monopoly press, Owen says "When an institution
sets itself up as the moral and ethical protector of 'truth', and claims to stand
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above the incentives affecting its own self-interest, more than a few citizens may
be seriously misled." Going against the grain of today's new journalism, Owen
suggests "The proper performance of the social and political role of the press
ought not to be a matter of 'courage' but a matter of survival.. .Given human nature
the process cannot safely depend on 'fearless' editors and it cannot depend on
'responsible' editors. It must depend on editors concerned for their competitive
survival in the marketplace."

GOVERNMENT AND THE MEDIA

Although public broadcasters were given the impression in the November 6th
PBS newsletter that plans to build a nationwide domestic satellite system to ser-
vice public radio and television stations are moving ahead rapidly, MR is hearing
there may be trouble on the horizon. Recently reported discontent with the efforts
of the Satellite Working Group, a discontent which led the CPB board on Nov. 12 to
demand "significantly more information" before it would commit more energy and
money to the project, was overcome at a meeting in New York this past Thursday
morning. CPB Board member Tom Moore gathered representatives of the Ford Founda-
tion, National Public Radio, PBS and of the SWG including project director Myron
Curzan of the Washington law firm of Arnold and Porter to receive what was des-
cribed as "desperately needed additional information." One participant told MR
"I think we've avoided what was fast becoming a head-on encounter." However, it is
MR's understanding that even if these early disagreements are settled, big hurdles
in the future will have to be cleared before the domestic satellite system will get
the go-ahead. From talking to knowledgeable sources about the deliberations, here
are some of the problems: 1) There is a chance the costs will be too high...esti-
mates show the yearly satellite bill could be as high as 12 million dollars, twice
what is currently being paid A.T.& T. for land lines; 2) The SWG says it is tar-
geting Western Union as the probable carrier...how will the FCC handle this ques-
tion when confronted with filings from RCA, A.T. & T. and others who charge that
the system ought to be commonly owned because the American taxpayer is footing most
of the bill; 3) the commercial networks, increasingly irritated by ratings succes-
ses of programs like "The Incredible Machine", are expected to cry foul (the net-
works find it hard to understand why the federal treasury should be used for fund-
ing a system that competes for some of their advertising dollars); and 4) the
individual stations have not been consulted on whether they want a satellite system
and one station manager tells MR "We might just not go along with it. They have
yet to ask us if we want it."

Behind-the-scenes manuevering continues in the search for a new President
of PBS. Station managers, very sensitive to constant rumors that an individual
outside of the public broadcasting field will be chosen, were not pleased to hear
the name of retiring CBS Government Affairs V.P. Dick Jencks being mentioned. Mean-
while, some managers are beginning to rally around New Jersey public system manager
Dr. Lawrence Frymire for the post. As one station chief put it, "the decision will
determine whether we are going to be a distribution system or a network -- that is
the basic question."

. QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

Former President Richard Nixon, in his first interview since leaving
office, told William Fine in the December Ladies' Home Journal:

"The media has abdicated its fact-gathering to non-believing young
people, who seem to want to break down our values. I used to be able to make
sense with the Paleys, the Sarnoffs and the Goldensons, and with that new fellow
at CBS, even with the key commentators, but a lot of their research comes from a
very cynical element."
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

30 WADSWORTH STREET

CAMBRIDGE. MASS. 02139

May 13, 1975

MEMORANDUM

To: Tom Whitehead

From: Audrey Ginsberg

Subject: Research on Medicine Shows in the U.S.

I've been able to gather a fair amount of data on

medicine shows in the U.S., most of which I was able to retrieve

at the Library of Congress. Several of these books discuss medicine

shows very superficially but they do give one clues as to their

popularity, the impact they had on audiences, the types of audiences

they attracted, and the cities and towns in which they played.

I came across one important biography of Thomas P. Kelley who was

known as the "King of the Medicine Shows", and I will summarize

the important aspects of this book for you later on. I will also

summarize a couple of other books which I've read on this very

interesting subject, accompanied by xeroxes of the relevant chapters.

It has been rather difficult to establish when exactly

the medicine shows faded from the entertainment scene, if at all.

Some historians at Harvard with whom I've discussed this in great

detail seem to be of the opinion that they still exist and can be
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sighted in the small Pennsylvania Dutch Country towns. Some books

suggest they faded in the early 1930's, while others refer

to the popularity of medicine shows in the 1950's. This is one

question I haven't quite been able to resolve as yet.

You were also interested in knowing what types of

entertainment followed the medicine shows. As far as this is

concerned, it appears that one-reel films replaced medicine

shows in the 30's, followed by more sophisticated movies and

then radio and television. I've found 3 references on this, and

several historians at Harvard have verified it as well. For

example in "The Golden Age of Quackery" by Stewart Holbrook,

there is one paragraph which states:

"Whether as a troupe or singly, pitch doctors provided

some sort of entertainment to attract and hold an

audience but at carefully calculated intervals. The

audience had to listen to the lecture as they were to

do later when medicine shows moved into radio and then

into television and the lecture became a commercial."

I will therefore have to assume this is accurate.

I am now going to summarize the biography of Thomas P. Kelley, 
Jr.,

and his 50 year career in the medicine game and how 
he was able to amass

$2,000,000. Following the biography, I will cite references from

3 other books on the subject.
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"The Fabulous Kelley - The True Story of the Medicine Show Era':

Simon & Shuster of Canada Ltd.

Thomas P. Kelley, Jr., was known as the "King of the

Medicine Shows". Born on April 14, 1968 in Leeds County, Ontario,

he enjoyed almost 50 years in the medicine game. Doc. Kelley as he

was known, sold medicines such as Bonyan, Shamrock Healing oil,

East Indian Tiger Fat, Passion Flower Tablets, etc. He played in

37 American states and every province in Canada, Illinois and Michigan

and Ohio were his favourite stomping grounds. Two weeks was the

normal stay in most towns although in the 1920's when business

was exceptionally brisk he'd stay for about 8 weeks. "The twanging of

the banjos, songs of the blackfaced comedians and all the other fun

items of the show" were free. Doc. Kelley was a pioneer in the

entertainment field bringing many firsts to show business in the area

of musical entertainment and slapstick comedy.

Every spring for 40 years advertisements of Doc. Kelley would

appear in The Billboard, The Clipper and other theatrical publications

(1/C
telling his requirements for the coming season.

Doc. Kelley became involved in medicine shows through a travelling

visitor who came to his town when he was 16 years old. Seeing how this

occupation could be very worthwhile financially Doc. Kelley became

very excited about the prospect of setting up his own medicine show.
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Doc. Kelley dreamed up a name for his show and settled upon

"Kelley's Shamrock Concert Co." which would travel from the

Atlantic to the Pacific.

On the whole, medicine men were fairly well respected

in the towns. They were not fly-by-nights as one would be led to

believe. On the contrary, they would return to cities time and

again. When Kelley was in town he'd draw thousands of people

nightly from the surrounding districts. They would all come to

see "the big free fun show". Leading merchants and sometimes the

Mayor of a town himself would ask Doc. Kelley to extend his stay for

another week. In nearly every town he played, he'd leave a large

supply of remedies in leading drug stores and some would continue

to order by mail.

Doc. Kelley would reflect "the medicine show was a

business enterprise, an unusual way of getting the goods before

the eyes of the public, and legitimately"as far as most of the

medicine men he knew.

The medicine show carried 7-10 performers. The big free fun

shows were often attended by as many as 6,000 - 7,000 people. The

shows usually began at 8 p.m.

Behind the platform would be several dressing room tents

and an office tent where people could receive free consultation 
and

advice. Each presentation lasted around 30 minutes.

When lecturing to an audience on an open-air platform

and lauding the merits of the tonics he sold, Bigfoot (Doc. Kelley's

partner) would guzzle several drinks from one of the bottles to show
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the good people how easy it was to take and to fortify himself to

be a hundred. The bottle contained Whisky, but the audience had

no way of knowing.

Doc. Kelley's sales pitch would be as follows:

"Good evening ladies and Gentlemen. And now if you

will gather in a little closer where you can see and hear

better, we are going to start up our grand free open-air

entertainment. Tonight, as on every night, we have

comedy acts, novelty acts and suprizes. You will see the

magic Supper of Zodiac, the disappearing pony, the young

lady on the high wire, and the smallest monkey in the world.

There will also be two solid hours of side splitting comedy;

you will laugh till you are blue in the face. Later

you will have the opportunity to purchase my remedies

that will give you long life, strong bodies, good health,

and yes, that's it - gather in closer folks -- step up a

little closer".

Fifteen-hundred to 1800 people would gather around. At

the back of the crowd there would be a _large semi-circle of waggons

and buggies, many of them still occupied by their owners who would

enjoy the luxury of sitting while watching the show. Some had driven for

miles -- but they had decided it was worth it. The youngsters would

stand at the foot of the platform and wait for the "funny men to come

on stage". Doc. Kelley would be lecturing on the merits of his herbs,
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the new oriental discovery and warning his listeners as t
o the

importance of it's immediate use. He would be dressed in patent

leather shoes, black trousers, swallow tail-co
at and brocaded

white vest with gold chains. He would top his height-of-fashion

ensemble with a large black Stetson.

After the sales pitch, Doc. Kelley's three performers

would hurry into the audience each with a ca
rton of new oriental

discovery while several hundred hands would be
 raised in the audience,

all holding silver dollars. Doc. Kelley would shout "who's next?"

"Ah, this intelligent man wishes to buy himsel
f 20 years of health for

only one dollar". Famous people like Mrs. Corbett Pickett who were

impressed with Doc. Kelley would often ask him to 
do a special show for

them.

The Shamrock Concert Company travelled to cities l
ike Cincinnati,

the southern boarder of Kentucky, Tennessee,
 Georgia (outskirts of Atlanta),

Savannah, South and North Carolina, small section
s of Virginia,

the Canadian provinces like Quebec,
 Ontario, Manitoba, as well as the

Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texa
s.

Doc. Kelley unlike a number of other medi
cine men rarely

played local halls or opera houses with 
his medicine shows. The

reason being that they seldom had a
 seating capacity of over 400.

During 1880-1920 people really went fo
r Medicine shows in

Ohio particularly. More money was to be made in a s
mall Ohio village
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than in fair sized towns in other states and when playing in

towns like Akron, Youngstown, Springfield and Columbus, he'd

be pulling in crowds of six to eight thousand.

Doc. Kelley hit upon numerous gimmicks as incentives

for people to purchase his products. One such idea was a baby

contest during which parents competed to have their latest

offspring declared the most popular baby. Shamrock Tapeworm Remover

was another product introduced. To demonstrate the effectiveness

of this product, Doc. Kelley would place tapeworms in glass jars

preserved in alcohol across the front stage. This resulted in

about the biggest form of advertising he could hope to get, as they

always aroused the interest and comments of the crowds at the show.

He would also line up several men and women on the stage and

these people would vouch for the effectiveness of Shamrock Tapeworm

Remover by confirming that these tapeworms had infact been removed

from their stomachs.

In the 1930's when asked why he didn't want to play the big

towns like New York, Chicago, Detroit, he explained that everyone would

soon own an automobile which would take the farmers and their wives

to city lights and the world was changing. He felt there was a

definite change that was going to take place in theatrical entertainment.

He would say that one-reel moving pictures would be used as crowd chasers;

the motion picture industry was soon to take over, and picture

houses would soon be springing up in rural areas.

As far back as 1909 it was said that Doc. Kelley had seen

the handwriting on the wall which foretold the impending doom of the

medicine show era.

••11111111L
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Doc. Kelley maintained that in the 1920's people

had begun to lose their interest in medicine shows.

All the inhabitants in the smaller towns began to regard

medicine shows with minor interest, something to be endured while

waiting for the semi-weekly change of the bill at the local

cinema or the Saturday night trip to distant city lights. Even

the kids had changed. In the old days the'd enquire when the

funny men were coming to town. Now they were running around

with a stick or a toy pistol. Every farmer's daughter wanted to

leave the "milkstool" to go to Hollywood and become another

Theda Bara. Doc. Kelley maintained there was only one way to do

it and that would be to penetrate the sideroads and play among

the "rubes".

In 1931 he died and according to this book so had the

entertainment that brought joy to millions -- a form of entertainment

that was popular for more than 100 years.

Another type of medicine show is cited in

"Toadstool Millionnaires" by James Harvey Young. I am enclosing a

copy of the chapter dealing with medicine shows.

This book discusses the Indian medicine shows and the

most famous one of all, the Kickapoo Indian Medicine Show Company

which vended a remedy called Kickapoo Indian Sagwa made of aloes and

stale beer. Healy and Bigelow became involved in this venture.

They hired Indians by the hundreds and these shows resembled small circuses

in size. It is my understanding that Indians were hired specifically

to give the show an air of authenticity, particularly when they were peddling
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exotic herbs and spices.

In"The Medical Messiahs'; by James Harvey Young,

we learn about Dudley Le Blanc's Medicine Troupe in the 1950's

which toured the South doing one night stands in 18 cities.

Heavy advertising heralded the show's approach and his famous

product "Hadocol" was to be promoted. Here again, I'm enclosing

a copy of Chapter 15 of this book .

As you will note there are several footnotes

which refer to further reading materialson this subject. If

the above is insufficient, I will try to track down these

other books. However, I think most of them are obtainable at

the Library of Congress only. The Harvard and M.I.T. libraries

as well as the Boston Public Library have very little reading

material on this subject.

I do hope you will find the above useful for the book.
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MEDICINE SHOW

"And they like to pay a little for a 
tonic and an

entertainment rather than pay a lot to
 a doctor who

You no fun at all."—VICTOR HOL
MES, Salt of the Earti::

o•riiiN', in God's world is the m
atter with most of you

worms, worms, worms."2

Such a startling pronouncement,
 set in bold-faced type, ii_

well give pause to any newspa
per reader and urge the ef.

down into the smaller print in s
earch of whys and wherci'H

How much more disturbing we
re the same words when

rather than seen, delivered with 
pontifical assurance by the

nant voice of a commanding figur
e in a tall hat and ClltaWaV U.

who gained in majesty throug
h the flickering illumination

gasoline flares.

Patent medicine promoters, during
 the same years that

pioneered in print the many psycho
logical lures that might

their wares, often went out to meet
 their customers face to t.

Because the effort of orating an app
eal was more profitabl

pended on a group than on an ind
ividual, some enticement

attract a crowd was necessary. Exotic
 costume might help, !, •

most itinerant vendors did not rest 
content with dressing the

::

selves up. They added entertainment.
 They put on a show.

Colonial America had her mountebanks
 selling their \‘•:tr,-

just as did Europe of the same day.
 They came to towns

villages especially at such times as fairs, 
when the native poK

tion was swollen by outsiders. They set u
p their platforms, p• 7

formed their shows, delivered their hara
ngues, sold their Tr!:

edies, and went their ways. The ton
e of their entertainni

t.: .

sometimes offended ministers, and the
 quality of their medniil.

sometimes disturbed physicians. If t
he two groups could ag

r.

1 Holmes [Kenneth H. Kitch], Salt
 of the Earth (N.Y., 1941), 

214.

2 Robert B. Nixon, Jr., Corner Druggis
t (N.Y., 1941), 66.

MEDICINE SHOW

,., in Connecticut on the eve of 
the Revolution, restrictive legisia-

might be enacted. Medical declama
tions by mountebanks,

•1 :. colonial assembly decided
 in 1773, as well as their "plays,

-icks, juggling or unprofitable feat
s of uncommon dexterity

1(1 agility of body," had h
armful social results. All this fostered

corruption of manners, promoting of id
leness, and the detri-

,ent of good order and religion,
" and also ensnared people into

icing "unwholesome and ofte
ntimes dangerous drugs." So

uniebanks were outlawed.3

But laws did not stop them. Durin
g the first half of the 19th

lturv there were many men like W
illiam Avery Rockefeller

brought both entertainment and nostru
ms to backwoods

us. Rockefeller circulated through th
e Midwest and, accord-

-2: to legend, used his talents as mark
sman, ventriloquist, and

,pnotist to attract the crowds to whom
 he sold his packaged

rbs. (When William's son, John D., die
d in 1937, his physi-

reported that the aged millionaire had taken "several

.tented articles religiously, to aid his healt
h.") 4

The heyday of the medicine show came duri
ng the last two

cades of the 19th century. Solo performers
 like Rockefeller

.,htinued to operate. But there was a tremend
ous expansion in

Hr size and variety of the business.  Nevada Ned,-time_a

man, summed up the colorful scene: "Here f
ull--eyening;"-of

vau eville, musical comedy, Wild West show
s, minstrels,

ur esque
nt nu

or'.

S.

an on

movies
circuses, not to men on

I I
• les bands ara

•nc
es and

•  with Ho-Ang-Nan,

.p.at Chinese herb remedy, and med shows hav
e played

small 
,..uses halls, storerooms, a par s, show boats and tents, large

as wel as so s r corners anc_airs."5

So large and complex did the cast of characters be
come that

:.ste lines developed, from the prestigious performer
s in large

:lows vending innocuous remedies like liniments
 down to the

Richardson Wright, Hawkers & Walkers o
f Early America (Phila., 1927),

7 .18, 199-200 [the Conn. law]; Shafer, The Am
erican Medical Profession,

1. to 1850, 206; John Keevil, "Coffeehouse Cures,"
 in!. Hist. of Med. and

Sciences, 9 (1954), 195; The Harangues,
 or Speeches, Of Several Cele-

'ted Quack-Doctors in Town and Country (London, 
1762).

Nevins, 
(June 1937), 

3..)Rolckefeller (N.Y., 1940), I, 16-18, 37-38; St
andard

"dies, 23 
 

. -I; Oliver1929), 2(1as. told to Wesley Stout), "Med
 Show," Sat. Eve. Post, 202
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"jamb workers," the sheer frauds, like the Duke and Daupi.,%
encountered by Huckleberry Finn.°
The grandest spectacle of all was the Indian show born of :11,

joint imaginations of a Connecticut Yankee and a Texan. The
Haven Irishman, John E. Healy, had been a Civil War drum,...
boy who took a liniment down to Savannah in Reconstructi.,
days. Temporarily side-tracked with a troupe of non-therapeir
Irish minstrels, Healy had gotten back to medication in 187.•
with a liver pad. This was his first venture with "Texas Chad-% -
Bigelow, a farm boy who had served a med show apprentice!
with Doctor Yellowstone. The experience had given him
hair and beard and useful if suspect Indian medical lore. T.
liver pad did well, especially among the newly liberated Negr,
of the South, who attributed to it conjuring powers. Heals.
Bigelow, however, dreamed of even bigger things. In
along with "Nevada Ned" Oliver, they formed the K ali -
Indian Medicine Company to vend a remedy called Kick:,;)
Indian Sagwa. The original Sagwa, according to a legend in !!,
business, was made of aloes and stale beer. Whatever it may
been, the formula through time did not stray far from herbs :.:.
alcohol. It was not the constituents but the promotion t!
brought this tonic fame. Healy and Bigelow began hiring Ind
by the hundreds—none of them Kickapoo—to put on a show.'

Healy and Bigelow could traffic not only on the long-I.st:,1

lished connection between the red man's vigor and the ss 11H

man's nostrum. They could also count upon the Easterner's :M r

curiosity about a bronze-skinned people he no longer kneNN

firsthand but was much aware of through reports of cont:o:7

Indian fighting in the West.
The standard Kickapoo show traveled with half a d(q.:

Indians and as many white performers. The show opened s% .1 •

the Indians sitting stoically in a half-circle, in front of a backdr,

painted to reveal an Indian scene, the more realistic becan,e (

torchlight illumination. Nevada Ned, or some other "scout"

ing long hair and buckskins, introduced the Indians one b

6 violet McNeal, Four White Horses and a Brass Band (Garden City, NA
1947), 43-44; N. T. Oliver (as told to Wesley Stout), "Alagazani, Th

e Sow)

Pitchmen, High and Low," Sat. Eve. Post, 202 (Oct. 19, 1929), 76.

7 Information on the Healy-Bigelow shows is from the Oliver articles; I,I"r1":".'

R. Hoyt, Town Hall Tonight (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1955), 247; 
McNeal, •

an early 20th century bottle of Sagwa in author's possession.
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v describing their past heroism. Five of the redskins

jalo.wledged their introduction with a 
mere grunt, but the

delivered an impassioned oration in his 
native tongue. As

:,•rpreted by the scout, the tale describ
ed the dramatic origin of

remedy which had saved countless 
Indian lives and which was

to be offered, after great sacrif
ice, to the white members

thf! audience. When the s
ales pitch was finished, half the

• tfl and white members of the 
company went out among the

; wd to sell, while the remaining 
whites played musical instru-

...its and the Indians beat their 
tom-toms and broke into wild

..r whoops. In such a noisy 
atmosphere, medicine and money

„mg-e hands.

Some 
d  ds.
seventy-five 

 
such Kickapoo shows might be touring the

,:ntrv at a time during the eig
hties. Now and then Healy and

clow promoted an even more majesti
c spectacle, a stationary

.,‘v with up to a hundred performers. 
Nevada Ned presided

..; one such venture that played a whole 
season in New Jersey.

v.:I:I-on- train attacked by Indians was sa
ved by cowboys who

• un were threatened by a prairie fire. T
he final outcome was

..e ,:de of up to $4,000 worth of Kickapoo 
Indian Sagwa even'

,t.k. Among the show's spectators was 
numbered Buffalo Bill

but there is no record as to whether or no
t he bought a

'de.
The peer of Healy and Bigelow ventures, in 

commerce if not

if,x.vmanship, were the troupes traveling to boos
t the sale of

.1 Ain's Wizard Oil. John Austen Hamlin, the 
founding father,

been a magician pure and simple, according 
to legend, until

:iseo‘ered that the take was greater when he
 used his presti-

to promote a liniment. Magic there was for 
sure in the

Wizard Oil, which he affixed to the rem
edy he vended.

.ting from Cincinnati to Chicago during the 
Civil War,

built up his product to one of the best-know
n liniments in

...rica. In doing so, he rather forsook magic for
 music.°

llamlin's emissaries sang for their sales. Touring t
he high-

s and byways of the country were numerous troll
es, each

• 
',Information on the Hamlin enterprise is f

rom William P. Burt, "Back Stage

1 a Medicine Show Fifty Years Ago," Color
ado Mag.,u1n9(19ay

21, 190;
7relr-S, ho , ; c. ea , 54-55; it •, rz 

e, 

'1'1 W. Leonard, ed., The Book of Chicagoans 
(Chicago, 1905), 258; Chicago

directories, 1864-1905, in the Chicago Hist. Soc.; Mis
souri Hist. Rev.

' 
45

•)•,I), 375; Hamlin's Wizard Oil Song Book in aut
hor's possession. That the

hurn did not entirely forsake magic is evident from H
oyt, 248.
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made up of a lecturer, a driver, and a male quartet. The gruir,
traveled in a special wagon, pulled by a four- or six-horse
into which was built a parlor organ. The wagon, in the tordel.,
evening, became a stage, from which the quartet sang and pL
A stylish sight they were, clad in silk top hats, frock coats, 'pH
striped trousers, and patent leather shoes—with spats. At

the assembled audience sang with them. One of Hamlin's siti:.!
was the lavish distribution of pamphlets in which the wurd.,

such songs as "I'se Gettin' Up a Watermelon Party" and "Is I.
Worth Living?" were interspersed with promises as to !

Wizard Oil could grapple with asthma and neuralgia.

song books were carried into thousands of homes. DurinL;

week or more that a troupe staved in a town, the members

busy during the day as well as at night. While the lectur. -

sought to place supplies of Hamlin's liniment with local dm 

gists the quartetiv td—lraTITErMay ents for church and char:z

groups.
Hamlin, a man of substance in Chicago, fittingly spent

of his Magic Oil income, soon after the great fire, tu Luild

opera house that bore his name.

There were other major entrepreneurs like Hamlin and

Healy-Bigelow team. There were also innumerable small-z

free-lancers of all shades of repute. One of the better sort V.

Dr. C. M. Townsend with whom the young James Whitcon,

Riley traveled for a season. The doctor was a kind and getter •.

man with a gift for coining moral aphorisms. During the ‘‘ in.

he prepared and packaged his Magic Oil, his King 01 .

and his Cholera Balm, in Lima, Ohio, and in the spring set oe.

with a covered wagon containing side seats for the members :

his troupe. Nearing a town, they would arouse the populaiie.

with blasts from a horn and then distribute broadsides. At ti

edge of town they formed a band and paraded through the

streets."
Dr. Townsend gave two "lectures" a day, one in the afi,:r.

noon, the main speech at night. The versatile Riley did so inan:.

things that he was presented as the "Hoosier Wizard." He h.•:'

the bass drum, played the violin, sang ballads, gave pout

readings, and used his sketching talent to draw cartoons

blackboards affixed to the wagon while his employer extolled 
d •

9 Dickey, The Youth of J(1171CS 11.111fr')7111) RUeti, 19:1-212.
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-!i-fitS of his remedies. "Last 
night at 'Winchester," the poet

rate, "I made a decided sensatio
n by making a rebus of the well-

‘vn lines from Shakespeare—

'Why let pain your pleasures spoil,

For want of Townsend's Magic Oil?'"

Nlost small-scale medicine shows were neither so moral 
nor so

wary. Bad liquor flowed like water. One lecturer took
 swigs of

'a. alcohol in which were preserved the
 repulsive tapeworms.

:)rat.,, addiction was not infrequent. Performers wer
e people with

,ill too limited to make the big time, or 
with temperaments,

or pasts which doomed them to dreary, ill-paid, nomadic

Most of the "doctors," for that matter, died broke. Ex-

:hive habits, poor management, a run of bad luck, drained 
off

proceeds. Not that each individual sale did not yield a hand-

ma: dividend. Few of the small operators were as conser
vative

the 0. Henry pitchman who "respected his profession,
 and . . .

satisfied with 300 per cent. profit." The sky was the limit
.

operators filled salve boxes with axle grease. Thee 
mixed

,.vdered herbs in hotel bathtubs. They colored and flavored a
nd

.,.eled water. "Water," explained the brooding "doctor" in, a 
Jim

story, "is the great healer—three-fourths of the earth's

irface is water."'''

'Whatever medicine was sold, and whatever attractions were

to lure the citizenry, the sales pitch was always sandwiched

between entertainment. It would not do to begin selling at

:ce, for the audience would feel themselves short-changed. A

riiper mood nee e creatirwas not one t

11-57 awe at expert marksmanship. It might be delight at

.:::ck-face comedy. It might be the slightly naughty shock of

a magician pull lingerie from grandpa's pocket." The

id was something that beguiled a crowd, drove from their

,iods extraneous concerns, and focused attention upon a novel

1,1 entrancing spectacle. Thus they were made receptive. EVelI

NIcNeal, passim; Malcolm Webber, Medicine Show (C
aldwell, Idaho,

it, 47-48, 82-83; 0. Henry, "Jeff Peters As a Personal Magne
t," in The

.....1,777rm.73....c.61...•rle Grafter (N.Y., 1908), 22; Charles L. Pancoast, Trail B
lazers of ilill•ertis-

' (N.Y., 1926), 178- Jim Tully, "The Giver of E1777--Anzer. Mercur
y, 14

" Claude Gamble, "The Medicine Show," manuscript sketch written for the

• ",•;,/ Star, in possession of Hobert Gamble, Sea Cliff, N.Y.; Oliver, "Med

173; Holmes, 223.
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with such a build-up, no medicine man was cocky enotnzil /..
count on holding his audience during the sales pitch without
promise of more free entertainment to come. The after-piece \\
a fixed part of every show.
When the pitchman took over, he did not begin by menti,,,,

ing medicine. Showmen there were, indeed, like Doctor Sil :-
Dollar, who haughtily denied they were what they really wt.,,..
When a village editor referred to Dollar's Famous Carniv:d •
Health as a "medicine show," the doctor disdainfully repli,• !•
"You sully us. We deal in no back lots and gutter water." Ah •
pursuers of the profession did not go to this extreme. But
might deny that they were selling medicine—they were giviii•z :•
away and using the small mandatory contribution to fin:Aix,
missionary journey. Or they might deny that they were Sellin
medicine—rather, it was healthful minerals extracted fr.in
Nature's purest water. If it was medicine and if they were sail:,
it, the price was "introductory" and seldom half as high as t1p.
figure printed on the label.12
Any talk of medicine and money was gradually and ginget:•.

approached. Skilled haranguer that he was, the pitchman had
big job to do first. He had to scare the living daylights out of tht
people in his audience. However hale and bearty they might fecl.
he must make them sick and frightened enough to buy Ili-
sovereign remedy. The variety of fright was infinite. The fal ,
symptom was a popular approach. For example:
"Do you ever feel like it is almost impossible to get up in tip.

morning? You eat well and sleep well, but you hate to get up. You
hate work. Do you ever feel that way? . . . Well, folks, you
not know it, but that's the first sign of gallopin' consumption!"
Or again: "You laughing, happy audience; you mother, you

father, you young man, woman and child, every one of you—

within you are the seeds of death! Is it cancer? Is it consumption?

Is it perhaps some unknown malady?"4

Often was cited the horrible example: "Kidney trouble sneak,

up on you like a snake in the grass. Like a thief in the night. it

spares neither rich nor poor. The Archbishop of Canterbury was

12 Ibid., 216-22; Thomas J. LeBlanc, "The Medicine Show," Amer. Mercury.
5 (June 1925), 234; W. Lee Provol, The Pack Peddler (Phila., 1937), 87-88.
McNeal, 167-79.

1:: LeBlanc, 235.
14 David Edstrom, "Medicine Man of the '80's," Reader's Digest, 32 (Jun'

1938), 77.
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Jescending the step
s of that great English cathedral when he fell

jowl; like an ox smitten in the shambles, stone dead! They held

autopsy; there was nothing wrong with his stomach, heart, or

itilw,•s. But gentlemen, when they turned him over and looked at

his kidneys . . . gentlemen, they looked just like a rotten

imato."' 5
In addition to the power of his personal magnetism, the travel-

;:v, "doctor" had another advantage over his rival who advertised

io the press. The medicine showman could contribute to the

Ariosphere of panic by means of horrendous exhibits. The mas-

,i,c hookworm—bought by the bucketful from local slaughter-

1 uses—was indeed a shocker. Curled up in alcohol in large glass

rs, the sobering creatures mutely performed for months. There

1% ere showmen specializing in making the hookworm the root of

:dl evil, who performed clandestine feats of legerdemain that let

them later exhibit worms in public and tell the names of local

dignitaries who had allegedly harbored them."

A pitchman who battled against catarrh planted one of the

company in his audiences to step up when an appeal was made

w test the potency of the salve on sale. "My friend, have you

catarrh?" the doctor would inquire. "Yes, sir," the shill replied in

a snuffly voice. "Please put a small application of this salve in

••ach nostril," the doctor directed. The shill did as he was bade.

vinally the pitchman handed the sufferer a spotless handkerchief.

-Now blow your nose hard," he said. The noise could be heard

hundreds of feet away. What the audience did not know as they

were shown the revolting result was that the doctor's anonymous

assistant had earlier stuffed a nostril with stiff custard."

This sort of "proof" showmen often resorted to. It was a

common stunt to flatter an audience by remarking on their intelli-

gent faces. Most crowds, the showman would say, looked much

less bright. The present company could not be persuaded by

mere words, he was well aware, so he would present an irrefu-

table demonstration. This might require calling the huskiest man

from the crowd to take the tuberculosis test, which consisted

of blowing through a straw into a sensitive diagnostic fluid ( lime-

water). Of course, the fluid turned milky, and of course the

cloudiness denoted raging consumption. The healing potency of
the doctor's remedy could also be scientifically proved. A few

15 McNeal, 66. 16 Ibid., 69-70; LeBlanc, 234. 17 McNeal, 118-19.
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drops (of vinegar) dispe
lled the cloud and res

tored the water to

its pristine clarity.18

Other demonstrations r
elating to body chemist

ry were equally

persuasive, and the sit
e of their internal occu

rrence might b.f.

\
graphically portrayed 

by means of anatomical
 models and chart,

which showmen carried
. It was effective, whe

n orating about tl,

dire afflictions which 
might assail the lung

s, the liver, and the

bowels, to point to pictu
res of these organs pri

nted in gaudy red,

and purples. Diamond 
Dick displayed a seri

es of such charts—

the muscles, the veins
 and arteries, the ske

leton, the inward

organs, even the nerv
es shining in silver wi

thin a dark human

frame. Another pitch
man used an "Alas, p

oor Yorick" routine.

He came forth holding
 in one hand an inhal

ator and in the other

a skull. Nervous laugh
ter swept his audience

. "This isn't a jokr.

friends," the showma
n said. "It is far fro

m a joke. This is the

skull of a man who d
ied from catarrh. He 

wouldn't have died if

he'd had one of these 
inhalators. Put it in y

our nose and it go,

where you can't get 
with anything else. . 

. . Spinal meningiti,

germs enter the nas
al passages. Science

 says that over lift;

disease germs, many 
of them deadly, enter

 the nose and mouth.

Here's something tha
t won't make them f

eel so good; but wil!

make you feel a lot bet
ter.""

Quick cures were s
ometimes wrought befo

re the very eves ,,f

an audience. Liniment
 could relieve deafnes

s (if due partially t.
•

impacted wax) when 
the showman, in addit

ion to inserting th 
.

potent fluid, perform
ed some sleight-of-ha

nd with an earspoo
n.

Snake oil could va
nquish arthritis of the

 elbow if, during it•

vigorous application,
 the victim's arm was

 numbed by press
ia:

tightly against the b
ack of a chair. Stunts

 of this sort were 
Ile!

devoid of risk. On 
one occasion a showm

an had made a

rheumatism tempora
rily disappear by vigo

rous rubbing. 
th

hack

pain returned, and 
the dissatisfied custom

er came with :

T31 an',t,,

gun. The frightene
d doctor fled the town

 on foot. Out in 
th,

country, he heard dog
s baying in the distance

. Fearful of a po
s,r.

the showman climbe
d a tree. Soon two ho

unds ran by cha
sing.:!

rabbit. Safe but com
pletely unstrung, the 

pitchman gave up 
hi'

profession.'"

1,, Ibid., 159-6(i; LeBlanc,
 233-34.

1 t, Ibid.; Gvnible
; TI,,,I,,re Prat

t, (J)(,(1 -11.i to thy Med:
Line Show," 

.11,,licc.•

Economics, 20 (
act. 1942), 30, 

121,

2(' LeBlanc, 233; 
article on El Bren

dt 1, A !lawn Jill., A
pr. 17, 1934

; Boy:
.

132-33. [ 198
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From time to time, of
 course, there were skep

tics who had to

;-,e dealt with. M
ost pitchmen were quick

 thinkers endowed with

, brazen manner, a
nd they had a store of s

tock remarks to deal

with various untowa
rd situations. It was de

emed wise to heap a

,cornful scolding on the 
first member of the audie

nce who sought

to wander off afte
r the spiel began. The r

est of the crowd, fearful

,f being made so e
mbarrassingly conspic

uous, generally stood

rooted to their spots. 
Sarcasm was also empl

oyed to silence the

,tnart aleck who voi
ced his doubt. Many 

pitchmen sought to

card off hostility fr
om one quarter by praising

 the local disciples

of Aesculapius and s
uggesting that the nostr

um for sale had the

I)lessing of reputable me
dicine. One street-corn

er sharper, in-

:Ieed, posed as a virtual a
gent for the American M

edical Associa-

:ion. But there had to b
e a certain ambivalence r

egarding ortho-

dox medicine, for with
 showmen as with newsp

aper-advertisers,

their remedies had to succ
eed where regular doct

ors failed. Sur-

ins especially were belabo
red. The operating doc

tor was a

!.,ver form of creature th
an a butcher, quick to e

ngage in such a

.1:1,zardly adventure as to
 "cut open your umbilicu

s and take out

our tweedium."2'

Fantastic tales to explain
 a remedy's healing poten

cy often

,.rmed part of a showman's
 speech, varied to fit the fl

avor of the

Many were the medical sec
rets that had been lured f

rom the

Indians by devious strata
gems. God's hand was fr

equently at

..,ork, for there were medicin
e shows that traveled i

n the name

religion. Pitchmen in somb
er Quaker garb vended

 remedies

ith much thee-ing and thou-in
g. The Shakers also wer

e in the

.Hd, similarly clad—and this s
ect really did exercise s

ome super-

.ision over the quality of the
 herbal mixtures vended. T

he

i)riental theme was also popul
ar. One "professor" spent

 his first

-ver.ing in a new town saying
 not a word. Swathed in robe

s, he

,:tt silent as a statue, staring stra
ight ahead, while two aides,

 one

either side, pounded away
 at kettledrums. Phosphore

scent

,rinners bore his name and a
 weird mixture of unintelli

gible

i-tters and symbols. The scene w
as illumined by green flre.

"--:

Jerome Renitz, "Med Sho
ws on the Main Stern,

" New Republic. 03 (1930
),

McNeal, 155-37, 1
01; "Alagazam." 70; Tul

ly, 157.

" Holmes, 219-21; Burt, 
133-34; Hoyt, 2t0-47; 

McNeal, 33-30; Oliv
er, "ikIet1

," 173-7 t; Oliver, "Alagaz
um," 79; Getirgc Jean

 N athan, "The :\li d:c:
ne

Nit n," Harper's Wkly., 55 (S
ep. 9, 1911), 24.
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The wonders of the Oriental healing art were relied upon h‘
one of the noted women who plied the medicine trade in the earl;
20th century. Violet McNeal, in her autobiography, Four Whirr
Horses and a Brass Band, describes her debut as Princess Lotu)
Blossom. Wearing a mandarin coat and Chinese skullcap, she
told her street-corner crowd the sad "story of peril, of overwhelm-
ing danger, of a dread and mysterious ailment which threatener!
to wipe from the face of the earth the great people of the Chine,,e
nation." This dire disaster was loss of male vitality. "To tii,.
horror of all who were aware of this impending tragedy,
seemed inevitable that this mighty race might perish. Its life
force was gone. Its manhood no longer possessed the strength
for perpetuation of the strain which had existed throughout
history."23
The Emperor, faced with the crisis, proclaimed that he woull

give a princely fortune to anyone who found a means of restorin-
Chinese vitality. Many famous physicians and scientists tried and
failed. One astute sage, He Tuck Chaw by name, while explorin ,
a volcanic region encountered a variety of turtle, the Kup Li Sr.
in which the golden-striped male was outnumbered by the femaie
1,000 to 1. 'What was the secret of this incredible vitality? Hy
Tuck Chaw pushed his researches with vigor and hope. At last .e•
discovered that the male turtle differed from the female in
possessing a small pouch, the Quail Quail pouch, at the base of
the brain. "He removed the pouches. . . , dried and powder,d

them, and gave tiny portions to the Chinese people. The reactior
was both swift and effective." The nation was saved.

Princess Lotus Blossom, of course, had come into possession

of the secret. "There is, gent!emen," she told her listeners,
sufficient quantity of this same substance in these Vital Spark, I

am going to offer tonight to restore you to health, virility, and

happiness."
The Vital Sparks had really been no closer to a turtle than

the Princess to China. She and her husband had made them.1):.

pouring buckshot candy into a hotel bureau drawer, dampening

it, and rolling it around in powdered aloes. This was what mad:•

"old men young and young men stronger."
After the pitchman had terrified his hearers and given .the

romantic credentials of his remedy, the moment came for selling.

23 McNeal, 73-74, 91-94.
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.;:tles went best amid noise, turbulence, and confusion. 
Nevada

ed's Indians whooped and his musicians played. Most
 show-

:nen sought for a similar atmosphere. The beating
 of drums and

blaring of horns produced a frenzied accompaniment for
 the

nitchman's continued harangue, rendered
 in a bull-like roar.

,\tembers of the troupe ran madly here and there among
 the•

Adience, sometimes turning cartwheels to add to the e
xcitement.

Getting one bottle of medicine from the doctor, each 
minion

.,could hurry out and sell it, shouting "S-o-o-o-l-d!" or 
"Another

'Joule gone!" or "More medicine, Doctor!" as he po
cketed the

money and ran back to get another bottle. A sort of mob 
hypno-

rrt swept spectators into the buying mood. Someti
mes they

).,tight and later went away, leaving the medicine behind
."

Restrictive legislation—federal, state, and local—was to 
put

-erious restraints on the free-wheeling medicine show
men in the

20th century. As rural areas became less culturally i
solated, the

shows lost some of their appeal. Moving pictures and, in 
time,

the radio offered competitive amusements that took some
 of the

i'resli zest away. Though the medium continued, it 
did not

iA)ssess the glamor and the daring of late 19th century 
ventures

,pensored by Healy and Bigelow and their imaginative 
rivals. 5

Seldom did an outsider get on the inside of the medicine 
show.

in those rare cases when he did, he may well have 
been as

:,.tounded as was the fictional pedagogue in a nove
l of Harry

Leon Wilson. Fleeing the routine of his campus and the 
dreari-

, of his home, Professor Copplestone winds up as an 
"Indian"

flea-bitten show vending Aga-Jac Bitters among the f
arming

of Iowa. At the first night's performance the yokels 
are

carried away by the professor's medley of Greek iambics 
which

passes for an aboriginal tongue. But they are not more imp
ressed

hv Copplestone's contribution than is he by theirs. At the end

the evening, the professor's partner, a rogue named Sooner

Jackson, counts out the money.'

"Forty-two iron men," he cries, "only thirty-two of which are

however, because those bottles cost money. Therefore,

oll bean. . . , you are sixteen plunks . . . to the mustard. Not

bad for a start, eh?"

"i0liver, "Med Show," 173; Webber, 28; Pratt, 12
2; Edstrom, 78.

Oliver, "Med Show," 12; Oliver, "Alagazam," 
76; McNeal, 105-106;

lliNvouri Hist. Rev., 45 ( 1951 ) , 375.

Wilson; Professor How Could You! (N.Y., 1924) 
123-33.
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THEMES

I "I, for one, consider it excellent," the amazed
 professor replif,,.

and he muses to himself: "Indeed, reckoni
ng time and energ,

invested, it was so far in excess of my or
dinary stipend that

\ felt my previous years had been frittered 
away."

PART FOUR
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"What's Hadacol? Well,
 basically, it's a patent medi

-

cine—a little honey, a littl
e of this and that, and a 

stiff

shot of alcohol hyped up w
ith vitamin B. Actually i

t's

a great deal more. It's a 
craze. It's a culture. It's 

a

political movement." -NEWSWEEK, 19
 5 11

ONE of the Federal Tr
ade Commission's "custo

mers" dur-

ing the summer of 195.0 w
as a Louisiana state sena

tor named

Dudley J. LeBlanc. P
ausing briefly to sign a st

ipulation which

promised to tone down hi
s advertising claims, LeBl

anc quick-

ly turned his amazing e
nergies to promoting th

e gaudiest

comet to flash across th
e nostrum sky in the 20t

h century.

Hadacol was, as Morris F
ishbein said, the "apotheo

sis of nos-

trums ."2
LeBlanc, during the heyda

y of his fame, was fond o
f telling

inquiring reporters how i
t had all begun. In 1943,

 he said, he

got a bad pain in his ri
ght big toe. The pain spr

ead to his

knees, his arms, his neck
. Three different doctors

 gave him

three different diagnoses—gout, arthritis, beriberi. Each

treated him without succe
ss. While in a New Orlea

ns hospital,

he overheard his wife say
: "He really is sick. I neve

r saw Dud-

ley so bad. I just don't kno
w if I'll ever see him alive 

again."3

137 (Apr. 16, 1951), 32.
2 In the Matter Of Th

e LeBlanc Corporation
, a corporation, and

Dudley J. LeBlanc, a
n individual, Stipulatio

n 8034, Aug. 17, 1950,

FTC; Fishbein, "Hadaco
l—Apotheosis of Nostru

ms," Postgraduate Medi-

cine, 9 (Feb. 1951), 17
5-77.

8 The story exists in a n
umber of versions conta

ining some contradic-

tions in details. This a
ccount is a composite 

taken from Norma Lee

Browning's Chicago Tr
ibune series, Feb. 18, 1

9, 20, 1951; Newsweek
,

37 (Apr. 16, 1951),
 32-33; Maynard Stitt, "

Cousin Dud's Hadacol,
"

Amer. Mercury, 73 (S
ep. 1951), 7-15.
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LeBlanc sought to esca
pe from the hospital. A

s he hobbled

out he met an old fr
iend, another doctor, w

ho told him he

looked like "walking
 death." Hearing LeBla

nc's symptoms,

the doctor offered to 
cure them. So LeBlanc x

vent with him to

his office for an inje
ction. Like magic the m

edication began

to cure his condition.
 Each shot brought furth

er improvement.

LeBlanc was naturally 
curious. So he asked: "

Doc, whazzat

stuff you got in dat ole bottle?"

"Dude, you crazy?" the 
doctor answered. "You t

hink I give

away my secrets to a ma
n in the patent medicine 

business?"

Several days later the d
octor was busy and told

 his nurse to

give LeBlanc his shot.

"She wasn't so smart 
as him," LeBlanc later

 reminisced.

"Nor so careful either. 
She left the bottle on th

e table. When

she finished I gave her 
that old Southern Chiva

lry, you know,

'after you, Gertrude.' As
 soon as she turned her

 back I shoved

the bottle in my pocket."

Taking the bottle to his
 hotel, LeBlanc read th

e label, then

got some books to find o
ut what the label meant

. His injections,

he found, were mostly B
 vitamins. "Then I figur

ed to myself,"

LeBlanc said, "this is it.
"

It—as he shortly worked
 things out—proved to 

be an elixir

of 12 per cent alcohol, 
plus some of the B co

mplex vitamins,

iron, calcium, and pho
sphorus, dilute hydroch

loric acid, and

honey. LeBlanc mixed 
the first batches in big

 barrels behind

his Abbeville, Louisia
na, barn, nearby farm

ers' daughters

stirring it with boat oars
. Everybody sampled it

, and the ailing

felt improved. LeBlanc 
put his product on the 

market. It took

hold fast.'
"They came in to buy 

Hadacol," recalled a Laf
ayette phar-

macist, "when they didn
't have money to buy f

ood. They had

holes in their shoes and
 they paid $3.50 for a b

ottle of Hada-

col."5
"From Down on the De

lta"—so ran a later adv
ertisement—

"Came the Thrilling Ne
ws! First to try HADAC

OL . . . first to

see with their own eyes h
ow this unknown new h

ealth formula

marches into the battle ag
ainst the pain and suffer

ing of disease

Hadacol bottle label; 
Chicago Tribune, Feb.

 18, 1951.

5 Clayton Kirkpatrick in
 ibid., Nov. 5, 1951.
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. . . were the plain-living hard-to-convince families of Loui-
siana's romantic delta land, direct descendants of the famed
Acadians who settled there 200 years ago. The wonderful
news of HADACOL traveled fast. Along the fantastically twisted
shores of the lonely bayous . . . across the sweltering sugar
plantations into the tangled backwoods. . . in the picturesque
settlements of Labadieville, Bayou Goula, Lafourche and
Grand Conteau the French-speaking natives passed the word
until the whole delta country knew about HADACOL."6
LeBlanc himself was a Cajun who traced his ancestry back

nine generations to Acadia and France. Indeed, he was a pro-
fessional Acadian, once penning a booklet about the great 18th-
century migration from Nova Scotia to Louisiana, once escort-
ing a group of Cajun girls dressed like Evangeline back to
Grand Pré, stopping off at the White House to say hello to
President Hoover. Born in 1895, the son of a blacksmith,
LeBlanc spoke only the Cajun patois until he was almost ten.
Poor but ambitious, he paid for some schooling by organizing
a pants-pressing service. He served a while in World War I,
then went on the road as salesman for shoes, tobacco, patent
medicines. LeBlanc also launched a burial insurance company.
And, playing up his Cajun heritage, he entered politics.'
In 1926 LeBlanc beat a Huey Long—backed candidate for

the post of public service commissioner for southern Louisiana,
and soon he was representing two Cajun parishes in the state
senate. In 1932 LeBlanc made his first race for governor,
opposing a candidate hand-picked by the Kingfish from his
Senate seat in Washington. ( Huey, incidentally, had once
served part of his apprenticeship as traveling salesman for
Wine of Cardui.) The race was bitter. LeBlanc tried to outdo
Long's social welfare promises, offering a $30-a-month pension
to all Louisiana citizens over 60. And charges of disloyalty to

Ncw Orleans Dern, Oct. 14, 1943.
7 LeBlanc, The True Story of the Acadians (n.p., 1932); on p. 90 is

a photograph of the Louisiana party and President and Mrs. Hoover.
Biographical dati in souvetir prorr.nn for If151. lladacol Caravan Show;
CiticaL:o Vt.1). S. 1`), l'i31; Stitt, "Con..in Dud's Iladic,17
7_15; 1).tvi,1 lira.s-II.inc! Pitchman His MiI1iu-1 )3
Elixir,- True, Mr. 1!.:(•2, 16.S. 111.
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the white race flew thick and fast. Huey termed Dudley's Thi-
bodeaux Benevolent Association "a nigger burial lodge and
shroud and coffin club," accusing its promoter of putting dead
Negroes in expensive coffins and later transferring them to pine
boxes for burial. Long also circulated pictures of LeBlanc
and his Negro associates in the burial association. LeBlanc
responded with pictures of Long distributing tax-bought text-
books to Negro children. At the end of this mudslinging cam-
paign, Long's candidate beat LeBlanc handily in the primary.°

Selling out his burial association, LeBlanc began to manu-
facture patent medicines: Dixie Dew Cough Syrup and Happy
Day Headache Powders. Three factors brought this venture to
an end. First, competition was keen and profits not suitably
rewarding. Second, in 1941, the Food and Drug Administra-
tion seized some of the Powders. The mixture of aspirin, acet-
anilid, caffeine, milk sugar, and the laxative phenolphthalein,
the libel said, was dangerous to health when used according
to directions and certainly not efficacious for the long list of
ailments listed in the labeling. No claimant appearing in court,
the Powders were condemned and destroyed. And third, Le-
Blanc built a better mousetrap. As a result of his big-toe
crisis, he formulated Hadacol. The name was a contraction of
Happy Day Company plus the "L" for LeBlanc's own initial.°
The senator boosted sales for his own product throughout

the Cajun country by reading testimonials in French over a
radio station. Shortly he expanded to printing testimonials in
both French and English newspaper advertising. And what
testimonials they were! "I no longer suffer from asthma," wrote
a man from Iowa, Louisiana. "Crippling rheumatism for 10
years long . . . now I walk again," wrote a woman from St.
Martinsville. "Was suffering terribly from disease of the blood
. . . now back to work," wrote a man from New Orleans. "I do
not have heart trouble any more," wrote a woman from Port
Arthur, Texas. "This is to certify," wrote a man from Arnauds-

8 Allan P. Shaer, Huey Long's Louisiarza: State Phtfes, 19.20-1952
(.11.t:tini:le, 19510, 51, 76:71i; liiiev Long as sales:11.in, S:,;1141::re/ Berne-

2.1 (July 14.
• (.;.:,..;.: Irdne.e, rd.. IS. Nil; Net: riecek. 37 (Apr. In. 1951),

70. 1 j •VA tle, x.et:Rs t. p!.v.c Niar. 1. LlI).
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ville, "that I . . . was suffering from ulcers of the stomach. . . .

One doctor told me that I was suffering from cancer. . . . I

decided to be operated on and my wife persuaded me to take

HADACOL. . . . I can now eat almost everything. . . even pork.

In fact, I feel perfectly well. I work hard in the field with no

ill effect." In 1948 LeBlanc gathered up his glowing crop

of testimonials and reprinted them in a pamphlet called Good

Health Life's Greatest Blessing—replete with pictures of the

testimonial givers. In sections on anemia, arthritis, asthma,

diabetes, epilepsy, heart trouble, high and low blood pressure,

gallstones, paralytic stroke, tuberculosis, and ulcers, LeBlanc

cited his grateful customers who praised Hadacol for curing

them of these serious ailments."

The Hadacol bubble began to expand enormously, grow-

ing out from the romantic delta land to cover the broader

South. Lafayette became a boom town, as LeBlanc tore down

houses and a school to enlarge his plant. Experts at promotion

were hired from major proprietary concerns in the East. And

as sales grew fast, LeBlanc's advertising campaign grew faster.

Toward the end of 1949, he found he owed a tremendous tax

bill which he did not have the ready cash to pay. So LeBlanc

told his advertising manager to wipe out the bill by plunging

the whole sum in new advertising. During the last two months

of the year over $300,000 carried the Hadacol message far

and wide."
In entering the Atlanta market, for example, LeBlanc blan-

keted the area with newspaper ads and radio spots before he
shipped any of his tonic to the city. He ran a radio contest,
which required the listener to identify "Dixie," and winners
were sent coupons good for a bottle of Hadacol. Going from
drugstore to drugstore, recipients found no Hadacol in stock.
Then LeBlanc sent in trailer trucks loaded with the medicine.
His salesmen, however, would let each drugstore operator
have only a single case, saying that Hadacol was in short

10 Interview with Wallace F. Janssen of FDA, June 19, 1956; New
Orleans Item, Oct. 14, 1948; Atlanta Constitution, Sep. 21, 1948; Baton
Rouge Advocate, Apr. 11, 1945; the Hadacol folder in the AMA's Dept.
of Investigation contains a copy of Good Health Life's Greatest Blessing.

11 Chicago Tribune, Nov. 5, 1951; FDC Reports, Oct. 6, 1951; Stitt,
"Cousin Dud's Hadacol," 7-15.
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Li(1.1e01 trucks %% ere empty."
In 1950 Iladacol grossed at least $2() million within its sal

area of 22 states, by far the largest sum spent for any propr:

tary in the world. And both sales and advertising were sl

expanding. Toward the close of the year, LeBlanc's advcrtisi

bill ran to a million dollars a month, taking in about 700 da

papers and 4,700 weeklies and 528 radio stations. For varic

reasons, the style of his ads became, if not less subdued ti:

earlier in the bayous, at least more circumspect. For one thi

LeBlanc was aware that the Food and Drug Administrat

was observing his operations with suspicious interest. Wher

the Hadacol package labeling made no undue claims, F:

inspectors had noted what might be construed as mislead

promises painted on LeBlanc's fleet of white trucks. Cl

Inspector George Larrick, indeed, had notified the FDA of

in New Orleans to trail a 'truck laden with Hadacol and, wl

it crossed a state line, to seize the cargo, alleging the tr

slogans as mislabeling. Somehow LeBlanc became aware

truck was being followed. He phoned Larrick in Washing

to report that all trucks were being repainted. For anot

thing, there was the FTC stipulation which LeBlanc

signed. Although the trade press commented on the mild'

of this restraint, the senator had promised to stop saying 1

Hadacol would "restore youthful feeling and appearan

that it would ensure "good health," indeed, that it posse!

any therapeutic value other than that resulting from a die

deficiency of the ingredients it contained. So gone from

Blanc's advertising were any references to asthma and to

cer. As far as promises went, Hadacol was now good for v

ailed you, if what ailed you was what Hadacol was good f

This message was, of course, more subtly phrased. On(

depicted a man laboriously climbing from a swamp over air

insurmountable boulders atop which shone a glorious sun.

12 Nevin, "The Brass-Band Pitchman," 24.
13 Business Week, Jan. 6, 1951, 72; PI, 232 (Sep. 1, 1950), 77; i

view with George Larrick, Aug. 4, 1965; FTC stipulation 8034.
Trade News, 29 (Aug. 30, 1956), 6, gave Hadacol's 1950 gro:
$24,000,000.
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boulders bore labels—fatigue, vague aches and pains, nervous-
ness, tiredness, stomach bloat. Who among the readers had
not suffered from one or another of these assorted ailments?
And who would not yearn to escape such a "rocky road'
through life?" Yet, in deference to the FTC, LeBlanc added to
each boulder, in addition to the big-print name of its malady,
a small legend reading: "When due to lack of Vitamins B1, B2;
Niacin and Iron."14

If heart trouble and epilepsy were gone from printed testi-
monials, tributes of gratitude involving lesser ailments still
formed the backbone of Hadacol advertising. Hundreds of
men, women, and children lauded the tonic from the pages of
the press and over the airwaves. A septuagenarian minister
who could neither eat with comfort nor sleep with ease noted
"a wonderful change" before he had taken half a bottle. A lad
of 13 who lacked energy even to ride his bicycle took Hadacol
and became center on his football team. A rundown house-
wife who couldn't keep up with her housework began with
the first bottle to regain her pep, and 15 bottles later was
going strong. Names and addresses and photographs of these
satisfied customers—most of them smiling buoyantly—accom-
panied their testimony. LeBlanc had aides who went out to
follow up the letters that came pouring in. These letters came
not from men and women of distinction, but from America's
millions whose names seldom appeared in newspaper head-
lines. They worked on railroads, in retail stores, in pottery
factories. Some were veterans of military service. Now and
then a writer held local governmental responsibility, like the
post of chairman of a county parole board. The reader who
perused the testimonials found them penned by humble peo-
ple like his neighbors and himself. If he was of religious bent,
he might be pleased to note the devout praise of Hadacol from
a clergyman. If he was awed by the health professions, he
might find persuasive commendations from an apprenticed
pharmacist and a nurse. If he held education in esteem, the
happy Hadacol experience of college students might seem
impressive."

14 Atlanta Iftinial, Apr. 12, 1951.
15 Ibid., Mar. 13 and Apr. 24, 1951; Emory (Univ.) Wheel, Mar. 27,
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As he refurbished the testimonial, so too did LeBlanc exploit

other stock techniques of the old-time nostrum vendor. He

boastfully cited for all to read the statistics of Hadacol sales.
Twenty million bottles in ten months. Twenty-seven million

bottles in a year. Three great new factories. An endless cara-

van of white Hadacol-distributing trucks, each emblazoned
"For a Better Tomorrow." Admitting his own amazement at a
success outreaching his "wildest dreams," LeBlanc let his
reader draw the inevitable conclusion: so many millions can't
be wrong. But should a potential customer still remain skepti-

cal, LeBlanc was willing to let him be the final judge. "You

have to be satisfied," his ads assured; if you should find that

Hadacol fails to help, take comfort in the fact that LeBlanc

"will gladly send back your money." So had promised the

maker of Dr. William judkin's Patent Specific Ointment in

1826.16
LeBlanc also resurrected the old-time medicine show and

built it to gargantuan proportions. In the summer of 1950 a

caravan of 130 vehicles, including steam calliopes, toured 3,800

miles through the South, LeBlanc's medicine troupe playing

one-night stands in 18 cities. Heavy advertising heralded the

show's approach, and each night, on the average, 10,000 fans

brought their Hadacol box tops as admission fees to hear a

Dixieland band play "Hadacol Boogie" and "Who Put the Pep

in Grandma?," to watch Chicago chorus girls illustrate the

history of the female bathing suit, and to observe the antics of

such big-name performers as Connie Boswell, Carmen Mi-

randa, Roy Acuff, Minnie Pearl, Mickey Rooney, Chico Marx,

George Burns, and Gracie Allen. LeBlanc himself served as

master of ceremonies, posing with his show girls, joshing with

his customers, and lauding in stentorian tones the virtues of

the South."
"I spent a cool half million for talent and stuff on this tour,"

1951; Chicago Tribune, Mar. 13, 1951; Nevin, "The Brass-Band Pitch-

man," 26.
" Atlanta Journal, Nov. 11, 1950, Mar. 13, 1951.
1 Tillie. 55 (Tune 19, 1950), 81-82; H. Ilaynolds and T. G. Harris,

"Yahoo liatlacell," Life, 29 (Sep. IS, 1950). 23-21 pamini; Joseph

11:KILly, -Mil1:on-1)41r Medicine Man," Look, ( Dec. 5. 1950), 34-43.
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LeBlanc boasted, "but I sold_mors_than three million bucks'
worth* of Hadacol the wa ." He also showed to tens of
-tho-uS. n s o fs fellow Southerners the brash, earthy, self-
confident extrovert who made the Hadacol they paid for. A
short, round man, wearing rimless glasses, a Texas hat, and
black-and-white shoes, LeBlanc's bragging and chuckling and
gaudy showmanship turned him into a celebrity, and this sold
medicine. Those who saw the shows and read of LeBlanc's
antics in the press knew him to be a man of humble origin,
like themselves, who, in the great American tradition, had
climbed the ladder of financial success by the exercise of
native shrewdness."
The senator followed up his Southern tour with an assault

on the West Coast citadel of show business. Bolstered by
Grouch°Marx and Judy Garland, LeBlanc wound up his
gigantic carnival with a month's stand in Los Angeles. All this
was calculated to open up the Western market."
The next summer LeBlanc began again with an even bigger

show, traveling in a I7-car special train. Clowns kept the as-
sembling crowds happy, taking long drinks from bottles of
Hadacol, which lit up their false eyes and noses: Cesar Romero
ran the performers through their paces, and there was some-
thing for almost everyone—a beauty contest for hometown
talent, pony and bicycle prizes for the kids, both a sweet band
and Dixieland, dancing girls, tumblers, comedians, songs from
Carmen Miranda and Minnie Pearl, a midget and a man over
nine feet tall ("before" and "after" taking Hadacol). Even
Jack Dempsey took the stage, making a pitch for war bonds.20
'What the youngsters, hoping to win a pony, thought of the

Hadacol jokes that kept cropping up would be hard to guess.
These tall and raw, tales all aimed in one therapeutic direction
—to imply that Hadacol possessed great merits as an aphrodis-
iac and as a sustainer and restorer of both male and female
potency. Even before the shows, this legend had begun to

is Ibid.

19 Time, 57 (Jan. 22, 1951), 60, 62; Newsweek, 37 (Apr. 16, 1951),
32-33; Los Angeles Times, Jan. 16, 1951.

29 Atlanta Journal, Aug. 12, 1951; Atlanta Constitution, Aug. 24, 1951;
Hadacol Caravan Show souvenir program. The author attended the At-
lanta show, Aug. 23, 1951.
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spread across the South. Any and all old jokes, decent and
indecent, which related to sexual prowess were dug up and
revamped with the Hadacol label. The senator told them him-
self. It was reported that he had hired gagsters to accelerate
the process. At any rate, Hadacol humor became a national
sensation, approaching the epidemic proportions of jokes about
the Model T or WPA. This triumph of folk culture, whatever
his role in creating it, LeBlanc could not but welcome. In none
of his printed advertising could Hadacors claims rival its
miraculous properties as circulated by word of mouth. And
the FTC could not interfere. Potency appeal may well have
provided a bigger market for Hadacol than the dread diseases
of the abandoned testimonials.21
Another kind of "potency" concerning Hadacol also became

the subject of widespread talk. Could the popularity of the
tonic be due in some measure to the 12 per cent of alcohol that
it contained? Was Hadacol a descendant of the long line of
"boozers" and "bracers" with which patent medicine history
was replete? LeBlanc laughingly brushed this possibility aside.
Himself a devotee of Old Forrester, he could not see, anyone's
using Hadacol as a drink. It was just about as alcoholic as wine,
and any drugstore had on its shelves a number of patent tonics
of higher proof. Hadacors label asserted that the alcohol was
present "as a Preservative." It was hard to imagine a customer
feeling the slightest titillation if he used Hadacol according to
directions, spreading an ounce of alcohol over 16 doses taken
during a period of four days.22

Nonetheless there was evidence that upon occasion the
label directions were honored in the breach. In some areas of
the South, dry by local option, druggists sold Hadacol by the
shot. In certain Midwestern communities, where minors were
forbidden to purchase liquor, Hadacol flowed freely at parties
of the high school set. "Teen-agers," the executive of an Illi-
nois village asserted, "can get plastered on Hadacol."23

21 Ibid.; Stitt, "Cousin Dud's Hadacol," 13; Nevin, "The Brass-Band
Pitchman," 26; Herbert Ilalpert, "Hadacol Stories," Kentucky Folklore
Record, 2 (Jan.-Mar. 1956), 13-14.

22 Chicago Tribune, Mar. 28, 1951; Stitt, "Cousin Dud's Hadacol,"
12-13; Newsweek, 37 (Apr. 16, 1951), 32.

23 Ibid.; Chicago Tribune, Mar. 15 and 28, 1951.
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Insofar as it was used as a beverage, I fadaeol must havebeen a drink of desperation. It was not cheap: depending onwhether one bought the eight-ounce $1.25 bottle or the ‘)
ounce $3.50 "family economy size" jug, the "recommendedadult daily intake" cost 31 or 29 cents, and the faithful disciple
would spend over $100 a year. Wine, as LeBlanc was fond of
pointing out, cost less. And Hadacol was not palatable in any
usual sense. LeBlanc, who knew that the common citizen ex-
pected his medicine to taste somewhat nasty, thought Hadacol
tasted like "dirt." "It contained vitamins," he explained, "and
they come from dirt and that's how it tasted." Other samplers
variously described the flavor as "musty," "metallic," "fishy,"
as similar to "weak iodine," "bilge water," "emasculated wine."
The odor of the murky brown brew called forth remembrance
of liniments and horse medicine. Indeed, one would suppose
after a gingerly experimental sip, that inveterate users condi-
tioned themselves to the flavor not for the sake of pleasure but
from the sternest sense of duty.24

Despite LeBlanc's disclaimer and the handicaps of price
and flavor, some steps were taken to treat the tonic as a liquor.
The suburban village of Northbrook, near Chicago, banned
the sale of IIadacol by any retail outlets except licensed
liquor stores. An ordinance to the same effect, proposed in the
Atlanta city council, brought Roland LeBlanc, Hadacol's chief
chemist, to oppose the resolution. The committee, according
to the minutes, "assured Mr. LeBlanc that the co-authors of
the proposed resolution were not serious in their intent when
they presented the ordinance." It did not become law, of
course. More in earnest was the House of the Illinois General
Assembly, which did pass a resolution entreating LeBlanc, in
view of the alcohol in his product, to stop using testimonials
of children. Citation of letters like that from the mother assert-
ing that her daughters, aged two and three, "indulge in an
occasional nip for their stomach's sake," the legislators decided,
was advertising "of doubtful propriety."25

24 Nevin, "The Brass-Band Pitchman," 26; friends of the author areresponsible for the descriptions.
25 Chicago Tribune, Mar. 28, 1951; Police Committee of AtlantaCouncil minutes, Apr. 11, 1951, cited in letter to author from H. T.
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TW' figures regarded Ilailacol with skep-
the same was inure markedly tnie of mumburs of the 

medical profession. This must have disappointed LeBlanc, for
he strove diligently to win the approval of doctors just as be
sought in his advertising to convey the impression that Hada-
col possessed the sanction of orthodox medicine. The phrase
kept reappearing, "IIADACOL is recommended by many doc-
tors." LeBlanc explained that all efforts at "improving" his
tonic were undertaken under the control of a medical direc-
tor, Dr. L. A. Willey, who supervised the "clinical" activity of
"20 other medical experts throughout the country.""
By means of letters bearing Willey's facsimile signature,

LeBlanc appealed to physicians in many areas to give consid-
eration to Hadacol as an "ethical proprietary." He would gladly
send samples. "We cordially invite you," his research director
wrote, "to conduct clinical tests, among a group of your own
patients, with IIADACOL . . . on a fee basis per patient."27

If LeBlanc won any recruits from the ranks of physicians
by his stratagem, the doctors enlisted against the counsel of
the American Medical Association. "It is to be hoped," re-
ported the AMA's Bureau of Investigation in the pages of
the Journal, "that no doctors of medicine will be uncritical
enough to join in the promotion of Hadacol as an ethical prep-
aration. It is difficult to imagine how one could do himself or
his profession greater harm, from the standpoint of the abuse
of the trust of a patient suffering from any condition. Hada-
col is not specific medication. It is not even a specific pre-
ventive measure. It could not be eligible for serious considera-
tion by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry."23

The Bureau of Investigation had other stern things to say.
The only L. A. Willey for whom a record could be found was
a man who had been convicted in California of calling himself
a doctor though he had no medical degree and of practicing

Jenkins, Chief of Police, May 11, 1951; Chicago Tribune, Mar. 14,
1951; JAMA, 146 (June 9, 1951), 566; Atlanta Journal, Mar. 29, 1951.

26 New Orleans Item, Dec. 17, 1950; "Hadacol—the Ethical(?) Pro-
prietary," JAMA, 145 (Tan. 13, 1951), 107-108.

27 /bid.; copy of Willey letter, Nov. 6, 1950, in Hadacol folder in
the AMA's Dept. of Investigation.

25 JAMA, 145 (Jan. 13, 1951), 107-108.
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medicine though he had no license. As to the dangers of I lada-

col, the Bureau had in its files a letter from an Arkansas doctor,

telling of a diabetic patient who gave up insulin to treat herself

with Hadacol; she immediately went into a diabetic coma and

almost died. As to Hadacol's therapeutic merits, the Bureau

made the significant statement, "Although Hadacol has been

advertised to the laity as being a more assimilable form of

administration for the vitamins, neither the U.S. Pharmacopeia

nor the Council [on Pharmacy and Chemistry] recognizes alco-

holic elixirs containing these substances as a dosage form."

What then was Hadacol good for? One answer was that

which occurred to LeBlanc himself when the question was put

to him by Grouch° Marx on television. Hadacol, replied its

maker smilingly, "was good for five and a half million for me

last year."2°
So, into 1951, the Hadacol bandwagon rolled on. There

seemed no bottom to LeBlanc's promotional bag of tricks. He

circulated Captain Hadacol comic books loaded with advertis-

ing. He lured children into salesmanship with such prizes as

luminescent T-shirts. He sponsored theater parties, admission

by box top. He installed in railroad terminals three-dimensional

displays of healthy, well-molded maidens beside the familiar

Hadacol package. He let it be widely known he was looking

for a parrot who could repeat clearly and often "Polly wants

Hadacol." When found, Polly would travel about the country

to drugstores and sales conventions in a limousine bearing her

name in gold.3°
As sales mounted and LeBlanc's fame spread, the senator

looked covetously again at the Louisiana governorship. Some

of his advertising, perhaps, had been subtly aimed in that

direction all along. Once again following in the tradition of

his predecessors, LeBlanc presented himself to the nation as

a great humanitarian. In his advertising ventures, he exploited

both his own colorful personality and his political career. Le-

Blanc the man, LeBlanc the humanitarian, and LeBlanc the

statesman stood before the public as a mighty three-in-one.

29 Martin Gardner, In the Name of Science, 229.

39 BilSiTICSC Week, Jan. 6, 1951, 76; Chicago Tribune, Oct. 1, 1950,

Feb. 19, 1951; the railroad station display was seen in Cincinnat
i.
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"Senator" was invariably prefixed to LeBlanc's name in Hada-

col promotion. His legislative achievements were included in

the advertising record to validate his claim to the title "Human-

itarian Statesman, and Great Friend of the People." He had

"always championed the cause of the oppressed, the poor and

the underprivileged." He was, he said, "the first candidate for

governor to advocate Old Age Pensions." He claimed credit

for the $50 monthly pension then being paid to "the deserving

senior citizens of Louisiana." He was a proponent of legisla-

tion for veterans and "successfully enacted into law a measure

providing for the selection of a service commissioner" to ensure

justice for Louisiana veterans from the state and national gov-

ernments. Moreover, "during his entire political career, he. . .

never cast a ballot or vote against a man or woman who must

toil to earn his or her livelihood."31

How was LeBlanc's humanitarian statesmanship related to

Hadacol? It was "because his heart has always beat in sympa-

thy with the cause of the oppressed, the infirm, the lame and

the sickly, [that] through endless effort and study he has devel-

oped today's great HADACOL, one more addition to his long

record of service to humanity?"32

Other incidents reveal LeBlanc's shrewdness in associating

with his remedy the forces of political power and prestige.

When General Douglas MacArthur was called home from

Korea and his name was dominating headlines, LeBlanc reaped

headlines of his own by offering MacArthur a Hadacol vice-

presidency. Earlier LeBlanc, even though a Southerner,

reached back into history and came up with Abraham Lincoln.

A large ad presented the faces of both Lincoln and LeBlanc,

with quotations from them both. The Lincoln citation, it hap-

pens, was a garbled version of the statement which historians

have not been able to establish that Lincoln ever made, the one

about fooling the people. After the quotation there followed

this line: "You were right, Mr. Lincoln,' says Senator Dudley

J. LeBlanc.""

31 Atlanta journal, Mar. 13, 1951. 32 Ilia.

33 Chicago Tribune, Apr. 16, 1951; Atlanta journal, Nov. 11, 1950.

The same fooling-the-people (inot.ttion had been used 
50 yr.irs before to

promote Hale's lioney of li.irehound and Tar 1,1 th
e Cure of Coughs

and Colds. Amer. At es.t.i 5.4 (Mar . 47.

3 j
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LeBlanc forged yet one more link between patent medicine
and politics. On his grand excursions through the South, he

had himself photographed in animated conversation with other

political figures. An issue of Look carried pictures of the Loui-

siana state senator conferring separately with the mayor of

Baton Rouge, the mayor of New Orleans, and the governor of

Alabama. "Senator," Governor "Kissin' Jim" Folsom was saying,

"that sure is some medicine business you got."34

To LeBlanc, then, politics and patent medicines were a

reversible reaction. He used his political career to promote

Hadacol; he also used Hadacol to promote his political career.

Defeated twice for the Louisiana governorship by Long ma-

chines, LeBlanc looked toward another try against another

Long machine in 1932. The senator's friends worked hard at

building up draft-Dudley sentiment, and after some pretense

of coyness LeBlanc yielded. Spreading the gospel through his

advertising that he was "the best friend the poor people ever

had," LeBlanc also insisted he would be good for business. The

state's greatest need, he said, was a sure-fire promoter to per-

suade the outside world, skeptical of Longism, that Louisiana

was a pretty fine place for industrial investment. And what

better promoter than the millionaire state senator? LeBlanc,

a shrewd observer noted, was "widely respected as a money

maker, a man who built something out of nothing," and at the

same time was regarded as "a slightly comic figure, which

doesn't hurt him here." Commentators began to predict that

LeBlanc had a chance to win. The Longs got worried. They

determined to fight fire with fire. They started a patent medi-

cine of their own."
It's a pity, in a way, that the campaign could not have been

fought out in this pseudo-medical atmosphere, between Hada-

col and Vita-Long, up to the day of the voting. But in mid-

stream LeBlanc sold his horse. The senator had claimed shortly

34 Roddy, "Million-Dollar Medicine Man," 34-43.
Sindler, Iluey Long's Louisiana, 186, 234-35; Perry H. Howard,

Political Tendencies in Louisiana, 1812-1952 (Baton Rouge, 1957), 163;

T. Harry Williams to author, May 6, 1951. The Food and Drug Ad-

ministration eventually brought a seizure action against Vita-Long,

which was uncontested. DDNJ 3811.
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before that iladacol sales might reach $75 mi
llion for 1951. He

WS in the midst of his second fabulous summer 
medicine show

tour. So his announcement, in August, that he had 
let Hadacol

go took the nation by surprise. It soon became kno
wn that the

price was $8 million, of which a quarter million was
 in cash,

the rest to be paid from profits through the years,
 and Le-

Blanc was to stay on as sales manager at an annual 
salary of

$100,000. The buyer was the Tobey-Maltz Foundatio
n of New

York, organized for cancer research by a plastic 
surgeon,

which quickly leased the tonic to a syndicate of 
Northern

businessmen.36
Within a very short time the Yankee purchasers le

t it be

known they had been stung. Hadacol's books were
 not what

they had seemed to be to the New York accountants 
who had

examined them before the sale. LeBlanc, the ne
w owners

charged, had concealed two million dollars in u
npaid bills,

and more than another two million, listed as ass
ets under

accounts receivable," was really Hadacol out on co
nsignment,

a great deal of which was flowing back. The whole 
enterprise

had become vastly overextended. Even while the se
nator had

continued his flamboyant drumbeating, the market had p
assed

the saturation point. The new owners went into bankru
ptcy;

the creditors organized. LeBlanc had shrewdly wriggle
d out

just in the nick of time. "If you sell a cow," he told the p
ress,

"and the cow dies, you can't do anything to a man for that.
"37

But the senator had other troubles. The FTC, believin
g his

latter-day advertising had violated his earlier stipulat
ion, is-

sued a complaint. The Bureau of Internal Revenue 
charged

him with owing some $650,000 in income taxes. An
d, despite

the glee Louisiana voters took in the trick he had pu
lled on

Yankee city slickers, the bursting Hadacol bubble kille
d his

gubernatorial hopes. LeBlanc sought to secure the post 
of

lieutenant-governor on the ticket of several of his riva
ls and,

36 Business Week, Jan. 6, 1951, 72, 74; N.Y. Times, 
Aug. 28 and 31,

1951.
37 Chicago Tribune, Sep. 21 and Nov. 5, 1951; 

N.Y. Times, Sep. 27

and Oct. 4, 1951; FDC Reports, Oct. 6, 1951.
 The financi,11 :ifterty).t71

of the Hadacol crash dragged on for n
early a decade. Chict:*, Pady

i'Veu•s, May 6, 1960; Chicago Tribune, 
May 7, l!:40.
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After a time, indeed, he launched a new tonic, and Kary-On

was its name. But it did not carry the senator either to his

former fortunes or to the governorship.1'

Hadacol in its heyday, however, and its colorful promot
er,

penetrated Southern folklore, and the myth of bo
th is still

widely remembered with a certain amused fondness. T
he mu-

lioi expended, or spent for Hadacol instead of

proper medical care, tend to be forgotten.

" Complaint, Sep. 28, 1951, in FTC Doc
ket 5925 (this was even-

tually dismissed on the grounds that LeBl
anc no longer had a voice

in the control of the business, 50 FTC De
cisions 1028); N.Y. Times,

Sep. 21, 1951; Sindlcr, Huey Long's Louis
iana, 234-35, 238.

0 Several efforts were made to revive Had
acol sales. FTC Docket

5925; PI, 248 (Nov. 19, 1954), 108; FDC
 Reports, Dec. 24, 1962;

Drug Trade News, Aug. 15, 1966. On Kary
-On: FDC Reports, Feb. 20,

1954; May 23 and July 18, 1955; Jan. 23, 1
956; 52 FTC Decisions 607;

Newsweek, 55 (Feb. 22, 1960), 844
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"YOU ARE WTI AT YOU EAT"

"a fter studying the eating habits of the Americ
an

people for a number of years, I found thirty
 distinct

Disease Conditions: vitamin-deficient, mineral-sta
rved,

cooked food-enervated, sun-cheated, clothes-insul
ated,

coffee-soaked, spice-irritated, tobacco-poisoned,
 constipa-

tion-befouled, oxygen-deprived, sugar-acidified,
 meat-

polluted, starch-clogged, salt-ified, mustard-plaste
red,

pepperized, jelly-bowled, pop-bloated, vinegar-jagge
d,

chocolate-coated, mashed and creamed, toasted and

roasted, ice-cubed, tea-tannined, sauce-jaded, night
-

hawks, morning-deadheads, heat-treated, sex-deplete
d,

and gravy-saturated. That's the average human
 being

today."
—ADOLPHUS HOHENSEE, LECTURE IN D

ENVER, 19521

"HAD AC OL was a very, very meritorious p
roduct," insisted

its inventor, Dudley J. LeBlanc, in tal
king with a reporter a

decade after the B-vitamin tonic boom ha
d collapsed. "Who

is to say that those people weren't helped
 for those ailments?

The doctors? Who can believe them? No
, my friend, there's

still much that's not known about nutrition."2

About one thing, at least, LeBlanc was righ
t. Nutrition, as

a science, was as yet incomplete. Because 
of what was not yet

known and the complexity of what was kno
wn, nutrition, dur-

ing the 20th century, has provided a happy hun
ting ground

for those who would beguile the American publ
ic into buying

their questionable wares.

1 FDA file on Hohensee, Interstate Sample No. 
14-497L, FDA Records,

Washington.
2 David Nevin, "The Brass-Band Pitclunan 

and Ills Nlillion-Dollar

Elixir," True, March 1962, 26.
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Complexity

More Than
By Alan M. Kriegsmcm,

People are used to worrying about

deceptive advertising on TV, but what

shout everything else on the tube? It's

quite possible that we habitually i
g-

nore or overlook some hard quest
ions

of veracity which deeply affect 
all as-

pects of telecommunications.

This coneern was the point of origin

for a four-day 'conference on

"Television: Art and Information,"

held at Airlie House last wee
k under

the auspices of an Francisco's Na-

tional Center for Experiments in 
Tele-

vision (NCETV).
The event was not only livelier than

most such talkfests; it also proved, 
if

nothing else, that the problems ad-

dressed were anything but idle. Decid
-

ing whet is "real" or "authentic"
 or "in

the public interest" on televis
ion isn't

just a philosophical conun
drum. We

make such judgments, consciously or

otherwise, every time we confront th
e

box, and so do those whose b
usiness it

is to furnish the continu
ous stream of

audiovisual hubub which comes a
cross

on it.
Television, though, is such a per

va-

sive and unremitting pre
sence in our

lives, more so than chairs
. aspirin or

radial tires, that we tend to
 take not

only its existence but its 
content for

granted. "I saw it on TV las
t night"

has become a cultural shibboleth

which is liable to be invo
kea in justifi-

cation of almost any o
pinion, convic-

tion or fact.
Perhaps because TV has a greater ca-

pacity than other media for 
immediate,

on-lJ1,-spot, mult"'reerenneet rPtls-

mission of real events as they 
happen,

we are subliminally pre
disposed to ac-

cept any telecast as a reflec
tion of ac-

tuality, and much more so 
than we are

In the case of printed mat
ter or motion

pictures.
At the same time, we all k

now that

the greatest proportion of material

broadcast on every channel 
is pure

contrivanee. The difficulty in 
keeping

our head straight comes fro
m the fact

res rir() v.) indiFtinet.

p E 4

f Television:

bets the Eye

A good deal of the time, it's either

hard or impossible to tell merely by

looking whether we're watching fact or

fiction, documentary or dramatization,

program or commercial. The difficulty

is compounded by the tune-in, drop-out_

nature of the medium, which encour-

ages intermittent, sporadic or cross-

channel viewing.
The value of the recent NCETV con-

ference was that it refused to let these

distinctions slip by, and instead, in-

sisted on making issues out of them.

The discussion and debate didn't result

in anything terribly concrete, and

surely nothing so palpable as a recipe

fcr avoiding mendacity or delusion on

TV. But what did emerge was a height-

ened awareness of the.complexity of

the medium, and of its ubiquitous pit-

falls for the unwary.
What kept the talk vital was the

multiplicity of viewpoints among the

conferees. The focus was mainly on

public television, so there were rep-

resentatives of PBS, CPB and the ma-
jor production centers of the system,

including Washington's WETA and

"Television, though, is such

a pervasive and unremitting

presence in our lives, more so

hiaii chain', aspirin or radial

tires, that we tend to take not

only its existence but its con-

tent for granted."

NPACT. There were station managers

and programmers from all .over the

Northeast. There were also producers,

directors, filmmakers, artists, critics.

estheticians. historians, educators and

even a psychiatrist, along with people

from the National Endowments on the

Arts and Humanities and the leading

private foundations.

With such a variety of inputs coming

from the makers. the funders and the

recipients of television, a constant

abrasion of priorities, standards and

interests enlivened the dialogue and

steered it persistently toward fruitful

conflict.

"One man's deceit is another man's

white lie," someone eaid in the cmin !2

of a session, and it seemed to sum up

much of what the conferees had dis-

covered about the relation between in-

tention and execution in the genesis of

TV programs.. The motivation of thos
e

who conceive and create program m
a-

terial is often fairly lofty, particularl
y

where public television is concerned
.

. But compromises, some due to
 time

and fiscal pressure, some to esth
etic

considerations and some to 
•  

of competing objectives, have a
 way of

Intervening between the idea and 
the

act.
caainoles h,712

iome of the flavor of the confer
ence.

One morning's session began with 
a

screening of "The Autobiography cf

.Mizz Jane Pittm2n," the 
award-win-

ning it.

Ernest J. Gaines' novel, which star
rei

Cicely Tyson as Jane. a black wo
man

of the South whose 110 years sp
anned

both slavery and the '60s Civil Right
s

movement. Afterwards, NCETV dirtc-

tor Paul Kaufman showed a videotaped

interview he had made with the spe-

cial's director, .John Korty. The confer
-

ence discussion had cca lered on :h
7.

tension hclwoen fictional glamor 
and

historical verisimilitude, and on tin
:,

very pr.irt Korty's remarks shed re-



t„,

The by-now celebrated, emotionalending, for instance, with Jane drink-ing from a segregated water fountain,was not at all Korty's idea—he wantedto stick to the book. But the producerinsisted on concluding, Korty said,with "a Hollywood payoff," and that'sthe way it was done, despite miserableshooting conditions.
Kaufman added that Korty had alsotold him that he was obliged, despite

his desire for a natural flow of move-
ment and shadow, to always shoot Ty- ,
son in a strong light in order to show
off her makeup, the tour-de-force .
which the producers hoped would be
the selling point of the show.
Did the result, as some claimed,

transmit a kind of "mythic" truth
about black lifestyles despite such ma-
chinations, or did it, as others con-
tended, merely perpetuate historically
false stereotypes? Was the audience
likely to have been "taken in" by the
documentary style of the dramatiza-
tion, and if so, was this defensible?
Such were the kinds of questions the
conferees posed and debated.

Similar questions, from a somewhat
different vantage point, arose after the
viewing of some pilot footage ;or "The
Adams Chronicles," the recently an-
nounced $4 million PBS series sched-
uled for telecast during the 1975-76 Bi-
centennial season.
Here the starting point is a histori-

cal record, the lives and careers of the
Adams family through 150 years of
American political evolution. And the
"program" was not a finished product
but a work in nro:.'ress, with many par-
ameters still fluid. Yet what the view-
ing and the discussion showed was
that many of the same dilemmas have
to be faced. The writers and directors,
still have to balance desire tor histori-
cal fidelity against a need to stir an4
hold the interest of a mass audience.

•

- They must cope with a plethora of
problems, of location, of casting, of
conceptual approach, which derive
from this initial dichotomy. How does
one, for example, introduce figures

• such ass\ Washington and Franklin as
"secondary" characters in the drama
of the Adamses and still preserve a
sense of historical proportion? Is the
gain of using historical sites, such as
old Colonial houses, worth the loss in
dramatic flexibility due to constricted
interiors?
Other sessions were devoted to so-

cial documentaries, public affairs pro-
gramming, newly developing video
technology and other matters. But
one final example from the arts may
help to demonstrate how the same
basic enigmas cropped up in the most
seemingly innocent contexts. "Bo- •
lero," an Academy Award short sub-
ject made for public television, was
shown one day as an illustration of an
imaginative solution to the challenge
of making a symphonic performance
into a visually arresting experience.
It was universally admired by the con-
ferees, but afterwards, when the pro-
ducer explained that the audio wasn't
"live," but supplied by a prior tape,
some onlookers were so perturbed by
this they even, resorted to the word
"dishonest." There wasn't any ques-
tion here of deceitful intentions. The
fact is, the visual' sophistication of
"Bolero" could not have been achieved
without separating the recording of
sound and image. Yet as soon as view-
ers become sensitized to issues of au-
thenticity, funny things begin to hap-pen. Television, in ihro-t. never assimple as it may sometimes appear.
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The Social Value
Of TV Thrillers

By BerrJaelth .01110
Recently _Michael J. Arlen, _writint In

The New Yorker. noted that, "Intellec-
Male In America make much of their dim
"Lain for teleneon -for regular televLsion
progremming And the masa of people
make much of their dindein for intoner.
Malt and their Artifact., notably serious
novels and venom films.- The first part of
Mr. Allele thesis is undoubtedly sound,
And Just to show winch aide he is on, he
shows disdain for telemion programming.

Ills di•dain la in the thrill of an euay
lamenting the ntoral content of American

On Television
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adventure televismn programming. It Is
outmoded and not really very adventurous,
IL. um'. It is "imply • remnant of anm•
earlier time. which we should by now have
outgrown on leleviaion, as we as a nation
are outgrowing It At other areas. 'noised of
upright, highly Trowel heroea and evil MI-

with the fornier alway" beating the
tatter, Mr Arlen prefers animal shows, in
which mime creaturea eat other creatures
without regard to who Le right or wrong.
That, be mays is real adventure.

It en happened that about the earns
time aa Mr. Arlen'. easay appeared, / ran
across another essay on televialon. this one
by Michael J. Robinson, a teacher at Ceti,
olio. llitivereity, prepared under the am.
pees of the Aspen Institute. That paper la
entitled -American Political legitimacy In
ith Era of Electronic Journalliani Retied
none on the Evening Nesse" Re well-doe.
mented thee., as I understand II, la thst
people who depend upon television as their
primary or exclusive "Prhe of newa aboot
thetr country an expend lo mch negative
scrutiny of their natIonel inotitutlons that
they become at firat confused and frue-
tratel about government and politica, then
hostile towards government and panic"
the/maim., then peso on this hostility to
others who do not rely se heavily on televi-
sion es. puree of news. Television new",
ha conclude, la acriculy. •Ithouth not fa.
tally, undermining the legitimacy, In the
publicla eyes, of our democracy.

Whet I got from Mr. Alien'a essay and
Mn. Robinson,' peer if combmrel is that
televPion *Moll tends to preeent the worid
as a cliental, rendomly cruet place liende to
make viewers see their world an eimilar,
and that Me Arlen would like to Tee more
ot MAL It would in some way be healthier
tor television viewers to to, “ndre T. -Illu-
sions" about the nature It thole world.

In the light of Intl. Raibineen'a
donee. Mr. Arlen's VitY•5 take amen ewe-
daily d1.turb1ng aspect. If televialon ad-
venture" were to become amoral and ran-
dom cad then be forgotten as soon es the
ahoy. were over, they would be an Interest.
Mg And harmiesa experiment. But eloper-
ently land to be fair, Mr. Roblmon's
theory Is only the implication of a well-
known theme to the nightly newer televi•
Mon idle IP values se well as In. metope
end detergent". So adventure shows which
depicted existential man groping patheth
tally In a Mobbealen jungle might tend tO
rnake newer. see America that may.

That it about the Mat thing pelety
nee& •nd would make at televiaion • vie.
Mal doomsday weepon.
When I thought about the Preadful we-

nerio that might unfold If Mr. Arlen'. pro-
gramming suggentIone were picked up, I
began to think that the television networks
bed miceed • het In defending their adven-
ture show.. When nowt snows come und•r
attack Or being pointleasly violent, the
stock network defense la that television
aua not clung. peopl..' cr1001 beh•Mor
-does not make people vkalent.

A far better defense, esperfully entre
for- the other defense he.. Pen discredited. Is
i.e. that the adventure-violence ntIOW. !MVO

offsetting social content-that the ehowe
- are riot entirely pointlessly violent but

have a very real point. The moral Is that
the bed, evil people who lead criminal, an.
Mural lives, are Nniahed. Thus It pays to
be • good, morel pereon.

Further, the adventure shown gener-
ally. although not always, portrey the
force. of the Lew es superior and more
worthy of imitation then the forces a
crime. That bee powerfully imporPnt mes.
sage, and If television II selling It as well
a. It Ulla laxative., adventure shows must
be one of the primary stabilising forces In
Americ• today.

Profeesor Robinson cOlnerl a word to de-
scribe the effects /A the television newel
"dismidetton." It means an Meet of de.
striving (MIA end trust in Tuitional inatitu.
lions. By and large, television adventure
Pop, I believe, have Just the oppoodt• ef-
fect. pniething lhot might be called "pm
...hon.'. They encourage belief In moral
veloen, in law, In government Inetitutions.

If they do have that effect, they an. far
from being outmoded. They are current
and deeperately needed. And In their pope
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which monl0 creatimen not other creatt"res
without retard to who is right or wrong.
Thad, he says, is real adventure.

It eo happened that about tho earn.
time aa Mr. Arlen'. easay appeared, I ran
urns Another essay on television, thla one
by Michael J. Robinson, a teacher at Cate.
olIc' Vniversity, prepared under the au.
pees a the Aepen Institute. That paper le
entitled •IAmerlcen Political Legitimacy In
an Era of Electronic Journalism: Rafted
trona on the Evening News... IP weltdocm
melted theois, an I understand It, is that
people who depend upon televialon as thelr
primary or exclusive source of news about
thele country are expowd to auch negative
Prutiny of their national institution, that
they become at firet confused and frus-
trated about government end politics, then
hostile towards government and politics
themeelves, then pass on thle hoeUlity to
others who do not rely al heavily on televi-
sion al a Puree of new.. Television new'.
he concludes, is urthunly, although not fa.
tally, undermlnlng the legitimacy, In the
public's eyes, of our democracy.

What I got from Mr. Arlen', easay and
Mr. Robineon's paper if combined is that
television which tends to present the world
as a dismal, randomly cruel place tends to
make viewers see their world as eimiler,
and that Mr. Allen would like to wee more
of that. It would In nonie way be healthier
for televiiiion viewers to be under no Mille
Mona" about the nature of thelr oao Id,

In the light of Prof. Robinson's ed.
dence, Mr. Arlen'. views take on an espe.
daily disturbing aspect. If PlevisIon ad-
ventures were to become •moral end ran•

&Is sod lh'n he ilIrrotten ea noon ea the
shirtnoc were over, they would be an intereat•
leg And harmleas experiment. But apt.,
Idly land to be fais Mr. Robirpon's
theory be only the applIption of a well.
known theme to the nightly newel televi•
Mon twits its values as well as its supa
and detergents. So adventure /Mow" which
depicted exietential roan lerrPing
rally In • llobbesian jungle might tend to
make viewers see America that wey.

That to about the last thing 'piety
need, and would make of television a vtzs
tool doomsday weapon.
When I thought About the preadful sce-

mid° that might unfold If Mr. Arlen', pro.
tramming eutgestiona were picked Up, I
began to think that the televielon networks
had mimed a bet In defending their advert-
tore shows. When those shows come under
attack for being pointlessly vfolent, the
sleek network defense Is that television
doea not change people's (dual behavior
-due not make people violent.

A far Utter defense, especlany since
the other defense has been diacredited, is
that the adventure-violence shows have
offsetting social content-that the ehows
are not entirely pointleuly violent but
have a very real point. The moral is that
the bad, evil people who lead criminal, an.
Rapier lives are punished. Thus it pays to
be • good, moral person.

Further, the adventure shows gener•
ally, although riot alwaye, portray the
forcen ot the law as superior and mere
worthy of Imitation than the forcea of
crime. That bee powerfully important mes-
sage, and if television Is selithg it as well
as it coO. laxatives, adventure shows must
be one cif the primery itabilizing force' to
America today.

Prdeseor Robinson corned a word to do-
sed. the effects of the television newel
-dlopatriation." It means an effect of dm
stroying taith and trust in national Institu-
tions. By and large, television adventure
shows, I believe, have just the opposite ef•
feet, something that might be called "pm
!elation." They encourage belief in moral
veto.. In law, In government inotitutions.

If they do have that effect, they are far
from being outmoded. They are cUrrent
and desperately needed. And in their popu-
lanty, despite many people'. contempt for
them, Is some evtdence that the large
num of American people still prefer "pa-
triatIng" value and idle to have them
reinforced. If -Kojak" and "The Rookies"
and -Police Story" end the like have the
effect I think they do, they are aching we
meta own society, and III. Important that
the sale be made

THE 'WALL STREET JOURNAL
Paillaima sine* Iraa

DOW JONES & COMPANY, INC.
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The Network Circus
By William V. Shannon

WASHINGTON, Sept. 2—Another

television season is about to begin.

But like the annual changes in auto-

mobiles or the circus, only the details

are new. There are three television

networks as there are three major

producers of automobiles or three

rings at the circus. Each network

competes fiercely against the other

two, but the competition is only in

trivia at the margins—a different face,

a different format—since all three

have long since settled upon the least

common denominator of popular 'taste

and the most secure routes to pleas-

ing it.

The automobile, for all its signifi-

cance in our lives, is only a mechani-

cal contrivance and the Circus a once-

a-year pleasure, but television per-

vasively affects our minds. As our

most powerful medium of entertain-

ment and of news, it has changed

our politics, our view of ourselves as

a people, and even the way our minds

work. If we are a less happy, less con-

fident, less intelligent people than we

were thirty years ago, a generation

of television watching is largely re-

sponsible.

Television stresses violence. Accord-

ing to a survey by the University

of Pennsylvania's Annenberg School of

Communications, nearly three-quarters

of the programs aired in the 1973-74

season contained violence. Another

study estimated that by age 14, the

ordinary child has been exposed to

11,000 murders on television.

The effect of televised violence in

producing juvenile delinquency is sec-

ondary and indirect. That is, the

viewer is emotionally disturbed and

prone to violence for specific, per-

sonal reasons. The effect of television

is to release his inhibitions, provide

a how-to-do-it model, and create fash-

ions in certain kinds of crime. But

even these marginal adverse influ-

ences are serious inasmuch as every

index of childhood unhappiness is ris-

ing—the rate of suicide, of violent

crime, of runaways.

A less-talked-about but profoundly

disquieting development is the decline

in intellectual achievement among to-

day's youth. For four years, scholastic

aptitude tests have registered a small

but steady drop in the knowledge

mastered by college freshmen. Reading

scores among elementary school chil-

dren are lower than a decade ago.

It could hardly be otherwise when

the majority of children watch tele-

vision three to four hours a day

throughout their growing years, and

one-quarter of all children watch tele-

vision more than five hours a day

every day. Television is primarily a

medium of entertainment. Moreover,

it is entertainment that provides in-

stant gratification and requires no
effort, no act .of imagination. Physiolo-

gists report that the brain waves of a
person watching television are similar

to those of a person asleep.

Children become accustomed to pay-

ing attention in half-hour segments or,

even worse, in the six-minute intervals

between commercials. The combined

effect of passivity, of a shortened at-

tention span, and df so much time

devoted to entertainment is to subvert
education and malnourish the mind.

One of network television's proud-

est accomplishments is also deeply

flawed. That is its coverage of news.

The problem is not the fake issue of

ideological bias raised for self-inter-

ested political reasons by the Nixon

Administration. It is the Much more
fundamental problem, as television
newsmer) themselves recognize, of the

nature df the medium TV is pictorial
and puts a premium on vivid action.

As the British critic T. R. Fyvel has
observed, "Professional television pres-
sures work constantly towards por-
traying action and not thought,

personalities and not issues, what is
visually happening and not the boring
explanations why."

The effect of the evening news
shows is unintentionally to magnify
and distort existing social strains.
This intense, apocalyptic view of real-
ity disseminates anxiety and uneasi-
ness throughout society.

Economic pressure to get high rat-
ings adversely affects how local and
network television news shows are
presented. High ratings mean more
advertising income. When the net-
works extended theit‘' national news
shows from 15 minutes to 30 minutes
in 1963—time that was taken away
from local .stations—they gained five
additional minutes for network com-
mercials. Those five minutes a night
earned CBS $36 million in a year.

Television can never be substan-
tially reformed as long as it remains
solely in the hands of businessmen
preoccupied with packaging the larg-
est possible audiences for sale to hard-
sell advertisers. This country made a
fundamental error when it allowed
this enormously powerful medium to
become a high-profit, fast-growth in-
dustry. Since government is not to be
trusted with a communications mon-
opoly, television channels ought to be
controlled by churches, universities,
foundations, and non-profit associa
tions of writers, directors and actors.
The coming of cable television with

its multitude of channels could pro-
vide society with an escape route from
today's claustrophobic network Circus.
But will this new technology receive
the benefit of more inmaginative and
foresighted public policy than did
radio or television?
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should be covered-I think
they're an abomination.
They're there to advise you
about how to increase your
audience and performing a
proper journalistic function
is not necessarily consistent
with Increasing your au-
dience."

In a field that is rife with
squabbles, Magid seems to
attract more than his share.
The country is dotted with
disgruntled TV news person-
nel who have suffered at

the hands of Magid and his as-
sociates. And many broadcast
journalists point out that the
more a newscast Is feted

with pre-tested service items

like 'Dollars and Sense" the

less time there will be for

hard newi. "You gotta fill

up the board with a whole

horseload of stories," says

a prize-winning investigative

reporter whb recently left

one of Magid's midwest ABC

clients. "It's the kind of thing

that weights the priorities

against investigative report-

ing."
But Magid says that In

the future there will be room

for everybody who is compe-

tent, because the market for

broadcast talent is steadily

growing. and there will be

time for everything, because

news programs themselves

are steadily growing. From

15-minute affairs as late as

1965 (in New York) and 1966

(in Chicago), local news-

casts have grown to half-

hour length, to one hour,

to one-and-a-half and tow

to two hours. In 10 years,

he adds, he sees the larger

markets presenting a three-

hour newscast. (Actually,

this is a tame prophecy; at

least one broadcasting corn.
pany-CBS--is known to be
preparing for the advent of
24-hour, all-news television
stations.)

Despite such assurances,

some news executives con-
ra fee, he tinue to resent the consultant
nical semi- and the way he plies his
larches for trade. One of the most out-
clagid spoken of these is Ralph Re.
i up-to-date nick, news director and an-
TV perso- chorman at WTVJ-TV in Ma-

o

Nours 'DI firm recommended that the
n the mi. Early in 1974, the Magid

which con station change the title of
I to a client its top-rated early-evening

newscast, "The Ralph Renick
said,he Report," to "The World To-

n Marion, night," and that it pair Re-
uburb of nick with a younger co-an-

use of the thorperson. Renick returned
muni- the compliment by hiring
ntry three men with academic cre-

slness dentials In attitudinal re-
Ott' search to evaluate mood's

he 10- WTVJ survey-
if to The trio delivered a 25-page
work critique which Charged that

erence the survey's average inter-
' That view tenth sf 70 minutes

stout, was "far too long to maintain
ben and respondents' attention," Hun

port them- its questionnaire insinuated

I a band of pre-set responses, that its in-

to Raiders. terpretation of the data was

ffect change "misleading" and that its din-

-and seem regard of Miami's Spanish-

larated by speaking TV audience was

'heir eldest "a fatal flaw," WTVJ subse-

and though quently let its contract with

"we probab- Magid expire. Since then, Re-

ctual news- nick has been regarded by

in these of- anti-Magid forces as some-

have in a thing of a spiritual leader

ineia tise•
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The 3-Way Race
For Mediocrity

W
hat is the "reality" of television? Volumes,
valuable volumes, have been written about the
more philosophic aspects of the medium
as mirror or purveyor of shadows in a Platone
cave. But a definition has yet to be formulated
on a considerably more practical level. For

the vast majority of American broadcasters, and for a
good many supposedly objective observers of the industry
TV reality is embedded In balance sheets showing healthy
and growing profits. For many, prolessinnalscritics and,

I suspect, an !ISA-snag portion of the -general publics--
television is a depressing landscape of mediocre programinp

Part of the problem at network levels is the grooming
of an exetuttve -type who works fariosusyJpjjeservic.
otabstractseudience ratings but- ratel -lime out
iiiiit-down and *tinnily •watchs teTivision. The process
-iiiitTs cynicism.. At the local liiiiel: affiliates worry

if the networks will be able to put together a "successful"
season for them. In Houston recently at a gathering
of broadcasters, I found most station representatives
talking about "hardware," new computer systems
that would prove helpful to advertising salesmen. wow
Yes, the new season was uncommonly embarrassing, s , .. ,
but let's not worry about that too much. Let's
wait to see how the ratings fall into place.

• •
When confronted with an argument for "quality"

programing, some representatives insisted on confusing
the issue. For theta, quality is synonomous with
Philharmonic concerts and "serious" culture, the kind ,
of thing that, sin of free-enterprise sins, gets low ratings

on public television. But, of course, the boundaries
of quality are broad and hardly exclusive of high ratings
(ronsider "All in the Family" or "The Waltons" or "Kojak")

The Incredible TV machine, however, not only rumbles

on but also accelerates. Recently, Marvin Antonowsky,
program chief of the NBC television network, explained hot
"Fay," a new comedy series starring Lee Grant, came
to be canceled so coley in the new season. It seems

Innovative audienee-measurement tools are at hand
in the land of electronics. Joining the Nielsen numbers

is something called the Trendex "call-back" system.
whereby households in n catess-grasiteintrWhererows
they have watched and if they plan to watch

them again. A good many people, not surprisingly,

didn't plan to watch "Fay" again.

Television, then, has annther. zadget that enables .

Mr. Antonowsky Tralits..confreres. "to -11CL quickly-

-end diepassionatelY7-As hespeStits "fast input makes

pOtilbte fast cdttaisii.- none of thliFil-raiiYthirig

'necessarily ti dowith better programs. One mediocre

program can be yanked because of low ratings. Another

can be inserted and possibly survive because of

Lee Grant, star
of the recently
canceled series
"Fay"--an early
victim of the
industry's new
"fast input,
fast output."
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trade. One of the most out-
spoken of these is Ralph Re-
nick, news director and an-
chorman at WTVJ-TV in Mia-
mi. Early in 1974, the Magid
firm recommended that the
station change the title of
its top-rated early-evening
newscast, "The Ralph Renick
Report," to "The World To-
night," and that it pair Re-
nick with a younger co-an-
chorperson. Renick returned
the compliment by hiring
three Merl with academic cre-
dentials in attitudinal re-
search to evaluate Magid's
WTVJ survey.
The trio delivered a 25-page

critique which charged that
the survey's average inter-
vie, length at 70 minutes
was "far too long to maintain
respondents' attention," that
its questionnaire insinuated
pre-set responses, that its in-
terpretation of the data was
-misleading" and that its dis-
regard of Miami's Spanish-
speaking TV audience was
"a fatal flaw." WTVJ subse-
quently let its contract with
Magid expire. Since then, Re-
nick has been regarded by
anti-Magid forces as some-
thing of a spiritual leader
whose guidance news direc-
tors seek when they learn
that Magid is hustling busi-
ness at their station. "These
guys call you," says Renick,
"and it's like the grim reaper
has finally appeared at the
door."

Magid, who makes It a
practice always to approach
first the general manager of
a station-not the news di-
rector-with his proposals,
is aware of the disquietude
he causes among newsmen.
Ills response is lofty and
unperturbed. "We do recog-
nize that we're going to incur
the wrath of the traditional-
ists," he told me before slip-
ping off in his silver 230
SL Mercedes to the airport
and the start of another prof-
it - seeking peregrination.
"New ideas are always in
danger of being beaten to
death by those whose apple-
carts they upset." X
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Mr. Fish, who was working
in a quiet job for the More-
land Commission when he
stepped forward to aid Op.
hum last May, has no money
of his own in the deal and
has labored without pay to
iron out the film's contrac-
tual problems (a few details
remain unsettled). "I'm prac-
tically broke, but I've learned
an awful lot about the film
business," says Fish.

After finishing the film in
London, Ophuls recently re-
turned to the United States
and has started work as a
documentary producer-direc-
tor for CBS News; he has
also signed a contract with
Random House to write a
book about his experiences
in the film business.

-DAVID DEN1Y

..... 
.AR4 cue at nanoin the land of electronics. Joining the Nielsen numbers

is something called the Trendex "call-back" system,
whereby households in 2rEitterlterestreerteliarirowsthey have watched and if they plan to watch
them again. A good many people, not surprisingly,
didn't plan to watch "Fay' again.

Televisioe, then, has another gadget that enables.
Mn, AntonowskylinWliff.cculfreres "to .act
-and dispassiontrely7-As he puts it "fast input makes_

poSAllite fast Outut none of this Firriiiyffiliii-
-112cessarify tie--do with better programs. One mediocre
program can be yanked because of low ratings. Another
can be inserted and possibly survive because of

Lee Grant, star
of the recently
canceled series
"Fay"—an early
victim of the
industry's new
"fast input,
fast output."

not-so-low ratings. Mr. Antonowsky explains further, \in one of the snore revealing remarks about the mechanicsof Pi: "The_price of fallumiooms too "arse for us notto mak; the _pragmatc_clecisions -that_ are necessary.Tht wesnIllytient_ like doing ie." whet
predsity, is that "price of failure"? Mediocrity?
Hardly. Try something more pragmatic, like ratings,corporate profits, the possibility of being fired.

• • •

critic to ignore the matter of profitability. For better

Admittedly, It would be foolhardy for the television

cc worse, American television rests, primarily, on a
foundation of commercial interests, and the formative
patterns of operation _are _solidly_entre_r_—iTEM7-1311t-It-11Of the interest of everyone, the country as a whole, 'tha "t.C_Ceinimerciiirsentisiderations not be allowed
to become bile only governing criterion for a
medium of such awesome pervasiveness.

However, the future, the super-age in which "fastinput makes possible fast output," does rat look
promising. For example, this season's big story,
at least for the first few weeks, was ABC's moving
into a "competitive" ratings position with CBS and NBC,
both of which showed rating drops. If ABC "maintains
strength," the network will have a big "success" story.
Its top executives will be profiled in trade and
business masazines. Praise will flow freely in corporate
suites. Few will bother to notice that "Welcome Back,
Kottee' and "Starsky and Hutch," two of the more
euccessful new series for ABC, remain dreadful shows.

• • •
Again, quality does not have to_eneart a stead_y_tiet

of.mrictals-•yet-ii-"tOrig-biJourneTtaii 1-dig t,"
"The Giant Menagerie" with Katharine.Hepburn,
Joseph Papp's production of "Wedding Band," "Antony
and Cleopatra," or Laurence Olivier in "The Merchant
of Venice"-all productions carried on ABC.  Quality of 
another sort can be found in the weekly series "Beretta"

Its Fiiifse`d -Blikrg-pEfferrnance as a
Jimmy Cagney/John Garfield type of undercover cop.
In fact, ABC deserves credit for saving this show,
for switching its time period and getting an audience.

But all the switching in the world is not going
to save clinkers like "Barbary Coast" or "Mobile One"
or "Matt Helm." At a recent meeting with reporters
and editors of this newspaper, Frederick Pierce,
president of the ABC TV netsvoiik, impIA thit
such salvaging iiiig/itibTftible, but his position
for the defense was noticeably half-hearted.

Whensaskedif the-closer three-way competition--
armor:4 the networks v_21:snad_be of sonic benefit  to the pueilin,

"Tele.-Pierce replIASS_That_viganaltion in the .
free-enterprise system traditiotais

3iroduct. Thirkiii-niiipty-perrect logic, though, ignores
themIciviest-common-denominator" nature of the
snass-programing beast. Trapped in a downward spiral of,

. say, ABC's "StarsIcy and Hutch," CBS's "firm*" and
NBC's "The Invisible Man," the lowest in terms of
quality could very well turn out to be the
Testiest in terms of ratings, Success, once agaiq,.
becomes meanyjuless and rather embarrassing,
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The First Amendment Reconsidered
By ED CONY

Could the First Amendment, with its
guarantee of a free press, be ratified
today? Some of us in the press think not.
Some of us even are ready to write obitu-
aries of the First Amendment.

But perhaps we are being premature.
On two occasions last year, the First
Amendment appeared hale—if not down-
right hardy.

In midyear, the 'U.S. Supreme Court
unanimously struck down a Florida law
that required a newspaper to give any po-
litical candidate it criticized the right to
reply—equal space in an equally promi-
nent place in the paper.

The Miami Herald in September 1972
had printed two editorials attacking Pat
Tornillo Jr., who was running for the Flor-
ida House. When the newspaper refused to
print Mr. Tornillo's replies, he sued.

In delivering the court's opinion, Chief
Justice Burger presented the arguments
advanced by Mr. Tornillo's lawyers:

The government has a duty to see
that a wide variety of views reach the
public. In the early days the press ful-
filled this role, serving as "a true mar-
ketplace of ideas." But today, newspa-
pers are big business and there are
fewer of them. To a great extent the
press has become noncompetitive and
enormously powerful "in its capacity
to manipulate popular opinion and

, change the course of events." Further,
the press today engages in "interpreta-
tive reporting" and sometimes in "ad-
vocacy journalism."

Thus, wrote the Chief Justice, "it is
reasoned that the only effective way to
insure fairness and accuracy and to
provide for some accountability is for
government to take affirmative action.
The First Amendment interest of the
public is said to be in peril because the
'marketplace of ideas' is today a mo-
nopoly controlled by the owners of the
market."
But the Chief Justice refused to buy this

argument. He found "the core question" in
the case to be the issue of "compelling edi-
tors or publishers to publish that which
'reason' tells them should not be pub-
lished."

Front there he went on to this conclu-
sion:

"The Florida statute fails to clear the
barriers of the First Amendment because
of its intrusion into the function of editors.
A newspaper is more than a passive recep-
tacle or conduit for news, comment and
advertising. The choice of material to go
Into a newspaper and the decisions made
as to limitations on the size of the paper,
and content, and treatment of public issues
and public officials—whether fair or unfair
—constitute the exercise of editorial con-
trol and judgment. It has yet to be demon-
strated how governmental regulation of
this crucial process can be exercised con-
sistent with First Amendment guarantees
of a free press."

Dow Jones' Position
We should say that Dow Jones & Co.,

publisher of this newspaper, intervened in

the Tornillo case, submitting a joint brief
with the New York Times Co. The two pub-
lishing concerns said in their brief that
they are committed to disseminating the
views of all elements of society: "Editori-
ally, they have published in the pages of
their newspapers information from many
sources and a multitude of viewpoints
which vary from those held by the publish-

ers and editors."
But they argued that if the Florida law

were left standing, it would actually re-
strict the airing of diverse political views:

"Every page one story about legislators

or other elected officials may carry with it

the possibility the legislator or official will
be the author of a portion of a future front
page. It is painfully clear that those condi-

tions will lead not to debate but to a sti-

fling degree of restraint in political report-
ing by newspapers."

Several months after the Tornillo deci-
sion, the First Amendment's guarantee of
a free press received another ringing en-
dorsement, this time from an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court. On Novem-
ber 2, Potter Stewart made a provocative
speech at the celebration of the Yale Law
School's 150th anniversary.

Mr. Stewart began by contending that it
had only been in the last two years, culmi-
nating in the resignation of President
Nixon, that the public had fully realized
"the enormous power that an investigative
and adversary press can exert." He fol-
lowed immediately with this passage: ,

"The public opinion polls that I have
seen indicate that some Americans firmly
believe that the former Vice President and

Watergate has driven
home to the public "the
enormous power that an in-
vestigative and adversary
press can exert." Should this
power be limited?

former President of the United States were
hounded out of office by an arrogant and
irresponsible press that had outrageously
usurped dictatorial power.

"And it seems clear that many more
Americans, while appreciating and even
applauding the service performed by the
press in exposing official wrongdoing at
the highest levels of our national govern-
ment, are nonetheless deeply disturbed by
what they consider to be the illegitimate
power of the organized press in the politi-
cal structure of our society.

"It is my thesis this morning that, on
the contrary, the established American
press in the past 10 years, and particularly
in the past two years, has performed pre-
cisely the function it was intended to per-
form by those who wrote the First Amend-
ment of our Constitution."

Justice Stewart finds th,at the special
role of the press, as an adversary to the
government, springs from the Bill of
Rights, which for the most part protects
the rights of individuals — freedom of
sp-eech, freedom of worship, the right to
counsel. "In contrast," he says, "the Free
Press Clause extends protection to an insti-
tution. The publishing business is, in short,
the only organized private business that is
given explicit constitutional protection."

Of what consequence is this institutional
protection? According to Mr. Stewart it re-
futes the theory that "the only purpose of a
constitutional guarantee of a free press is
to insure that a newspaper will serve as a
neutral forum for debate . . . a kind of
Hyde Park Corner for the community . . .
a neutral conduit of information between
the people and their elected leaders"
(shades of the Tornillo decision). "These
theories," he maintains, "give insufficient
weight to the institutional autonomy of the
press that it was the purpose of the Consti-
tution to guarantee."

In guaranteeing a free press, what the
Founding Fathers had in mind was "to
create a fourth institution outside the gov-
ernment as an additional check on the
three official branches," says Mr. Stewart.

And he goes on: "For centuries before
our Revolution, the press in England had
been licensed, censored, and bedeviled by
prosecutions for seditious libel. The British
Crown knew that a free press meant or-
ganized, expert scrutiny of government.
The press was a conspiracy of the intel-
lect, with the courage of numbers. This
formidable check on official power was
what the British Crown had feared—and
what the American Founders decided to
risk."

Nearly 200 years later the press's "ex-
pert scrutiny of government" became an

issue in the Pentagon Papers case. In 1971
the Justice Department asked the Su-
preme Court to restrain The New York
Times and other newspapers from publish-
ing those papers. The court refused to do
so. Mr. Stewart commented on that deci-
sion:

"The Pentagon Papers case involved
the line between secrecy and openness in
the affairs of government. The question, or
at least one question, was whether that
line is drawn by the Constitution itself. The
Justice Department asked the court to find
in the Constitution a basis for prohibiting
the publication of allegedly stolen govern-
ment documents. The court could find no

• such prohibition. So far as the Constitution
goes, the autonomous press may publish
what it knows, and may seek to learn what
It can."

Autonomy Cuts Two Ways
But Mr. Stewart sees autonomy as cut-

ting two ways: "The press is free to do
battle against secrecy and deception in
government. But the press cannot expect
from the Consitution any guarantee that It
will succeed. . . The Constitution itself is
neither a Freedom of Information Act nor
an Official Secrets Act."

Continuing this line of reasoning, Mr.
Stewart said:

"The Constitution, in other words, es-
tablishes the contest, not its resolution.
Congress may provide a resolution, at
least in sonic instances, through carefully
drawn legislation. For the rest, we must
rely, as so often in our system we must, on
the tug and pull of the political forces in
American society.

"Newspapers, television networks, and
magazines have sometimes been outra-
geously abusive, untruthful, arrogant, and
hypocritical. But it lierdly follows that
elimination of a strong and independent
press is the way to eliminate abusiveness,
untruth, arrogance, or hypocrisy from gov-
ernment itself."

Mr. Stewart leaves us with mixed feel-
ings here. We admire his stout defense of
an independent press; we are uneasy
about an impression he may create. Some
may hear him saying the Constitution
grants the press a great privilege—the
right to be unfair—and the press responds
by feeling no obligation to be fair.

Mr. Stewart is not saying this, it seems
to us, and it doesn't fit the facts. However,
we would not claim there have never been
occasions when individual newspapers,
magazines or TV newscasts have been
"abusive, untruthful, arrogant and hypo-
critical."
We would claim that most editors and

reporters (and even a considerable num-
ber of publishers) do try very hard to he
fair. We don't always succeed. Neverthe-
less, the U.S. press does serve as an open
marketplace for. ideas, a "Hyde Park Cor-
ner for the community."

Indeed, Mr. Stewart does suggest one
pressure that pushes newspapers toward
fairness: "If a newspaper wants to serve
as a neutral marketplace for debate, that
Is an objective it is free to choose. And
within limits, that choice is probably nec-
essary to commercially successful journal-
ism."

In conclusion Mr. Stewart speculated
that the Republic might survive without an
autonomous press. We could have had a
Constitution that relegated the press "to
the status of a public utility." Such a Con-
stitution would be possible. And then he
said:

"But it is not the Constitution the Foun-
ders wrote. It is not the Constitution that
has carried us through nearly two centu-
ries of national life. Perhaps our liberties
might survive without an independent es-
tablished press. But the Founders doubted
it, and, in the yeas- 1974, I think we can all
be thankful for their doubts."

Mr. Cony is Vire President and Exccu-
tive Editor of now Jones 6 Co.

Should Editors Be Forced to Join a Union?
By BOWEN NORTHRUP

LONDON—The British press is agitated
it what it considers a threat to its free-

London recently felt com-
eeaders that newspapers

-smmerce" *-

"freedom" are prone to sadly biased edi
torial coverage when it comes ' for
British election a ',Ts " -

For se '
consiF•

"The system is entirely voluntary," ex-
a plains an official at the Press Council, an

Industry body. But an editor who publishes
in defiance of a memorandum faces cen-
sure and possibly insinuations of unpa-
',tette behavior.

D-Notice system, notes the Pre'
' official, "is open to some politie

: occasion." That is, the goi
4 day may find it conveni

to entre.'
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Sunday Observer By Russell Baker

Outasight, outamind
It is extraordinary how

many things we don't talk
about any more. There is
Watergate, which everybody
is tired of hearing about, and
there is Vietnam, which
everybody wants to pretend
doesn't exist.

And Patricia Hearst. If
anyone ever mentions Patricia
Hearst these days it is only to
ask, as one might ask about
the good old days, "What-
ever happened to Patricia
Hearst?"

Whatever happened to the
Symbionese Liberation Army?
For that matter, whatever
happened to black power, the
new left and "the move-
ment"? What was "the move-
ment" anyhow?

Nobody ever talks about
"the revolution" any more, or
campus unrest, or the
Beatles.

When is the last time any-
body talked about "hippies"?
About "fun city"?

Nobody says "uptight" any
more, or "backlash," or
"silent majority." Nobody
talks about "the free world,"
"the struggle for men's
minds," "the new politics,"
or Spiro Agnew.

It is as though Agnew had
never existed, yet within the
memory of recently born
babes he was the rising glory
of Republicanism. Now, in less
than a year he has become
an unperson.
So has John Connally. Any-

body remember "Big John"?
He was the post-Agnew rising
glory of Republicanism, and
now he has been consumed
and forgotten after three
minutes of fame.
Three minutes of fame may

be all any man, any idea, or
any event can expect now-
adays. There was a war in
Cyprus a few weeks ago and
afterward a sort of revolution
in Greece, and who remem-
bers it any more?
Anything that is four min-

utes old is as ancient as
Egypt. And speaking of
Egypt, whatever happened to
Libya?
We consume our history so

fast to get on to the next
tidbit that there is no time to
digest it, and so become a
people without memory.
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Whatever happened to
George McGovern? Who was
Elliott Richardson? Where is
little Tania's Leningrad diary?
To ask these questions is

to be tiresome, to betray one-
self as a lingerer in the past
at a time when events are
rushing ahead at breakneck
speed. We like that cliché--
events rushing at breakneck
speed. It gives us the sense
of living dynamically, which
is a delusion because events
are not rushing anywhere. We
are merely consuming them
at indigestible speed, perhaps
so they will not get lodged
in our memory and start to
mean something to us.
Who was General Thieu?

What was My Lai? Does any-
body remember light at the
end of the tunnel?
Nobody wants to hear

about such things any more.
We are blanking experience
out of memory. There are
weighty events bearing down
upon us which must be dealt
with at once. President
Ford's swimming pool. Pollu-
tion-emission controls. The
cold-water laundry crisis.
Who has heard lately of

Elizabeth Taylor? What be-
came of Rowan and Martin?
Stokely Carmichael? Abby
Hoffman and Jerry Rubin?

And who has talked lately
about the most important
book of the decade? None of

us, probably, for none of us
can remember its title, any
more than we can remember
who played in the game of
the century not long ago.

It is not surprising that
trivia is one of the few pas-
times that has survived an
entire decade, for it demands
ability to remember facts
without context, and facts
without context are almost
all that remain when you
consume history with your
brain off. Nowadays context
is harder to find than 90-cent
hamburger.

It is very much like flying
across the country by jet. The
country does not rush by
underneath so rapidly that
we cannot see it, sense it,
digest it and emerge with the
slightest sense of what an ex-
traordinary and fascinating
place it is; it is we who rush
by overhead so fast that the
journey becomes meaningless.
"We are coming up over the

Grand Canyon on the left side
of the plane now and will
shortly be crossing the Mis-
sissippi River, folks." What
was Pompidou? Which was
Anthony Ulasewicz? Why was
Charles Manson? Who was
the second man on the moon?

It is a fast trip up here at
35,000 light years above con-
text, but despite the speed
you sometimes wonder if you
are going any place at all. •
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By Tom Donnelly

Once upon a time, roughly 35 or 40

years ago, it was possible and even

reasonable to speak of the mass

audience" or "the general public"

when referring to movies and radio and

pop music. You could say that

"everybody likes" Astaire and

Rogers, or Jack Benny, or "Gone With

the Wind" in glorious Technicolor, or

Duke Ellington, and you wouldn't be

likely to get much of an argument. The

legitimate theater audience, a

relatively small group, was partial to

Katharine Cornell, Lunt and Fontanne.

Ethel Merman and the plays of

Maxwell Anderson.
Of course there were performers

who had limited followings, and

movies that critics loved and the mass

audience didn't, and movies that bomb-

ed with everybody including the

producer's mother. But roughly

speaking, we all lived in the same

world insofar as entertainment was

concerned.
No more. Today we live in the era of

the multiple audience. Which is to say

there are dozens of audiences, for

dozens of different kinds of film,

theater, music and dance (television,

of course, is something else again).

Some of these audiences don't

overlap: the people who line up to see

Ingrid Bergman in "The Constant

Wife" are not likely to line up for Bruce

Jay Friedman's "Steambath." The

audience that finds "Steambath" en-

tertaining may not hold still for an off

off-,Broadway number about a janit
or

who imagines he is a loaf of bread 
and

slices himself to death.

There are people who manage 
to

sample the best of what's available 
on

stage, screen and in the concert 
hall,

but in my experience these

Renaissance types are few.

Some of the younger folks, basical
ly

movie-oriented, occasionally 
an-

nounce their intention of seeing so
me

play or other that gives promise
 of be-

ing exceptional. They have a wa
y of

forgetting to get the tickets. Mor
eoften

than not they're glad they didn't ge
t the

tickets because the play has turne
d out

to be a bomb. Most plays do, you 
may

have noticed.
Most movies also bomb, but th

ere's

no denying that film has the presti
ge,

Interest, Impact and importance once

primarily associated with theater. The

fans of Pauline Kael will find it hard to

credit that in 1945, after ten months of

reviewing films for The New Yorker,

Wolcott Gibbs expressed himself as

follows:

"It seems to me the cinema resist
s

rational criticism almostas firmly as a

six-day bicycle race, or perhaps love

... it is my indignant opinion that 90 per

cent of the moving pictures exhibited in

America are so vulgar, witless and dull

that it is preposterous to write about

them in any publication not intended to

be read whilechewinggum." For

,

 a top-

per, Gibbs said he had finally come to

realize "the whole absurdity" of "try-

ing to write for the information of my

friends about something that was

• mmImMMINI1=1.1MMI

plainly designed for the entertainment

of their cooks." Today many of those

movies Gibbs thought fit only for cooks

are being enjoyed in revival programs

by some of the best people, most of

them cookiess, circumstances being

what they are. And these days, when

some Broadway comedy sensation is

brought to the screen Kael will fre-

quently announce that they've made a

movie out of just the sort of rubbish

people go to movies to get away from.

Consider the markedly varied reac-

tions to the stage and screen versions of

Barry England's "Conduct Un-

becoming." The other day I heard a

young film cO•ic regaling his friends

with his essions of this drama

about threat to the honor of a

in the Indian Army in the late

VAlk • —
••••

1/300s. He found the whole thing

hilariously fusty and was positively

convulsed by the bit about the assault

on the heroine. She was — oh gross in-

dignity! — stabbed in the buttocks by

an officer who turned out to be no

gentleman. The same drama of pukka

sahib characters in turmoil that seems

ludicrous to thoughtful cinemagoers

was a hit on the London stage, was

respectfully received on Broadway

and is included as one of the ten toppers

in "The Best Plays of 1970-1971."

I saw the play in New York, and the

reactions of two very elderly

theatergoers who sat directly behind

me may be instructive. At the end of the

first act the woman said she thought'

See REVUE, G3, Col. 1

vrti
•
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imes". Lear felt this would ruin the
now and turned down the CBS offer.
BC and NBC turned it down for other

reasons.
The next logical step for Lear would

have been to go to the syndicators, but
he was tired of dealing with
middlemen. Instead, he invited and
brought to Hollywood last August, 23

presidents, owners and station
managers of independent and multi.
owned television groups who
represented more than 100 television
stations. He wined them, dined them
and showed them the first two
episodes. The result — 87 stations
bought the show by the end of the year.
Lear expects the total to beat least 100
when it airs this week. Many of them
are network affiliates who have taken

the unusual step of clearing five half-
hour time slots a week for an unproven
product.

Lear is not the first producer to make
an end run around the networks. After
they turned down England's ATV
series "Space: 1999," its chief, Sir Lew
Grade went the syndication route,
peddling it eventually to 146 stations in
this country, many of them network af-

filiates. Twenty-four episodes are be-
ing run this season. Production is about
to resume on another 24 for next
season.
Grade is powerful enough and rich

enough to go his own way if the
networks turn him down. Lear is not
nearly so rich, but he is successful and
independent enough to matte his own
kind of end run, by passing syndication
and selling directly to individual

stations. He is also innovative enough
to come up with an idea such as "Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman," which
may catch on with an audience that Is
increasingly demanding a higher levet
of sophistication and intelligence in its
television entertainment.

Even if Lear fails in this outing, he
and others will be back with other ideas
not deemed acceptable by the three

networks. In time, creative people like
him may convince an increasing num-
ber of station owners that they need not
depend exclusively on the networks

for their products. The networks are
already screaming bloody murder
about competition from cable
television. If "Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman" succeeds, they will really
have reason for concern. The viewers
will have reason for celebration.

A Time When One Man's Queue Won't Fit Everyman to a T
REVUE', From Gl

the piece was rather enjoyable. The
man was struck by a horrible thought.
He said, "You don't suppose this is go-
ing to turn out to beone of those Theater
of the Absurd things? Where nothingis
what it seems and it's ail taking place in
the city dump or someplace?"
The woman said, "Oh good heavens,

I hope not! You don't really think...?"
After some debate, they decided they
were really seeing what they thought
they were seeing. They were much
relieved.
The Broadway theater has been

booming for the past couple of years,
largely on the basis of revivals,
musicals, English imports andanoc-
casional American comedy smash
like "Same Time, Next Year."
Now and again an "Equus" (also im-

ported) will succeed, but by and large
the "serious drama" is not for the
Broadway public. Everybody says so.
especially the producers. A press agent
for the long-running English comedy
"Absurd Person Singular" wondered
about the composition of the Broadway
audience and polled the customers in
half a dozen theaters. Younger
playgoers were in a definite minority,
and the older folks, asked which critics
influenced them most, gave first place
to Brooks Atkinson, who retired some
years ago, and second place to Judith
Crist, who writes on movies. The press
agent could make nothing of these
results although he tended to feel the
answers indicated a prevailing
sleepyhead condition.
Joseph Papp is an impresario who

seems to reach out in all sorts of
audiences. With "A Chorus Line," now
triumphantly moved from off-
Broadway to Broadway, he is manag-
ing to please just about everybody. But
he has had to cancel his much-heralded
season of brand new plays on

Broadway. Of five announced works
only one made it to opening night, Den-
nis Reardon's "The Leaf People." It
was all about the destruction of a
primitive tribe by the ruthless march
of civilization. Jack Kroll of Newsweek
said It was "just the kind of new
American work Broadway audiences
should be confronted with."
Papp, who not so long ago was thrill-

ing what appeared to be a special public

"Country music we have
always had with us, or so it
would seem, but students of
the Nashville scene and sound
say the country music explo-
sion occured about five years
ago. It was then that a lot of
city folk stopped ridiculing
country music as fit only for

rubes."

of his own with things like "Sticks and
Bones," came to grief when he took
charge at the Vivian Beaumont
Theater at Lincoln Center. and
"confronted" the customers with
works like Anne Burr's "Mert & Phil,"
a ghastly comedy about a couple of
semi-comotose slobs and their friends.
The heroine, recovering from a
mastectomy, sometimes relieved her
inner tensions by whacking her senile
old mother with a mallet. The Vivian
Beaumont clientele said "No" to this
sort of evening in the theater and Papp
announced that he was switching to the
classics, with "name" actors
whenever available.

Still, some of the critics thought
"Mert & Phil" contained a cor-

ruscating commentary on American
life and in some Village loft or base-
ment I've no doubt it would have found
its audience. After all thereareaudien-
ces, not sizable but appreciative, for
the Theater of Cruelty, the Theater of
the Ridiculous (according to Walter
Kerr "a chap in bloody shorts who
might or might not have been castrated
eventually acquired a pair of papier-
mache breasts"), the Theater of Fact
(dull documentaries like "In the Mat-
ter of J Robert Oppenheimer") and
the Ontological Hysteric Theater
which is currently offering something
titled "Rhoda in Potatoland." a work
one reviewer describes as "multi-
layered, realized with a very sure and
perverse taste."
The total audience the most popular

play can attract is, as we are frequent-
ly reminded, not remotely comparable
in size to the audience that turns out for
a hit movie. But whereas three or four
decades ago almost any movie played
to an audience of millions and the ma-
jor studios could count on a certain
number of bookings for even their most
calamitous offerings, today's
filmgoers "shop around." In the good
old days "everybody" went to Hope
and Crosby movies and Powell and Loy
movies. Today there's an Ingmar
Bergman audience, a "Billy Jack" and
"Walking Tall" audience, a Disney
audience, a "Dirty Mary, Crazy
Larry" audience, a "Forgotten
Wilderness" audience, a "Behind
Green Doors" audience, a "Black
Dragon vs. Yellow Tiger" audience, a
"Cleopatra Jones" audience, and in-
numerable others. There's a certain
amount of "crossing over," but by and
large the Ingmar Bergman fans don't
go to "Billy Jack" pictures and "Billy
Jack" fans stay away from the likes of
"Cries and Whispers."
Every year a few films rack up

grosses seldom, if ever. achieved by M-

G-M extravaganzas when that studio
was at its height. The situation at the
moment is one of dizzy contrasts. The
phenomenal "Jaws" is attracting the
largest audience in film history: Varie-
ty says the movie will probably be the
first to take in $200 million or more in
world-wide rentals. At the same time
dozens of films produced in the past
few years have had to be written off as
total losses; for them there is, ap-
parently, no audience at all.

All I know about rock music you
could engrave on the underside of a

"Joseph Papp is an impresario
who seems to reach out in all
directions for all sorts of
audiences. With 'A Chorus
Line,' now triumphantly mov-
ed from off-Broadway to
Broadway, he is managing to
please just about everybody.
But he has had to cancel his
muchheralded season of
brand new plays on
Broadway. Pffive announced
works only one made it to
opening night, Dennis Rear
don's 'The Leaf People."

very small pebble. But I gather from
the correspondents in the field that
here again there are audiences within
audiences and the situation is at all
times highly volatile. A recent (Oct.
27) Newsweek cover story reported
that Bruce Springsteen is a superstar
and the darling of rock critics even
though he is not a household name
across America. Springsteen's 13-

year-old sister says, "Only one girl at
school has his record." Newsweek
says, " Sp rings t een's own insistence on
performing in small halls and clubs has
created a kind of cult hysteria."
Springsteen has already been com-
pared to Elvis, Dylan and Mick Jagger,
and he has been so tirelessly promoted
by his record company, Columbia, that
a lot of people think he could be hurt by
The Hype. Including Springsteen.
"The Hype just gets in the way," he
says "People have gone nuts. It's
weird." The question, according to
Newsweek, is: "Will Bruce Springs-
teen be able to reach the masses?" The
answer. Newsweek suggests. Is Yes.

Well, why shouldn't a singer whose
third album ("Born to Run")
"rocketed to a million-dollar gold
album in six weeks" make good? That
is, good, like Elvis and Dylan and Mick
••••
Country music we have always had

with us, or so it would seem, but
students of the Nashville scene and
sound say the country music explosion
occurred about five years ago. It was
then that a lot of city folk stopped
ridiculing country music as fit only for
rubes. That still leaves us with at least
two big audiences, the one that thrills
to Tammy Wynette ("My door to love
has opened out more times than in")
and the one that simply will not hear of
her.
"Why can't America love New York

City's pop favorites?" the New York
Times inquired a few months ago,
citing the fai lure of Lou Reed, The New
York Dolls, The Manhattan Transfer,
Elliott Murphy and Bette Midler to set
the nation on fire. The author of the
piece decided that these performers
"share a fatal attraction to a camp,
ironic theatricality" that wows a New
York audience but just doesn't travel
well.
New York is having what one critic

describes as its "greatest dance
season ever,- what with powerhouse
ballets, major modern companies like
the Ailey. Graham, Nikolais and
Taylor and innumerable smaller com-
panies offering "chamber-ballet in-
timacy," "futuristic satires" and
"acrobatic doodles." Another case of
multiple audiences. "The dance
audience, admittedly a growing one, is
always being represented as wildly
eclectic," says Arlene Croce in The

"New York is having what one
critic describes as its 'greatest
dance season ever,' what with
powerhouse ballets, major
modern companies like the
Ailey, Graham, Nikolais and
Taylor, and innumerable
smaller companies offering
'chamber-ballet intimacy,'
'futuristic satires' and

'acrobatic doodles.'"

New Yorker, "when Intact it Is divided
into as many sects as lath-century
American Protestantism. Only the
critics go to everything."
The same goes for classical music.

You don't see many of people who pack
the Kennedy Center for Dorati and
Beethoven going to a Smithsonian
electronic synthesizer concert.

Television? Yes, even there. One
could easily get the impression that
just about everyone in the country
tuned in on "The Forsyte Saga" and
"Upstairs, Downstairs." But that was
no multitude, that was just the PBS
audience, exercising its right to be a
discriminating minority.
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.Who's a Reporter?
e As though the press didn't have enough

headaches, along comes a tough new one: ac-
creditation.

There's been plenty of publicity about
most current problems of newspapers, maga-
zines and broadcasters: government attacks
via speeches, subpoenas and other devices;

3 official secrecy and deception; court rulings
on what the press can't carry and on what it

3 must carry; the press' own low critclibility.
Accreditation — deciding who should have

credentials to work as a reporter—probably
isn't quite so significant, but it's still an im-
portant matter. Credentials are often essen-
tial to a reporter's being able to do his job—to

3 use convenient press facilities, to cover offi-
cial press conferences or hearings, to pass

3 through police lines, to prove his identity to
3 potential news sources. And it's a tricky mat-

ter, too, because it poses such difficult ques-
tions as just who is to be considered a bona
fide reporter, just who should make this deci-
sion, and what, if any, conditions should be
attached to the credentials.

Several recent cases have been gathered
!: by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of

the Press, a newsmen's group that carries on
research and offers legal help on press-free-
dom issues.

It notes, for example, that Robert Sherrill!
of The Nation magazine and Thomas Forcade
of the Underground Press Syndicate are suing
to force the White House to give them creden-

tials, Each has been repeatedly denied White
y House press cards and access to press confer-

ences and other presidential appearances, on
n grounds that he "is deemed to be a potential

threat to the physical security of the Presi-

dent and/or his immediate family." .

The Secret Service hasn't spelled this out
.Y too specifically, but has alluded to the fact
ic that Mr. Sherrill was once arrested and fined

)o for assaulting a Florida state legislator, and

it that Mr. Forcade threw a pie at a staff aide

during a hearing of the President's Pornogra-

phy Commission. (The reporters' lawyer says

the charges against Mr. Sherrill were later ,

dismissed because it wasn't clear just who

• had started the fight, and that the Forcade

• pie-throwing was intended as a joke and that

no charges were ever brought against him.)
# * *

A different kind of dispute has stemmed

from a recent ruling by the Standing Commit-

tee of Correspondents, which administers the

U.S. Senate and House newspaper galleries,

to deny credentials to any reporter who ac-

cepts money for appearing on radio or TV

programs "sponsored by the federal govern-

ment."
A few Senators and Congressmen who

make radio or TV programs to send to sta-

tions back home have occasionally been pa

lag friendly reporters to ask questions

these programs; the Standing Con

five reporters elected by the Wa:

press corps, wanted to outlaw this

Eventually, however, it decided to

more h.vadly, and to hit all

on any government programs, inciounio the

panel shows produced by the Voice of- Amer-

ica for overseas use.

Argues committee member Leo Rennert,

correspondent for the McClatchy Newspapers

of California: "If the press is going to hold

government officials and politicians to high

ethical standards, it must have high stan-

dards of its own."
At least a few correspondents have

strongly protested that this ruling, particu-

larly as applied to VOA, infringes their per-

sonal and professional rights. "The thing is I

silly," insists Richard L. Strout, veteran re-

porter for The Christian Science Monitor and

an occasional VOA panelist. "Why should any

group of newspapermen be able to tell the

rest of us whom we can sell our services to?

That should be strictly up to me, or to me and

my employer."
The Executive Committee of the Periodi-

cal Press Galleries, which controls the con-

gressional facilities used by magazine writ-

ers, has lost two recent disputes. In one, it re-

fused credentials to a subscription-supported

housing newsletter, because gallery rules per-

mitted only publications "supported chiefly

by advertising." The editor threatened to sue,

and the committee agreed to permit sub-

scriber-supported periodicals as well.
* * *

A second action, of wider Impact, denied
credentials to the Washington editor of Con-
sumer Reports magazine, on the ground that
its ownership by Consumers Union ran it
afoul of a rule that all accredited publications
be "owned and operated independently of any
industry, business, association, or institu-
tion." The committee argued that Consumers
Union was primarily an "advocacy group,"
and not a publisher.

The editor went to court, and last October,
won a sweeping verdict from U.S. District '
Judge Gerhard Gesell. Courts must protect
"the equal access of newsmen to facts of pub-
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. .
threat to the physical security of the Presi.
dent and/or his immediate family." ,

The Secret Service hasn't spelled this out
too specifically, but has alluded to the fact
that Mr. Sherrill was once arrested and fined
for assaulting a Florida state legislator, and
that Mr. Forcade threw a pie at a staff aide
during a hearing of the President's Pornogra-
phy Commission. (The reporters' lawyer says
the charges against Mr. Sherrill were later
dismissed because it wasn't clear just who
had started the fight, and that the Forcade
pie-throwing was intended as a joke and that
no charges were ever brought against him.)

* * *
A different kind of dispute has stemmed

from a recent ruling by the Standing Commit-
tee of Correspondents, which administers the
U.S. Senate and House newspaper galleries,
to deny credentials to any reporter who ac-
cepts money for appearing on radio or TV
programs "sponsored by the federal govern-
ment."
A few Senators and Congressmen who

make radio or TV programs to send to sta-
tions back home have occasionally been pa
log friendly reporters to ask questions
these programs; the Standing Con
five reporters elected by the Wa,
press corps, wanted to outlaw this
Eventually, however, it decided tc,
more bcoadly, and to hit all paid ap,
on any government programs, inclucrui„ the
panel shows produced by the Voice of- Amer-
ica for overseas use.

Argues committee member Leo Rennert,
correspondent for the McClatchy Newspapers
of California: "If the press is going to hold
government officials and politicians to high
ethical standards, it must have high stan-
dards of its own."

At least a few correspondents have
strongly protested that this ruling, particu-
larly as applied to VOA, infringes their per-
sonal and professional rights. "The thing is
silly," insists Richard L. Strout, veteran re-
porter for The Christian Science Monitor and
an occasional VOA panelist. "Why should any
group of newspapermen be able to telt the
rest of us whom we can sell our services to?
That should be strictly up to me, or to me and
my employer."

The Executive Committee of the Periodi-
cal Press Galleries, which controls the con-
gressional facilities used by magazine writ-
ers, has lost two recent disputes. In one, it re-
fused credentials to a subscription-supported
housing newsletter, because gallery rules per-
mitted only publications "supported chiefly
by advertising." The editor threatened to sue,
and the committee agreed to permit sub-
scriber-supported periodicals as well.

* *
A second action, of wider impact, denied

credentials to the Washington editor of Con-
sumer Reports magazine, on the ground that
Its ownership by Consumers Union ran it
afoul of a rule that all accredited publications
be "owned and operated independently of any
Industry, business, association, or Institu-
tion." The committee argued that Consumers
Union was primarily an "advocacy group,"
and not a publisher.

The editor went to court, and last October,
won a sweeping verdict from U.S. District
Judge Gerhard Gesell. Courts must protect
"the equal access of newsmen to facts of pub-
lic consequence," Judge Gesell ruled. He
added that press freedom "is undermined if
the access of certain reporters to facts relat-
ing to the public's business is limited merely

because they advocate a particular view-
point."

The accreditation issue is by no means

confined to Washington. A three-judge federal

court recently struck down an Alabama law

requiring detailed financial reports from all

statehouse correspondents. There have been

repeated disputes over credentials for impor-

tant trials. A recent Chicago Journalism Re-

view article protests how hard it is for free.

lance reporters to get press credentials from

the Chicago Police Department.

Several factors probably account for the

prominence of the accreditation issue right

now. One clear cause is the growing number

and influence of underground papers, aggres-

sively hostile to authority but still desiring of-

ficial credentials. College papers and publi-

cations of minority and public interest groups

are also demanding fuller access to news

sources and events.
The current general bitterness between

press and officials is bound to spill over into

disputes about credentials. And, as the VOA
controversy shows, recent disclosures of

wrongdoing in high places are impelling both

government and press accrediting groups to
study the need for tighter ethical guidelines.

Uncharacteristically, and undoubtedly re-

fleeting a split within its ranks, the Reporters
Committee is straddling the issue. Its latest
newsletter merely notes, with conspicuous un-
derstatement, that the issue raises "all
of awkward questions for the establis
press which controls press galleries, for
legislative and executive branches which
have a symbiotic relationship with the ma
media, and for the Constitution."
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TV VIEW
JOHN J. O'CONNOR

TV Criticism—Is
It All a Dream?

or a television critic to spend one week
of a month's vacation at a seminar on
TV criticism, the circumstances, understandably,
would have to be compelling. Simply knowing
that the seminar was to be held in the
glorious setting of Aspen, Colo., proved

compelling enough for this writer. But the jaunt, made
several weeks ago, turned out to be considerably less scenic
than anticipated. As sessions on the significance,
cosmic or otherwise, of "The Mary Tyler Moore Show"
followed sessions on the analysis of TV as collective
dreams, the grandeur of Aspen faded into a dimly perceived
background for humming TV monitors and anxious
declarations on the significance of it all.

The conference was arranged by the Aspen Institute
Program on Communications and Society. With
Douglass Cater as director, the program has established
a Workshop for Television, which accepts the reasonable
premise that, given television's role as dominant and
mammoth medium of communications, serious attention
must be given to TV's impact and potential. Coordinated
by Richard Adler, the workshop is attempting to bring
new voices into TV criticism. Papers written for a
1974 conference have now been published in a valuable
volume called "Television as a Social Force"
(Praeger, $3.95 paper, $15 cloth). The writers include
Michael Novak, Benjamin DeMott, David Littlejohn,
,Paul Weaver and Michael Robinson.

One implication, of course, is that TV is too important
:to be left to the daily reviewers, and persuasive
argument can be marshalled behind that assertion.

'But the belated recognition of TV by more "serious"
or "thinking" minds, while encouraging, carries

its own potential dangers. Witness, for parallel example,
the discovery by academe of the "art of film," an

important development that has disintegrated into

such blatant absurdities as accredited college courses
on the history of the monster movie.

• • •

The basic problem is hardly new: How does the mind
that considers itself serious deal with popular culture,

which generally does not consider itself serious,

except perhaps at the soiled "bottom line" of success

,and profit? The justifications can be fascinating.
,Recently, John Simon, now a film critic for New York
magazine, confessed to his readers that "movies are

;potentially a great time waster. . . . Quality, to masses

/of viewers and a good many reviewers, hardly matters."

Mr. Simon explained that he loved only "good films,"

the work of Antonioni or Bergman or Fellini

or Bresson or Kurosawa "at their best." Absolutely,

but that still leaves the film critic precious

little quality to savor in any given year of

Of course, Mr. Simon can, and does, comfort himself

!with the fact that movies can still, on the whole,

provide more quality than television, which has

"boomed into vulgar supremacy." But that fact Is

hardly permanent and is even less unassailable than

it was five years ago. One of the best "films" ,by far

that I have seen this past year is Bergman's

"Scenes from a Marriage," which was made for

Swedish television. Watching film critics juggle

that awkward fact has been singularly absorbing.

Heading in the right direction, the Aspen conference

was not able to avoid unproductive detours, most notably

on an "appreciation" of a sit-cdm series. Employing

the obvious in pursuit of the sophomoric can be hazardous

to an individual's attention span. But several of the

formal presentations were undeniably worthwhile or,

at the very least, bracingly provocative. The theoretical,

represented largely by academics (Peter Wood,' historian,

Duke University; Paula Fass, historian, University

of California; Sharon Sperry, media specialist, University

of Indiana), was afforded a productive confrontation

with the practical (Al Burton, director of Norman Lear's

TAT Communications; Al Perlmutter, NBC News

vice president; David Webster, director of U.S.

operations for the British Broadcasting Corporation).

Much of the material presented demands further

research, but some of the theories command immediate

attention. Peter Wood's interpretation of television

as dream is sketchy but seductive, noting, among other

things, that dreams and TV share highly visual contents

marked by a combination of symbolic richness and

/orgettability. In a related area, researchers are discoverinj

that the brain-wave patterns of TV watchers are remarkably

similar to those of sleepers. (Of course, the same may be

true of movie watchers or stage-production watchers.)

• •

Beyond the presentations, the conference generated
wh.t mi.ht he lahp14,1 nultural

.3-or
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dreams, the grandeur of Aspen faded into a dimly perceived
background for humming TV monitors and anxious
declarations on the significance of it all.

The conference was arranged by the Aspen institute
Program on Communications and Society. With
Douglass Cater as director, the program has established
a Workshop for Television, which accepts the reasonable
premise that, given television's role as dominant and
mammoth medium of communications, serious attention
must be given to TV's impact and potential. Coordinated
by Richard Adler, the workshop is attempting to bring
new voices into TV criticism. Papers written for a
1974 conference have now been published in a valuable
volume called "Television as a Social Force"
(Praeger, $3.95 paper, $15 cloth). The writers include
Michael Novak, Benjamin •DeMott, David Littlejohn,

.Paul Weaver and Michael Robinson.

One implication, of course, is that TV is too important
:to be left to the daily reviewers, and persuasive
argument can be marshalled behind that assertion.
'But the belated recognition of TV by more "serious"
or "thinking" minds, while encouraging, carries
its own potential dangers. Witness, for parallel example,
the discovery by academe of the "art of film," an
important development that has disintegrated into
such blatant absurdities as accredited college courses
on the history of the monster movie.

• • •

The basic problem is hardly new: How does the mind

that considers itself serious deal with popular culture,

which generally does not consider itself serious,

except perhaps at the soiled "bottom line" of success

,and profit? The justifications can be fascinating.

,Recently, John Simon, now a film critic for New York

magazine, confessed to his readers that "movies are

:potentially a great time waster, . . . Quality, to masses

of viewers and a good many reviewers, hardly matters."

%Mr. Simon explained that he loved only "good films,"

the work of Antonioni or Bergman or Fellini

or Bresson or Kurosawa "at their best." Absolutely,

but that still leaves the film critic precious

little quality to savor in any given year of film. .

Of course, Mr. Simon tan, and does, comfort himself

'with the fact that movies can still, on the whole,

provide more quality than television, which has

"boomed into vulgar supremacy." But that fact is

hardly permanent and is even less unassailable than

it was five years ago. One of the best "films" by far

that I have seen this past year is Bergman's

"Scenes from a Marriage," which was made for

Swedish television. Watching film critics juggle

that awkward fact has been singularly absorbing.

Heading in the right direction, the Aspen conference

was not able to avoid unproductive detours, most notably

on an "appreciation" of a sit-corn series. Employing

the obvious in pursuit of the sophomoric can be hazardous

to an individual's attention span. But severa
l of the

formal presentations were undeniably worthwhile or,

at the very least, bracingly provocative. The theoretical
,

represented largely by academics (Peter Wood,' historian,

Duke University; Paula Fass, historian, Universi
ty

of California; Sharon Sperry, media speciali
st, University

of Indiana), was afforded a product
ive confrontation

with the practical (Al Burton, director o
f Norman Lear's

TAT Communications; Al Perlmutte
r, NBC News

vice president; David Webster, dir
ector of U.S.

operations for the British Broadcasting Corporatio
n).

Much of the material presented demands furth
er

'research, but some of the theories com
mand immediate

attention. Peter Wood's interpretation of television

as dream is sketchy but seduc
tive, noting, among other

things, that dreams and TV s
hare highly visual contents

marked by a combination of symbol
ic richness and

iorgettability. In a related area, researchers are
 discoverinj

that the brain-wave patterns of 
IV watchers are remarkably

similar to those of sleepers. (Of cour
se, the same may be

true of movie watchers or stage
-production watchers.)

• • •

Beyond the presentations, the confe
rence generated

'a pronounced strain of w
hat might be labeled cultural

conservatism, detected most stro
ngly in a tendency

to question liberal cliches. 
The most notable, and most

effective, spokesman for this conti
ngent is Michael Novak.

One Novak essay, observing that 
it is common for a great

many of the personnel con
nected with television to imagine

themselves as anti-establishment or even 
iconoclastic,

spoInts out that "surely they must 
know that to men

who work In breweries or sh
eet metal plants, to women

who clean tables in cafeterias or 
splice wires in electronic

assembly plants, they must seem to be 
at the very height

of the Establishment. Their 
criticisms of American society

are perceived to be something lik
e the complaints of

spoiled children. There seems to be a self-hatred

in the medium, a certain sh
ame about American society.

Grappling and groping, the Aspen confer
ence

was not without its curious aspects.
 At last discovering

the virtues of TV, most parti
cipants seemed content

to restrict their appreciation to 
"All in the :Family"

or "The Mary Tyler Moore Show
." But that is too easy.

These are two of the best series on
 television.

Little effort was made to deal wit
h the transparently

mediocre, things like "Karen" or, from t
he "adventure" genre

another largely ignored area, "Police W
oman." On the

other hand, no effort was made to 
indicate that TV

could be considerably more than "A
ll in the Family."

The TV special, oublic-TV progra
mming and "Scenes

from a Marriage" were snubbed, 
apparently with

calculation. The new devotees of the 
tube tend to

get nervous an the subject of se
rious art.

Meanwhile, the daily reviewer is forced
 to continuo

plugging away at providing a consumer 
service,

telling readers what may or may no
t be worth watching

that particular day. In the end, selectivity may be

the only salvation in confrontin
g the giant machine.

It is questionable how important an 
interpretation

of dreams may be in reviewing a s
eries like

"Big Eddie," for one example. But it can't hurt.
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REVIEW ee OUTLOOK
Business 'Leadership'

As the recession deepens, no
doubt we will see the leaders of
American business lined up in
Washington to trade birthrights for
pottage.

The spectacle flashed before our
eyes the other day upon hearing
Henry Ford II, no less, propose "se-
rious consideration" for something.
like the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to make government In-
vestments in beleaguered busi-
nesses. The same idea has also been
elaborated and approved—"desir-
able without any doubt"—by Felix
G. Rohatyn of Lazard Freres, writ-
ing in The New York °Times. So big
business leaders and big names on
Wall Street are lining up with the
Democratic mini-convention, which
has also, and more understandably,
endorsed the same idea. •

The first thing that needs to be
said is that the whole notion is sillier
than a WIN button. From where will
the government get the capital to
make such loans and equity invest-
ments? Why, by running bigger defi-
cits. And where does government
get the money to cover deficits?
Why, by issuing bonds. And why
don't businesses get the capital di-
rectly by issuing their own bonds?
Why, because in 1973 bonds issued
by the federal government and fed-
erally sponsored agencies lapped up
62' of all monies in the bond mar-
ket.

So now, we're told, we need a
new RFC to have the government
borrow even more money so that it
can loan money to corporations that
can't borrow money because the
government borrowings have taken
it all. In fairness to Mr. Rohatyn,
under his proposal this would hap-
pen only initially. After that, the
government investments to give
more capital to business would be fi-
nanced by higher taxes on business.

The second thing that must be
said is that any such proposal would
spell the further advance of govern-
ment and further decline of busi-
ness, as the percentage of the bond
market suggests. Even if the board
were composed of Socrates, Abra-
ham, St. Paul and Confucius, it
could not direct capital investments
to efficient uses anywhere nearly as
well as do the multiple decisions of a
working market. And as universities
are now the first to admit, federal
aid does not come without strings.

A third thing, and ultimately a
more important one, also needs ex-
amining. How can any businessman
support any such thing? Perhaps
one could excuse executives of Lock-
heed or Pan Am for grasping at
straws when the very survival of
their enterprise is under question.
But obviously the phenomenon ex-
tends well beyond that.

For that matter, the leaders of

American business found them-
selves supporting wage and price
controls the last time around, as
they definitely do not like to be re-
minded. The principal reason, aside
from a tendency to "go along," was
that the proposal came at a moment
when wage pressures were building
and price pressures were abating;
thus businessmen thought controls
would give them some short-run
benefits.

Similarly, businessmen can now
see some short-run advantages in
having the government take over
some of the burden of a capital ac-
cumulation task that is currently so
difficult. The long-range implica-
tions are seldom weighed. As politi-
cians' eyes are focused on the next
election, the eyes of the typical busi-
nessman are focused on the next
quarter's earnings report. Yet busi-
ness wonders why it is not more
highly regarded.

The greatest irony is that the
present short-run needs of business
are anything but inconsistent with
its long-run interests. Businesses
and therefore society need more
capital, especially, as Mr. Rohatyn
stresses, more equity capital. In
both the short run and the long run,
they need less interference from
Washington. There is one proposal
that will serve all of these purposes,
and if business leaders have to line
up in Washington for anything, they
ought to line up to ask for lower cor-
porate taxes. Apparently the tax-
cutting talk among auto executives,
union leaders and President Ford
yesterday centered on cuts for con-
sumers and perhaps higher invest-
ment credits. We would have hoped
a brave executive would have asked
forthrightly for a lower corporate
rate.

This is a perfectly sensible pro-
posal, and would have come natu-
rally to an earlier generation of cap-
italists. To the extent corporate
taxes are passed along to consum-
ers, lowering them is directly anti-
inflationary. To the extent they are
not passed along to consumers, they
go into capital accumulation, either
directly in the form of retained
earnings or indirectly in the form of
dividend payments to attract equity
investment. Understanding this,
Canada's government has already
trimmed its corporate tax rate to
40' from 4W f to the apparent bene-
fit of its entire economy.

Leading American capitalists, by
contrast with the Socialists running
Canada, propose instead to attack
the problem of capital accumulation
by routing more money through
Washington. Apparently our nation
has raised a generation of business
leaders who are afraid to defend
their own interests even when it is
the right thing to do.

President Ford's Reassurance

Meeting a Sp(
Breed of Russ,

By ROREHT KEATI.1.'

The temperature was eight
falling when the U.S. press cot
near Vladivostok last month to
ident Ford's short summit in ti
But all was not coldness. There
with smiles were a couple do',.
rized Russians, transported 6,,
from Moscow to make us feel wet

With detente so much in tam
Authorized Russians are becomin:
Jar indeed. They are a mixed bag
nalists, propagandists and acader
who specialize in American offal
summit time. or Kissinger-visit Um(
diligently work the visiting Am,
press corps to mine Washington
about people and policies which ini
them (''Does Ford drink a.lot?" one
me hopefully).

They are among the relatively fe
viet citizens allowed, or assigned, or
rized to hold political conversations
visitors. They are often pleasant,
times informed and occasionally eve
formative about official Soviet thinki)
assorted subjects. And what they
from us helps. their writing and res
on contemporary America, their o
prime interest.

In addition, of course, it's assume,
most are employed by—or reporting
KGB, that omnipresent Soviet bureaw
which combines internal security wi'
ternal intelligence and plays a male
in governing the country.

•

Some Authorized Russians zero
particular journalists whom they've
voted through past summits and Wa
ton assignments. A couple of eminen
columnists, for example, deal exclu
with a man they've dubbed the
"Colonel" because of his extensive e:
ence and knowledge. At Vladivostok
promoted him briefly to "General"
cause he passed along insights allei
from the very top. Whether they cut
back to Captain later isn't clear: his
proved dead wrong.

Because of four visits to China, I'm 1.
sumed by these Russians to know wh,
up in that country (as if any outsider
know). Therefore I drew a "journalist'
slightly furtive manner who specializek
China, though he remains rather vai
about his nominal press affiliation. Spe
Ing softly from the side of his mouth, he
quired after the health of Chairman M
Premier Chou and the Chinese body p,
tic. He then switched to domestic matte.
Will Mr. Ford show leadership on U.S. ec
nomic problems? Another good question.
agreed, for which there was no good a
swer.

So it Went during the cold, two•hour bi
ride from the airport to Priamurje Sanat,
rium, where for only $266 apiece, the Sol,
ets gave us a night's lodging—disprovir
the claim, incidentally, that there's
profit in detente.

And there we found a surp,
Authorized Russians. By sheei
dence, it was claimed with straight fac
the U.S.A. Institute of Moscow (ti
U.S.S R.'S leading analyzer of Americ
affairs) was holding a symposium in I
very same sanitarium which hou::sp..
shame we weren't there a da"
n^9rrhers v -
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By Robert Brustein
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A powerful phenomenon has begun to shape

the cultural and political events of our time. Let

us, for want of a better term, call it "news the-

ater." By news theater, I don't mean documentary

plays •oetheater of fact or living newspapers, but

rather any histrionic proceeding that results from

a. collaboration between newsworthy personalities,

a vast public, and the visual or print media (tele-

vision, films, book publishing, magazines and news-

papers).

News theater, in other words, is any event that

confuses news with theater and theater with news.

When Norman Mailer sells tickets to a crowd of

prominent people for his 50th birthday party,

promising an announcement of world importance,

and then tells the assembled guests that he is form-

ing a counterintelligence agency to keep tabs on

the F.B.I. and the C.I.A., that is news theater, be-

cause it represents the mutual exploitation of the

media by Mailer and Mailer by the media for

theatrical purposes.
It is news theater when a California family

agrees to expose before television .cameras the
most intimate secrets of its family life, including
marital strife and divorce and the homosexual
inclinations of one of the children. It is news
theater when the Symbionese Liberation Army

kidnaps the daughter of a newspaper magnate and

then designs its every move to capture and dom-
inate the media, whether through publicity for a
food distribution program, or its demand to have
two imprisoned members appear on television, or
its -choice of a bank with automatic cameras so
that a robbery can be photographically recorded
(the apocalyptic demise of six members of the
S.L.A. in a flaming Los Angeles house, as seer.
on television, is also a form of news theater).

It is news theater when Arab guerrillas are able
to command the attention of the world's media
by assassinating 11 members of the Israeli Olympic
team or by blowing up a hijacked airliner or by
gunning down innocent children in a Maalot
schoolhouse. And it is news theater when President
Nixon takes on the road a show called Operation
Candor (being a turkey, it closed out of town
some months ago), laboring to convince American
audiences of his "credibility" after the Watergate
disclosures, despite the tremor in his hands and
the moisture drenching his upper lip. Indeed, the
very idea of "credibility" may be only another
convention of news theater., It is certainly a con-
cept more appropriate to the art of acting than to

Robert Brustein is artistic director of the Yale
Repertory Theater and dean of the School of Drama.
His latest book, is "Revolution as Theater."

the craft of government, since it has less to do
with verifying facts or discovering truth than with
simulating a role of sincerity before the people.

Obviously, in describing the phenomenon of news
theater, I am not announcing anything original or
startling: I suspect Ir.21/1i.e1J3.Qimatin—was_.J.allting
about the same thing in his book "Thg_image,"
when he formulated his concept of the "pseudo.

event." On the other hand, I hope I may be able
to the idea from a somewhat different

perspective, given my theatrical background, and
given what is proving to be a somewhat obsessive
interest in the moral price exacted by fame in this

country. Nor can I pretend to speak as a detached

observer: I am myself a participant in news theater,
and possibly another one of its victims. Anybody

engaged in public activities tends to become an
actor of a sort; merely to speak before an audience
is to become something of a histrionic figure, self-
consciously involved with posture, gesture, delivery.
Beyond this, however, public figures in our time

tend to be pressured by their very notoriety into
becoming actors. It is only one step from the tele-
vision newsroom, for example—where commenta-
tors are usually chosen more on the basis of such
theatrical qualities as their (Continued on Page 36)

At top, some actors in news theater: Norinan Mailer, Alek-
sandr Solzhenitsyn, Daniel Berrigan, Howard Cosell, Joseph
Papp and Martha Mitchell.
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Continued from Page 7

looks and voices than on their

capacity to analyze the news

—to the movies Or the stage.

Consider the career of Jim

Bouton, who went from the

playing fields to the news-

room of CBS to a featured role

in Robert Altman's movie

"The Long Goodbye." Or con-

sider Howard Cosell sports

announcer for ABC, who ap-

peared in Woody Allen's "Ba-

nanas," and is now preparing

to run for political office (for-

mer Mayor of Cleveland Carl

Stokes took the opposite

route, going from politics to

the newsroom of NBC).

Consider, too, the CBS

theater reviewer, Leonard

Harris, who recently played

the reporter in "Born Yester-

day" at the Manhattan Thea-

ter Club. Or consider more

personal examples in the pros-

pect of two heads of Eastern

drama schools appearing as

actors on the public stage:

John Houseman of Juiliiard

has won a well-deserved Acad-

emy Award for his role in

"The Paper Chase," and I

myself completed a run some

months ago, playing President

Nixon in the Yale Repertory

Theater production of "Water-

gate Classics."

I trust that all of us will

be forgiven for extending our

functions into theatrical per-

formance; such lapses from

official duties are harmless,

l and also rather relaxing. I

mention them only to lend

weight to my point that once

you have become a public

I man in media America you

have, willy-nilly, joined that

great coast-to-coast repertory

company that constitutes the

only national theater we have.

As Jimmy Durante used to

complain, everybody's getting

-into the act; but oddly enough

it's only in recent years that

cultural personalities ha ,e as-

sumed enough interest for the

world at large to qualify as

actors in news theater.

If I am worried by the more

extreme manifestations of this

development, it is because of

its potentially malign effect

on the moral direction of an

artist's life, to say nothing of

the corruption of his privacy.

It is certain that the media

now possess the power to

create, perpetuate and destroy

the reputations of gifted peo-

ple in this country, through

excessive exposure or exces-

sive neglect—for although an

individual may qualify as

an actor in news theater

through some genuine per-

sonal achievement, the length

of his run is determined ex-

clusively by the media, either

with or without the conniv-

ance of the public.

Before I say why I find this

lamentable, however, it might

be wise to talk a little about

the origins of the form and

about some of its ramifica-

tions, and to reflect, too, on

Why this age has become so

histrionic. Apparently in re-

sponse to an insatiable public

hunger for human symbols

and icons, we tend to person-

ify everything in America

these days, from commercial

prOducts such as Captain

Crunch cereal and Jolly Green

Giant peas to political parties,

cultural institutions and col-

laborative works of art. We

attempt to put human faces

even on faceless entities, per-

haps out of nostalgia for

mythical figures who might

replace our lost gods and cer-

emonial persons. And just as

primitive people endowed

their leaders and shamans

with curative powers, and

subjects of royalty were con-

vinced their kings had the

power to cure through touch,

so Americans still long to be-

lieve, in an age without magic,

that certain specially endowed

individuals can heal our dis-

orders, realize our dreams,

and solve our problems

through the intervention of

their powerful, magnetic per-

sonalities.

In a democratic society, this

means that all Americans

have potentially available to

them the kind of fame previ-

ously reserved only for roy-

alty—or, to speak in terms of

our own royalty, the kind of

notoriety once enjoyed only

by movie stars. This upp_rec-

edented opportunWftirseleb-

rity inevitably creates an un-

preceden e desire for celec-_

Increasingly
in America
violent public
acts are being
committed for the
sake of achieving
immediate
celebrity.

0111111111ilintatgl

rity—especially now that_ so

cial mobility_ has_becorne rola- _

tively. restricted through its
traditional avenues of busi-

ness arid—iTolitics, and there-

fore—open primarily through

aVenues of culture or pub:.

li City.
— As a result of Ldevelop-

ment, the quest fiar fame has

recently begun to outstrip the

desire for money or power

as the central animating mo-

tive of American _ life; and

fame, we should note, has

the most theatrical conse-

quences of the three. One can

be wealthy and obscure; one

can even be powerful and stilt

play a backstage role; but to

be famous is, by definition.

to be a role-playing animal,

to abandon the private self

for the public mask.
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t tention of the media. A
relatively  harmless example

of this is the impulse to

1 a 

of them 

graffiti over the walls

of them signed with a code
of New York subways, most

il name, in a simultaneous bid

for credit and anonymity.

A more sinister instance is

the kind of violent public act
increasingly being committed

in America for the sake of
achieving immediate celebrity.

The frequency of assassina-

tion attempts in America since

the invention of television

must surely have theatrical

as well as ideological causes:

Think of Arthur Bremer's

smiling face after his attempt

on the life of George Wallace,

110 delighted at having caught the
attention of the camera, a

more malign version of all

those ordinary people who

wave frantically at the TV

cameras as they pan past

their faces in a street or a

‘ studio.

l
i What I am trying to suggest

'' is that news theater threatens

to make of all the world a

stage, and players out of all

the men and women. In so

/ , doina0 it removes our atten-

tion from the deed to the ac-

tor of the deed, making us
concentrate on a personality

or a temperament rather than

an issue Or an action. Of
course, the actor would not
have much significance were
it not for some significant in-
itial action, but after the at-
tention-getting moment is
past, the rest is usually pure

Add to this the over-
whelming desire displayed by
contemporary Americans to

establish a sense of personal.

identity in a rnas society. The

need to escape obscurity, to
validate existence, is becom-

ing almost a national obses-

sion in our crowded time,

leading to gratuitous acts that

seem to have no greater pur-

pose than to attract the at-

•

theater. Now, in saying this,
I do not wish to denigrate
the importance of theater, br
its value as entertainment; I
could hardly do this, given
my own function as one who
helps to create theater, as one
who occasionally criticizes it;
and as one who enjoys watch-
ing it, wherever it appears.
No, my concern is rather for
the unfortunate actor, since
he almost invariably loses the
meaning of his original unre-
hearsed act in a performance
that often lacks sincerity and,
worse, that sometimes casts
unnecessary doubts upon the
validity of his original deed.

Take, as an example, the
case of Daniel Berrigan, who
first came to public notice
after a heroic act of resist-
ance to the Vietnam war—
the burning of draft records
at Catonsville, for which he
was later imprisoned in Dan-
bury jail. Berrigan's difficult
action, committed in public
along with eight other war
resisters, did much to drama;•
tize the lengths to which peo-
ple of conscience were willing
to go in order to express their
moral objections to the war.
.But it was not long, before
:this priest and poet, the pas-
sionate, altruistic man who
burned the draft records, was
being swallowed up inside a
self-conscious, self-exonerat-
ing, slightly self-intoxicated
actor, encouraged by. the me-
dia to pronounce upon a va-
riety of political subjects in
a rhetoric swollen with ac-
cents of divine inspiration.

Furthermore, Berrigan soon
felt impelled • to transfer his
theatrical impulses to the ac-
tual stage in the form of a
quasi documentary, consider-
ably overpraised at the time,
called "The Trial of the Ca-
tonsville Nine." Here he tried
to justify his initial act of
civil disobedience not only as
a moral necessity but as a
legal principle, satirizing the
presiding judge who had eval-
uated the case according to

judicial rules as some kind of
flaccid liberal ninny who
lacked • Ow 'courage • to•ca-cipit.
everybody purely on the basiS
of their moral beauty. In tak-
ing this tack, Father Berrigan 
actually managed to drain
some of the real beauty from
his act, since civil disobedi-
ence tends to lose its stature
when promulgated as an ac-
tion without a consequence.

I couldn't help thinking at
the time of another work
about the difficulty of discrim-
inating between the dictates
of morality and thc law —
Herman Melville's "Billy
Budd"—in which a similar
judge, required to adjudicate
a crime committed out of

virtuous motives, was never-
theless forced to convict a
man he recognized as a saint
in order to preserve the pain-
ful imperatives of the legal
system. Instead of being
scorned, this judge was
blessed by his victim at the
moment of his execution—
blessed because Billy Budd
understood the conflict be.
tween the laws of God and
the laws of man, and sensed
the anguish Captain Vere was
suffering in trying to recon-
cile them. But this, I think,
suggests the difference be-
tween true saints and those
created by news theater, just

as it demonstrates the differ-
ence between complex works
of art formulated by real art-
ists and acts of self-justifica-
tion engineered by one of the
interested parties.

I hope it is clear that I
have great respect for the
original sacrifice of Father
Berrigan. If I emphasize the
histrionic aspect of Berrigan's
later development, it is in or-
der to illustrate how, by the-
atricalizing such things, news
theater helps to rob them of
their significance, to lower
their value through its stimu-
lation of the theatrical. A
N,ivid demonstration of this
could be seen in the closing
moments of Berrigan's play,
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which consisted of a three-

minute film clip taken at the

actual burning of the records

and the arrest of the people

involved. The resisters stand

solemnly and' ceremoniously

around the fire; the police

vans arrive to take them off

to the station house. Berrigan

walks briskly to the van ac-

companied by a police officer

and, just before he steps in.

turns fully around to look for

the camera. This very human
moment of vanity, captured
on film, was perhaps more
telling in its way than all the
posturing, declamation and
rhetoric of the play.

In the political sphere, one
could name many more ex-
amples of good people con-
torted into artificial attitudes
by the presence and pressure
of the media: Daniel Ellsberg,
who has seemed, after his
decision to publish the Penta-
gon Papers, to be conducting
one long, continuous inter-
view, fixed in a heroic frieze
which includes the perpetual
upturned smile of his ad-
miring wife; Sam Ervin,
brought to worldwide atten-
tion through his role in the
Watergate hearings, now cast
eternally as a homiletic rustic
philosopher, complete with
bouncing eyebrows, gnarled
hands and best-selling records
and books of proverbialisms;
Martha Mitchell, converting
what might be genuine pain
and embarrassment over the
precipitous turn in her fam-
ily fortunes into a mode of
performance through well-
planned telephone calls and.
television appearances.
Even foreign figures often

find themselves entrapped in-
side the network of American
news theater. Think of Alek-
sandr Solzhenitsyn, the very
embodiment in Western eyes
of resistance against censor-
ship and oppression until the
moment when, exiled from
the Soviet Union, he overex-
posed himself in public with
a series of questionable pro-
nunciamentos and then dis-
appeared behind a virtual
curtain of media silence, to
the dismay of all those who
had been depending on him
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The Louds: It is news theater when a California family agrees

to expose on TV its most intimate secrets."

to publicize their own plight.
One hardly knows whom to
blame in cases like this—the
media, whose fickleness con-
cerning personalities keeps
them prominent only as long
as they are newsworthy, or
the personalities themselves,
provoked by the fear of losing
attention. into ever bolder and
more theatrical actions.

Much of this is inevitable in -'
an age when the clort-finalro-n-'
of television and -the news-
papers has turned the world
into a vast global theater,
when a huge audience of mil-
lions is continually gorging

on the entertainment value of
news. Those who have had
an opportunity to watch Jack

Ruby kill Lee Harvey Oswald

on camera, or Mark Essex
shooting down policemen and
passersby from the roof of a

New Orleans Howard John-

son's before being gunned

down himself, have been con-

ditioned to expect moments of

high drama with which to fill

their leisure hours. (Isn't the

relatively harmless fashion of

"streaking" an effort to in-

troduce media sensationalism

into the routine of everyday

events?)

Somebody has to appear on
the covers of Time and News-
week every seven days, some-
body has to be interviewed
nightly by Johnny Carson, or
Mery Griffin, or Dick Cavett,
or David Susskind, somebody
has to be worthy of interest
on the "Today," the "Tonight,"
and the "Tomorrow" shows.
When a candidate for Presi-
dent of the United States con-
sents to appear on "Laugh-
In," then we know that poli-
ticians have recognized the
primal value of the entertain-
ment industry, and there is
little left to distinguish gov-
ernment from show business
or current events from com-
ing attractions.

Even a vicious and violent
war can become a form of
pre- and postprandial enter-
tainment, as we learned dur-
ing .the period of Vietnam, in
which the death and mutila-
tion of soldiers and the suffer-
ing of napalmed civilians
could suffice to carry us
through the cocktail hour and
the period before bedtime.
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, As Daniel Boorstin has ob-

served, "We need not be the-
ologians to see that we have

shifted responsibility for mak-

ing the world interesting fro

God .to..the newspaperman.'

:Atid we11 c'ontribuWcoihis

clamor for excitement—even

those who, like myself, ex-

press their opposition to it—

for news theater is so com-

pelling that it is virtually im-

possible, short of banning all

organs of communication

from the house, to turn one's
eyes from its hypnotic fascin-
ations. For this reason, I must
try to do what for me is a
difficult thing, namely, to
avoid the delicious tempta-
tions of outrage and indigna-
tion—and instead attempt to
explain, as coolly as possible,
why I have come to believe
that news theater is having
such a pernicious effect on
the quality of our arts and

the state of our culture (its
corruption of our politics has
already been accomplished).

It seems clear that the very
thing that poets and intellec-
tuals have desired for years
has now come to pass—they
have begun to achieve almost
as much prominence as movie
stars and politicians. From

the day that Robert Lowell
refused to appear at Presi-

dent Johnson's White House
Festival of the Arts, in 1965,
and The Times printed the
story on the front page, it was

7777-=-1
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Patty Hearst: ''Did the S.L.A.
deliberately choose a bank

ill with automatic cameras?"

obvious that cultural figures
had begun to emerge into the
limelight in America, until
now hardly anybody is

sp..f.iipt
• Ekists and in'tellectuari'dn'Ne.
American equivalent of the
Queen's List in England—the
enemy list of Richard Nixon.

Clearly, the public that was
previously interested only in
politicians, businessmen, rev-
olutionaries, protesters, gang-
sters, theater celebrities and
Presidential cronies has now
begun to turn its eyes toward
writers, thinkers, composers,
painters, poets, journalists and
critics. But instead of bring-
ing about that Platonic Re-
public in which kings would
be turned into philosophers,
this development threatens to
change the philosophers into
politicians. To transform cre-
ative individuals into figures
of the news, to convert com-
plex questions of art into a
species of personality exploi-
tation, is, I think, to narrow
the possibilities of growth, de-

velopment and renewal in the
very places where they are
most desperately needed.
One of my texts for this

theme is the career of Nor-
man Mailer, a figure about
whom I have grown increas-
ingly apprehensive over the
past years—not 'because I
lack respect for his talent, but
rather because this talent has
proved so vulnerable to ex-
ternal pressures. Mailer per-
sonifies most dramatically the
kind of havoc that news the-
ater can visit on a creative
personality. I have written
elsewhere, perhaps too insist-
ently, regarding my concern
over Mailer's journey from a
fiction writer to a writer of
confessional autobiography to
a candidate for political of-
fice to a journalist for Life
and Esquire and finally to di-
rector and star of his own
home movies. To some, this
has looked like the career of
a modern Renaissance man,
a Leonardo of the present age,
and there is no question that
his reach has been ambitious.

,r

My question is about the
scope of his actual accomp-

i: lishmpt: Jylailer p1Wo.y.s. ••
emed 'to 'didless inteieiteci

in sublimating his gifts through
art or invention than in
aggrandizing his personality
through publicity. In short,
too much of his energy has
been wasted in self-promotion
and public relations, through
the encouragement both of
the consumers and producers
of news theater.

Mailer seems to me almost
preternaturally preoccupied
with his cultural image, as if
his overarching impulse were
to dominate the Celebrity
Register, to superimpose the
star system on liC.erature
Harvey Swados observed some
years ago that the publishing
industry was dominated by
three names—Ernest Heming-
way, Norman Mailer and J. D.
Salinger—all of whom had
managed to prosper as au-
thors partly because they
could be exalted as "person-
alities."
But of the three, only Mailer

has consciously pursued this
crown: Hemingway, we should
remember, remained an ex-
patriate from America most
of his creative life, while
Salinger made a deliberate de-
cision for exile from the me-
dia, living in total isolation
from reporters and interview-
ers in northern New England.
In brief, only Mailer can be
said to have thrown himself
into the circus of news thea-
ter, ang 'tried to manipulate
the cultural scene for his own
advantage.

Unlike the others, Mailer
elected to acknowledge the

(Continued on Page 44)

•••,,
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Continued from from Page 39
ther episodes in his self-gen-
erated legend. And the most
significant thing about the

show-business side of himself, novel he has been announcing
motivated partly by ambition, for the past five years is that
partly by ego, partly by ex- it was sold to publishers for
Ferirr.tent, s:, , could. 1,s1-1.- • am .unpra.sedented.-?.dvanee ss-
multdnetrusly profit by the •• • Sl:milliOn.• • •
culture's appetite for person- As for Mailer's recent non-
alities and exploit it for crea-

tive 
book, a windy narrative about

purposes, through an act Marilyn Monroe accompany-
of personal transcendence. ing a collection of photo-
Almost 10 years ago, Nor- graphs, it is simply a bid for
man Podhoretz (then one of increased notoriety through
Mailer's strongest supporters)
observed this effort with on-

association with the notoriety

siderable approval, hailing 
c of its subject. Full of scur-

rilous imputations about such
Mailer's career as "exemplary" rivals for glory as Arthur
because it was devoted to
what Podhoretz claimed to be 

Miller and President Kennedy,

the primary question of Amer-
scandalous in its confusion of

jean life: "Whether the pur• 
fame with real achievement,

suit of success need cripple
it is inevitably being consid-

a man spiritually, whether a 
ered for a Broadway musical,
and no doubt will one day

man can work through the
corruptions inherent in that

make a full circle into a Hol-

pursuit without falling into 
lywood movie, with Mailer

the equally disabling corrup-
playing one of the parts.

tions inherent in the stance of 
Through this work, Mailer has

hypocritical highmindedness. 
managed to lose himself once

Highmindedness, hvpocriti-
and for all in news theater—

cal or otherwise, has hardly 
to become, in Boorstin's words,

been the most
a "human pseudo-event."conspicuous

quality of the decade which To answer Norman Pod-

culminated in Watergate; and horetz's question, then, 10

I have no way of knowing years after it was asked, we

whether Mr. Podhoretz would must conclude that the 
s

con-

still subscribe to his opinion cious pursuit of success does
indeed cripple a man spiritual-of 10 years ago, whether he

still believes Norman Mailer ly in this country, regardless

to be leading an "exemplary of the degree of his self-con-

career." But the intervening sciousness—or, to put the

years have shown us some- problem into the language of

thing about the consequences a previous time, one can gain

to the spirit implicit in the the whole world and still lose

pursuit of success, and I think one's soul. Mailer has shown

we may now be in a position us that it is impossible to

to comment upon how effec- work through the corruptions

tively Mailer has managed to inherent in the pursuit of sue-,

transcend the corruptions of cess—in that sense only can

the culture he embraced. we call his career exemplary.

Am I alone in thinking that Through his exploits and self-

Mailer has now become al- advertisements, Mailer has

most completely swallowed been found by the talk shows,

up by his self-created role, the newspapers, the literary

that he perfectly fulfills#Daniel supplements, the pop critics,

Boorstin's definition of the the publishers, the Broadway

celebrity as one "who is producers, the moviemakers—

known for his well-known- in short, by news theater—

ness?" I do not doubt the but he has been lost to liter-

value of Mailer's journalistic ature. I leave it to you to

essays on the moon shot, on determine whether we should

the march on the Pentagon, exult in what has been found

on the Clay-Liston fight. etc., . . . or mourn what has been

though I confess to doubt irretrievably lost.

over whether this value is Obviously, figures like
lasting. What disturbs me is Mailer are more accomplices
how Mailer's interest in him- of this system than victims.
self has begun to dominate But there are others who seem
his interest#20in external events, to be caught against their
His movies are completely wills in the web of the media.
without quality except as fur-

A poignant example of the
malign effects of news theater
on a gifted individual is the
case of Joseph Papp, particu-
larly in the past year, since he
tpok st0v.r.0.41i-p#-of - ;...

theaters 'at LincOln
ter. On the basis of his work
with the New York Shake-
speare Festival, first in Central
Park and then at the Public

Theater on Lafayette Street,
Papp attracted such attention
over the years#20that the media
virtually canonized him as the
savior of the New York stage.
And, as a matter of fact,
nobody had worked so hard
and so thanklessly in such a
good cause. Papp had fought
for years, against Park Com-
missioners, indifferent founda-
tions and the resistance of
Broadway, to develop a robust
free Shakespeare in Central
Park; and when he opened the
Public Theater,#he managed
to extend his facilities to a
large number of young writ-
ers, directors, actors and de-
signers, in an atmosphere
singularly free of pressure or
privilege.

Papp's experiments at the
Public Theater, like those of
any theater, were of varying
quality; the importance of the
place was based not on the
number of its hits, but rather
on its freewheeling openness,
set in motion by the galvanic
energy of Papp himself. Had
Broadway been functioning
properly, Joe Papp would un-
doubtedly have continued
developing his theater free of
constraint as an open house
of young, developing talent.
The trouble was that the es-
tablished theater was in a
virtual collapse and theater •
commentators were surveying
a barren landscape, with the
result that Papp was inducted,
willy-nilly, into the legions of
news theater- personalities.
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In little more than a year,

Papp was tintyped, cover-

storied and interviewed in

every organ of the news and,

because he possessed a force-

ful, colorful personality, the

public remained fastened on

his burgeoning activities. The

sense of bustle generated on

the several stages of the Pub-.

lic Theater, seen against the

inert background of the com-

mercial theater uptown, cre-

ated a sense that New York

was on the brink of a theatri-

cal renaissance that would be

achieved entirely by Papp and

his army of young discoveries:

Jeff Bleckner, John Guare,

David Rabe, Jason Miller.

Dennis Reardon, Robert

Montgomery, A. J. Antoon,

Santo Loquasto.

It was not enough to say

that the young people as-

sociated with the Public Thea-

ter were bright and gifted;

they had to be installed, ac-

cording to the conventions of

news theater, in an instant

hall of fame, thus invested

with expectations far beyond

their immediate capacity to

fulfill. David Rabe, for ex-

ample, on the basis of two

poetically conceived lavs of

social conscience, was being

hailed in some quarters as the

finest American playwright of

the decade. (Papp himself, no

doubt partly out of showman-

ship, was declaring Rabe the

logical successor to Eugene •

O'Neill.) Similarly, Robert

Montgomery's promising fan-

tasy on Dostoevski's "The

Idiot," called "Subject to

Fits," was bringing extrava-

gant praise both to him and

to his young director, A. J.

Antoon, despite the workshop

nature of the play and the

relative inexperience of the

playwright.

Encouraged by the enthu-

siastic reception of these

works, Papp soon began to

transfer some of his Public

Theater successes to Broad-

way, hoping to fill the vacuum

caused by the declining ac-

tivity of the establishmmt
producers; and it was not long

before he was transferring

plays to television and the

movies as well. Although one
of his motives for extending
himself into commercial enter-
prises was to create a better
financial base for his non-
profit theater, the work down-
town occasionally took on
some of the characteristics of
pre-Broadway tryouts. The •
blunt, roughneck, sinewy style
of Papp's Shakespeare in the
Park at times degenerated into
the musical-comedy glitter
and self-conscious ethnicity
of "Two Gentlemen of Vero-
na," though it revived oc-
casionally in such merry con-
ceits as A. J. Antoon's "Much
Ado About Nothing," while
the experimental probings of
earlier days tended to become
overshadowed by a more con-
ventional social realism which,
perhaps coincidentally, was
the dominant form of Broad-

way. Papp never lost his
scrappy courage and indepen-
dence, and he continued to
take risks on young talents.
But a new element had en-
tered the air of his theater—
an atmosphere of pressure,
tension, competitiveness and
sometimes even panic.

There were some who ,even
.detected certain changes in
the nature of the man him-
self. The dynamic and gener-
ous Joe Papp, whose identify-
ing characteristic is a kind
.of humane democratic open-
ness, was beginning to grow
interested in empire, acquir-
ing properties and forming
conglomerates like a I9th-cen-
tury American tycoon. His
impulse to - proliferate en-
couraged him to look well
beyond the horizons of his
existing holdings, as he began
collecting real estate and
theaters in the same spirit
that he collected talents and
properties. When the Lincoln
Center management was in-
evitably offered to Papp, it was
perhaps inevitable that he
would accept it, in magnificent
hubristic defiance of that
cursed inheritance which, like
some merciless phantom,
grips the throats of all who
would embrace it.

It was possible that Papp
had overextended himself,
and his ambitions were ex-
ceedirjg his. eontrpl.: .Around
the sathe 'tithe as he took over
Lincoln Center, Papp had been
formulating plans for a "na-
tional theater's to consist
partly of government-sub-
sidized tours of Public Theater
productions, the content "pop-
ularized," as he put it in one
of his manifestos, "so it does
not become a vehicle only for
college professors and small
college dramatic societies."

Papp's design to reach large
audiences with the best dra-
matic productions—for ex-
ample, his Shakespeare in the
Park offered free to anybody
willing to stand on line—was
now being tailored for middle
America, and he even began
suggesting that whatever
proved offensive or difficult
to such audiences should be
avoided on the tour.

I mention these national
ambitions in order to suggest
how easy it is for news thea-
ter to shape an image for. an
individual which he is then
obliged to sustain. Certainly,
Papp has continued to make
a lot of good theater, but he
has also been encouraged to
make news as well. When in-
vited, for example, to speak
informally at Yale two years
ago to a group of drama
students (he had taught there
very effectively in 1967), he
arrived accompanied by a

camera crew -fihning
a documentary about him for
the State Department, and
proceeded to read a prepared
statement to his astonished
listeners with a recordmp; de-
vice dangling from his neck. •
There is something a little

melancholy about -this; but
much more depressing is the
fate being prepared for this
gifted, embattled man by the
media. For, as Boorstin writes,
"The passage of time, which
creates and establishes the
hero, destroys the celebrity.
. . . He will be destroyed, as
he was made, by publicity.
The newspapers make him,
and they unmake him—not
by murder but by suffocation
and starvation."
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Papp is too irrepressible to

be destroyed by the media,

but there is more than a hint

of animus evident in the

receot. treatment of him. In
„ot

tenure at Lincoln- Center; he.

was savagely attacked by

some members of the press

for doing much the same kind

of work he had just been

praised for, while Rab, Bleck- -

ner, Antoon, Montgomery and

other Papp disciples are no
w

being dismissed by reviewers

as if they had never been

enthroned. Some of the re-

views of Rabe's "Boom Boo
m

Room," not to mention almost

all the productions that
 fol-

lowed at the Beaumont, 
the

Forum and the Public 
Thea-

ter, were peculiarly 
contemp-

tuous and unqualified, 
espe-

cially when contrasted 
with

the hyperbolic praise 
lavished

on Papp's productions
 in the

past,#and although Papp
 still

has his share of 
defenders, I

would bet that the critics
 and

reporters are preparing to

bring his celebrity to an 
end.

Whom the media would 
de-

stroy, they first make 
famous.

In short, Papp's days 
as a

culture hero of news 
theater

are very probably 
numbered;

and if he seems to be 
acting

somewhat defensive and ir
as-

cible these days, this may 
be

because he senses he is 
an

animal being prepared for

sacrifice. Unquestionably, jour-

nalistic fickleness of this kind

can create paranoia in the

soundest man. But I see no

conscious conspiracy here—

merely confirmation of the

fact that the only thing 
as

newsworthy as success is . . .

failure.'

The cycle being enacted

here is the historical cycle of

news theater, and it is the

cycle of ritual drama as well.

The American celebrity—like

Dionysus, Osiris and Jesus

before him—is destined to

suffer rejection, if not mutila-

tion and death. Hatred and

envy are too closely linked

to reverence and love. Think

back to Frank Sinatra in the

forties and fifties having his

clothes ripped off his back by

screaming admirers. Think of

what would happen today to

any rock singer foolish

enough to enter the' adoring

circle of his fans.

.• :$011,-.:. to ..off?r. ..lanOropp-.
....1̂6-g161I 'eXplarricoris il'iii•Zli .
to condone a situation which

. is becoming dangerous and

"
--"ntolerable. By imposing#the ..-,
ritual of news theater on the
face of culture, the media are

effectively determining that

little in the way of serious

culture will ever develop in

New York. A process that re-
quires calm, solitude, patience

and growth is being turned
into a form of gladiatorial
  (ContinJed on Page 48)

Continued from Page 45

combat in which victims, after
a moment of triumph, are
mangled to bits before our

....,.,,eyes. Collaborative arts, in-
/olving the cooperation of
many talents, are treated as
if they were the creation of
a single glorified individual.
Poor erring mortals are in-
toxicated by the hubris which
leads to their downfall. And
men of genuine promise are
cut off in their prime, either
by excessive praise or exces-
sive neglect.

What to do? Well, first, I
obviously see some hope in
diagnosing#the condition, for
the values of our culture are
identical with the symptoms
of the disease. Second, at the
risk of sounding old-fashioned,
my usual failing, I propose
to those Americans unfor-
tunate enough to qualify for
news theater that they de-
velop the will to resist it, and
to those of - us inclined to
watch it that we try to cul-
tivate some admiration for
character rather than for per-
sonality. Character is the in-
trinsic nature of the self that
is expressed through behavior;
personality is the external
image of the self manufac-
tured through the efforts of
the media.

) To abandon the mutilating
rituals of news theater is to
abandon celebrity, to persist, 

i
with one's work regardless of
all histrionic temptations, to
make a conscious sacrifice of
both the appeals and degrada-
tions of the# public life. It

means giving up immediate

gratifications for the sake of

•••'• •. .
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Arab guerrilla: One of a group

that "commanded the atten-

tion of the world's media" by

assassinating 11 members of

Israel's Olympic team at Mu-

nich in 1972.

more ultimate and lasting

goals, pricking th.e side of

one's intent with some other

spur than fame.

This is a difficull and per-

haps impossible#thing to ask

of talented Americans, but

what is the alternative? No

culture, only flashes on the

evening news; no accomplish-

ments that cannot be de-

graded by publicity; no truth

that is not swallowed up in

images; no heroes, only celeb-

rities, whirling dizzily in the

carrousel of fashion, until their'

faces vanish in a blur. U
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edia Approach to Inflation

By Marshall McLuhan

TORONTO—Until now there have been many
equilibrium theories of inflation. I am going to pro-
pose a disequilibrium theory based on the discon-
tinuous nature of the electric information of today.
In the eighteenth century, Adam Smith got eco-

nomics into orbit by linhing the laws of the market
to the automatism of the Newtonian universe. By
this rhetorical device, the laws of economics were
given a rigor and lucidity that they did not then or
now possess. At least Adam Smith gave his theories
some relevance to the then dominant science of
astronomy.

Today, however, in the electric 'age when The
Word Makes The Market, inflation theory still lum-
bers along on the wagon wheels of nineteenth-century
rhetoric. The Marxists say inflation can be cured with
more production, while the Keynesians say it can
be cured with more money applind at the right place
and time. Whereas all current inflation theories tend
toward Newtonian rationality and balance, there is
a huge disequilibrium factor of irrationality that
results from information movement in simultaneous
and instantaneous patterns.

These patterns are sometimes mistaken for
"trends" in media behavior. As Jean-Louis Servan-
Schreiber wrote in his book, "The Power to Inform":
"One of the most easily confirmed consequences of
media activity is the instability that can be created
through the media's ability, to exacerbate certain
trends: This happened during the world monetary
crisis that took shape in the 1960's. As soon as dollars
started to move en masse into Germany, the press
described it as a flood. The movement did in fact
take on vast proportions because even modest specu-
lators wanted tobenefit from the situation. The preSS

tun-1 termee et' a veritable pant:. Then ell
holders of capital gut the news and reacted accord-
ingly, and the dam burst under a pressure that had
been generated solely by the media. The same kind
of psychic battering ram brought about the devalua-
tions of the dollar in 1971 and 1973.tt
The twentieth century opened with Max P3enck's

theory of quantum mechanics in 1900, stating the
discontinuity of the material universe. In the same
year Sigmund Freud published his "Interpretation of
Dreams" stating the discontinuities of our conscious
and unconscious lives. So far as I am aware, econo-
mists have not yet matched physics and psychology
with any statement of the discontinuity of the eco-
nomic bond. All existing theories of inflation are
hardware theories, nuts and bolts theories, theories
of connected and continual rational processes of
supply and demand.
The equilibrium theories of supply and demand

concern the quantities • of "hardware" as it were,
whereas the disequilibrium realities occur at the
speed of "software." "Software" is the world of
electric information and also computer programing.
It can, however, be understood to include the entire
world of electronic services that began with the
telegraph and which include the telephone as well
as television and satellites. All of these constitute a
new service environment of electronic pulsation which
makes possible the dealing in "futures" and the
anticipation of the 'gaps and intervals in supply
and demand.
At electric speeds of information movement, it is

precisely these intervals that invite the dealer in
"futures" to gamble. Instant, information reveals a
wide diversity of new patterns of change which
entice everybody to anticipate changes to. come.

•••• IIM••••••••••••••
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Ordinary people are thus in-spired with the gambling
mania which is born of perception, not of the
connection, but of the inters al between the now
and the rapidly approaching new situation. TI.fs
becomes a way of living "as if every moment were
your next."

The instant and simultaneous have no sequence
or connections, but are characterized by resonant
intervals and discontinuity. In the new world environ-
ment of instant information there is need to pay
attention to the neglected factor of the gap or in-
terval as crux in creating inflation.
As long as there is an interval of play between

the wheel and the axle, there is a rotary action. Ir
is the interval of play that keeps the wheel and
axle in touch. And the gap or interval is "where
the action is." This fact has gained 'special attention
from the new physics; and it is in the very opening
of "The Nature of the Chemical Bond" that Linus
Pauling explains there are "no connections" in mat-
ter. The development of the theory of quantum nla-
chanics "has also introduced into chemical theory
a new concept, that of resonance . . . and it is
our resonant interval . ." What is most relevant
here to the nature of inflation may perhaps be seen
from the way ih which the gap or interval in things
creates the mentality of the gambler:

He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,
Who fears to put it to the touch
To win or lose it all.

It is precisely "touch" that is the resonating world
of the gap or interval. Touch is literally created
by a resonant interval, between, say the hand and the
thing. If there were any connection between the hand
and the thing, there would be no hand. The gambler is
above all the man who must stay in touch, and in
the new "physics" of the instantaneous electric en-
virenment it ie nreeieele thP resonant interval or

"Much" that characttrizes the infer:nation that con-
stitutes the new service environment, established by
the universal accessibility of instant information.

For the dominant environment of our age has
itself become information or "software." Since at
electric speed any figure tends to become ground,
and anything, however trivial, can acquire infinite
mass, the temptation and the desire to gamble with
everything and anything becomes obsessive. One
dollar at the speed of light can do as many transac-
tions as a million at pre-electric speeds. Quantitative
projections and rational critiques cannot cope here.

In the new electric. environment almost any situa-
tion has a structure eligible for gambling, mech as
Lloyds of London was prepared to insure any part
of the body—busts, legs, or even states of mind
and popularity—against the whims of chance. Using
the language of gestalt psychology, it. could be said
that inflation makes everything a figure against the
ground of public interest. Figure and ground con-
stitute the structure of most situations and are in
perpetual interface of flux. However, in the pulsating
world of the intervals in electric information, there
are innumerable opportunities to seize and abstract I
the interval itself as a new kind of object to he ex- '
ploited.

There are days when large bodies of corporate I
funds are not in use, and the idea readily occurs:
"Why not make them electrically available for a few
hours to some other part of the world?" It was per-
haps the dawning awareness of the utility of the
interval that prompted the phrase "time is money."
At electric speeds, however, a very little time can
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